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Mr. S.R. Balcom,
M.P. for Halifax,
House of Commons,
Ottawa
Dear Sam:
I wish to congratulate you on the speech
you made Thursday evening in the House of Commons. I was
unable to hear it, unfortunately, but have read it very
carefully.
You certainly must have done a great deal
of home-work to enable you to make such a comprehensive
speech. I am sure that it can't do anything but good, and
that it will certainly show to your constituents that you
are diligent in furthering their interests. Keep up the
good work.
With kindest personal regards,
Yours sincerely,

Robert Winters
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AMENDMENT TO ESTABLI SH MAXIMUM RATE

Mr. H. R. Argue (Assiniboia) moved for
leave to introduce Bill No. 2, to amend the
Interest Act.
Motion agreed to and bill read the first
time.

W HEAT
PROVISION FOR PAYMENT OF CARRYI NG COSTS OF
TEMPORARY EXCESS RESERVES

Right. Hon. C. D. Howe (Minister of Tra de
moved th at the house go
mto committee at the next sitting to consider
the following resolution, w hich has been
recommended to the house by His Excellency;:

~nd Com~erce)

That it is expedient to introduce a measurefor the payment of carrying cost s of temporary ·
wheat . reserves owned by the Canadian wheat
board m respect of board stocks of wheat in excess
of one hundred and seventy-eight million bushels
at the commencement of a crop year, such payment
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Mr. J. P. Deschatelets (MaisonneuveRosemontl moved for leave to introduce Bill
No. 4, to amend the Railway Act.
Motion agreed to and bill r ead the first
time.
GRAIN
PROVISION FOR GUARANTEE OF BANK LOANS TO
PRODUCERS IN PRAIRIE P ROVINCES, ETC.

Right Ha n. C. D. Howe (Minister of T rade
a nd Commerce) moved that the house go into
committee at the next sitting to consider t he
following resolution which has been recommended to the house by His Excellency:

That it is expedient to introduce a measure
to provide, by way of a guarantee for bank loans
made on or after the 15th day of November, 1955,
and before the 1st day of June, 1956, for shortterm. credit to grain producers in the prairie
provmces to meet temporary financial difficulties
arisil_lg from inability to deliver their grain; to
prov1de also that the governor in council may
extend the application of the act to cover loans
mad~ before the 1st day of June, 1957; and to
provide further that any amount paid to a bank
under the act be paid out of the consolidated
revenue fund.

Motion agreed to.
3-1956-It

~~~~t"~~~ec~~::l~d~~=~dr~;e~~~ r:~~~~ter of FinanceCANADIAN F ORCES ACT

Hon. R. 0 , Ca mpney (Minister of National.
Defence) moved that the house go into committee. at the next sitting to consider the·
followmg resolution, which has been recommended to the house by His Excellency:
That. it is expedient to introduce a measure
respectmg th~ Canadia_n forces to amend the
De!cnce. Services PensiOn Act to provide for
umforrrnty of pension payments to former members
of _the forces pensioned as warrant officers or
equlV_alent; ~lso ~o amend the National Defence
A_ct•. i~ter aha, With respect to t he code of service
d1S~1plme and with respect to the payment of
duties and tolls for the use
certain facilities,

Motion agreed to.
CANADIAN FARM
AMENDMENTS
REORGANIZE
INCREASE

ACT
ETC.

Han. W. E. H arris (Minister of Finance)
moved that the house go into committee at
the next sitting to consider the following
r esolution, which has been recommended to
the house by His Excellency:

That it is expedient to introduce a measure
to amend the Canadian Farm Loan Act to provide
for a. number of administrative changes under the
act; mter alia; to reorganize the capital structure
of
board by cancelling existing share stock.
a~d_issumg new stock up to a par value of three·
~llhon dollars; to allow loans to be made up toSlXtY-fi.ve per cent of the value of the lands with
a max1mum loan of fifteen thousand dollars; that~
there be only one reserve fund not exceeding an.
amount equal to the capital stock of the board·
And t_o provide further for the repayment' of.."
the capital advanced by t he government to t he-
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boar d with respect to its operation under the

Canadian Fisherman's L oan Act, less the deficit
of t h e board on its operation u nder the act and
t h e a mount of outst a n ding loans.

Motion agreed to.
PUBLIC SERVICE
P RO VI SION FOR E QUAL P AY TO FEM ALE EMPLOYEES

J ANUARY 12, 1956

Righ t Hon. C. D. Howe {minister of Trade
and Commerce): Mr. Speaker, t he government's 'Program for wheat is a t present on
the order paper. If any further measures are
decided upon, they will also appear on the
order paper.
Mr. Diefenbaker: So that means t her e are
no advan ces.

F OR EQUAL WORK

Hon. Milton F, Gregg (Minist er of La bour)

moved that the house go into committee at
the next sitting to consider the following
r esolution, w hich has been r ecommen ded to
the house by His Excellency:
That it is expedient to introduce a mea sur e t o

provide equal pay for female employees as com-

p ared with male employees of t he same employer,
for identical or substantia lly iden tical work in

federal works, undertakings or businesses; and to
provide further under the enforcement procedure
for the appointment of referees who may be paid
such allowances and expenses as may be approved
by the treasury board.

Motion agr eed t o.
I NDIAN A CT
AMENDMENTS TO PROVIDE FOR CHANGES IN
ADMINI STRATI ON, AMOUNT OF LOANS, E TC,

Hon. J . W. Pickersgill {Minister of Citizenship a nd Immigration) moved that the house
go i nto committee at the next sitting to consider the following resolution, which has been
recommended to t he house by His Excellency:

That it is expedient to introduce a measure
to amend the Indian Act to provide for a
number of changes in connection with the administration of the act; and to provide f urther that
the minister of finance may from time to time
advance to the minister of citizenship and immigration out of the consolidated revenue fu nd such
sums of money as the minister may require for
loans to Indians under section 69 of the act;
The total amount of outstanding advances under
t he said section not to exceed at any one time
one million dollars in lieu of three hundred and
fifty thousand dollars as at present.

Motion agreed to.
GRA IN
WHEAT-REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
DECISION RESPECTING ADVANCES
ON FARM STORAGE

On the orders of the day:
Mr. J. G. Diefenbaker {Prince Albert): I
should like to direct a question to the Minister
of Trade and Commerce. In view of the
continuing representations made by the
western farm organizations, is the government giving reconsider ation to the decision
it previously made not to grant advances on
farm-stored wheat?
[Mr. Harris.]

BUTTER
SALEs' TO COMMUNIST COUNTRI ES-REQUEST
FOR TABLING OF AGREEMENTS

On the orders of the day :
Mr. E. G. Hansell (Macleod ): May I direct
a question to the Mini ster of Agriculture?
It is supplementary to the q uestions asked
yesterday in respect of the sale of surplus
butter. Would the minister care to lay on
the table of the house the full text of the
agreement or agreements in r espect of the
sale of that butter to those designated
countries?
Right Hon . J . G. Gardiner {Minister of
Agricul!ur el: There is no objection to that
being d one, Mr. Speak er.
HOUSING
REQUEST FOR SPEED-U P IN GOVERNMENT
PROGRAM

On the orders of the day:
Mr . Stanley Knowles {Winnipeg North
Centre): Mr. S peaker, may I direct a question
to the Prime Minister? In view of the serious
and tragic loss of life in Canada this winter
because of fires, mostly in substandard
dwelling.s, will the minister discuss with his
colleagues the possibility of 1a real speed-up
in the government's housing program so these
tragedies might not continue to occur?
Right Hon. L. S. St. Laurent {P rime
Minister): Mr. Speaker, we all, of course, have
been sorrowfully impressed by the number
of casualties that have occurred recently.
I do not know whether or not they h ave
occurred in substandard dwellings. I understand that official investigations are being
conducted; also that the Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation i s implementing the
provisions of that act just as expeditiously as
possible. It is my understanding that 125,000
new dwelling units were completed last year
and that the prospects for the coming year
are for ·completion of an even larger number
than that.

VETERANS AFF AIRS
HOSPI TAL INSURANC E COVERAGE IN BRITISH
COLUMBI A

On the orders of the day :
Mr. H. W. Herridge (Kootenay West ): Has
the Minister of Veterans Affairs received
representations fr om t he Canadian Legion
concerning arr angements for the provision of
hospital insurance coverage in British Columbia for returning defence personnel and their
dependents now denied it? If so, is consideration being given by the minister to the repr esentations of the British Columbia command
of the Canadian Legion?
Hon. Hugues Lapointe {Minister of Veterans
Affairs): The answer to ~he first part of the
question is no. As to the second part, of
course if representations are received they
will get the consideration and action they
always do, as the r ecor d shows.
PUBLIC SERVICE
SUGGESTED APPOI NTMENT OF WoMAN M EMBER
TO THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

On the orders of the day:
Miss Ma rgar et Aitken {York-Hum ber): I
should like to address a question to the Prime
Minister. Is it the government's intention to
appoint a woman to the civil service commission?
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me w hen the right hand of t he government
will know what the left hand is doing?
Righ t Hon. L. S. St. L aurent (Pr ime
Minister): It is not wi1thin my knowledge that
t here is any right or left hand concerned in
this matter at this time.
LIVESTOCK
MAINTENANCE OF FLOOR P RI CE ON HOGS

On the orders of the day:
Mr. H. A. Bryson (Humboldt-Melfortl: Can
the Minister of Agriculture assure the house
that the present floor price on hogs will be
maintained in 1956?
Right Hon. J. G. Gardiner (Minister of
Agriculture): The present floor price on hogs
was set about two years ago, I think, Mr.
Speaker, and when it is discontinued the government will announce the fact.
[ L at er:]

Mr. E. G. McCullough {Moose Mountain):
I should like to direct to the Minister of
Agriculture a question supplementary to that
asked by t he han. member for HumboldtMelfort. Can the Minist~r state t he floor price
paid for hogs on the Winnipeg market?
Mr. Gardiner: The floor price for grade A
hogs on the Winnipeg market is $20.
Mr. McCullough {Moose Mountain ): Then,
Mr. Speaker, I should like to ask a further
supplementary question. I have here a receipt dated-

Right Hon. L. S. St. L aurent {P r ime
Minister): This matter has been under consideration, Mr. Speaker, and a decision had
been reached in that connection but t he perMr. Speaker: Order.
son we desired to appoint felt she was not
Mr. McCullough {Moose Mountain): --dated
desirous of a ccepting the appointment and the
matter is still under consideration because January 3, which indicates that a price of
we would like to have a competent woman $18.85acting on the civil service commission.
Mr. Speaker: Order. Will the han . member
be good enough to put his supplementary
E X TERNAL AFF AIRS
question?
INQUIRY AS TO SHIPMENT OF AIRCRAFT TO
EGYPT

On the orders of the day:
Mr. Alistair Stewart {Winnipeg North): Has
t he Secretary of State for External Affairs
a nything further to add to the answer he
gave to my question yesterday concerning
the shipment of Canadian aircraft to Egypt?
Hon. L. B. P earson {Secretary of State for
E xternal Affairs): The m atter is still under
investigation _b ut I should have thought my
han. friend would have been satisfied w ith
the answer to his own question which he gave
to the press after the sitting yesterday.

Mr. McCullough {Moose Mountain): Yes.
I should like to .ask the minister whether he
is aware that a price of $18.85 is being paid
for grade A hogs on the Winnipeg market?
Mr. Ga rdiner: I am quite satisfied n o such
price has been paid.
NATIONAL DEFENCE
REQUEST THAT AIR-SEA RESCUE SERVICE
BE AUGMENTED

On the orders of the day:
Mr. G. R. Pearkes (Esquimalt-Saanich l:
May I d irect a question to the Minister of
Transport? In view of the recent losses at
· Mr . Stewart {Winnipeg North): I should like sea on the west coast, will the minister augto address a question now to the Prime Min-. men t th e existing air-sea rescue ser vice by
ister. Can the right han. gentleman inform t he provision of helicopter s for that work?
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Hon. G eorge C. Marler (Minister of Trans~
po'r t): I believe that question ought to be
directed to my colleague the Minister of
National Defence, under · whose department
search and rescue in British Columbia comes.
Mr. Pea rkes: May I direct the question
I asked the Minister of Transport to the
Minister of National Defence?
Hon. R. 0 . Campney (Minister of National
Defence): Mr. Speaker, I have already noted
the han. member's question; but the provision

of helicopters for any purpose is not as simple
-as a question and answer.
DISABLED PERSONS
INQUIRY AS TO POSSI BLE AMENDMENTS THIS
SESSION

On the orders of the day :
Mr. F. S. Zaplitny (Dauphin) : Mr. Speaker,
m ay I direct a question to the right han.
Minister of National Health pnd Welfare?
In view of the fact that there is no reference
in t he speech from the throne -to any pr oposed amendments to the Disabled Persons
Act, would the minister care to indicate
w hether he is prepared to recommen d
amendments to that act during this session?
Hon. Paul Martin (Minister of Nationa l
.Health and Welfare): Mr. ·Speaker, I would
b e most ungrateful if I did not at once
acknowledge the tribute which my bon.
friend paid to me a few moments ago. I can
say to him that I generally think I am right,
and I hope I am always honourable, but I am
not entitled to the designation involving
these two words.
The question that my hon. f riend asks is
one that will be studied very carefully by a
group of administrators of disability allowances from both the federal and provincial
governments.
BLIND PERSONS
INQUIRY AS T O PAYMENT OF SUPPLEMENTARY
ALLOWANCES

On the orders of the day:
Mr. Stanley Knowles (Winnipeg North
Centre): Mr. Speaker, may I direct a question to the Minister of National Health a nd
Welfare? What consideration is the government giving to the request of the blind
organizations in Canada for a supplementary
allowance t o blind persons to help them to
meet those special expenses which arise
because of their blindness?
Hon. P aul Martin (Minister of National
H ealth and Welfare): Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the right han. gentleman, I would like to
[Mr. Pearkes.]
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say that the government of course is giving
all representations of that character its most
careful consideration.
STORMS
MARI TIME PROVINCES-RESTORATI ON OF
T ELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS

On the orders of the day:
Hon. George C. Marler (Minister of Transport): Yesterday the han. member for
Queens asked as to progress being made in
re-establishing telegraphic communication s
in the maritime prov~nces.
The management of the Canadian National
Railways advise that extra men have been
assigned to the area and that rehabilitation
work is being carried on around the clock.
By Friday of this week the Canadian
National hope conditions will be close to
nor mal.
So far as any government telegraph line$
are concerned, the department has had no
reports of any failures in service.
I might add that t he department does not
receive r eports from private telegraph companies.
SPEECH FROM THE THRONE
CONTINUATION OF DEBATE ON ADDRESS I N REPLY

The house resumed, from Wednesday,
January 11, consideration of the motion of
Mrs. Shipley for an address to His Excellency
the Governor General in r eply to his sp eech
at the opening of the session.
Hon. George A. Drew (Leader of the
Opposition): Mr. Speaker, first of all I want
to extend my compliments to the mover
<Mrs. Shipley) and t he seconder <Mr. Laflamme) of the motion to adopt the speech
from the throne. I do so with m ore than the
customary formality because I have had
earlier occasions to listen to the mover; and
so far as the seconder is concerned, I very
greatly welcome the opportunity to hear a
young man in politics making a speech i n this
house for t he first time'.
I was particularly interested in the remarks made by the han. member who moved
the motion because at the time w hen. in our
earlier association she visited the parliament
buildings in Toronto as the reeve of Teck
township it seemed to me that we saw eye
to eye on a gr eat man y things. I a m a little
inclined to think that today also we see eye
to eye on a great many things, and p robably
on many su bjects of importance, particularly
in relation to the mining areas with which
she h as been associated and about which she
h as spoken so well, though we have a few
differences of opinion. Whatever our though ts

~

may be in that respect, I welcome the occasian when for the first time a lady member
of this house has moved the adoption of the
address in reply to the speech from the
throne. I trust that in the years to come many
opportunities will be presented to other
ladies, and perhaps those now in .this house,
to move similar motions. E ven w1th the assurance that han. m embers opposite may
h ave that this is a distant possibility, at any
r ate may I express the hope that in due
course we shall see many more ladies taking
their places in this house and contributing
to the discussion of those special fields in
w hich their knowledge is of such great value
to all of us.
I hope also that the youth of the seconder
of the motion <Mr. Laflamme) will offer encouragement to many young people to play
their full part in our political affairs without
waiting perhaps too long in the hope that
with a greater maturity of years they may
have more opportunities. As we look around
this house we see many hon. members who
h ave spent many years here. Apparently t hey
h ave not suffered, but on the contrary t hey
seem to have actually gained in health and
friendship from their long association with
other members in this chamber.
Today we are considering what is the government's statement of parliamentary business
which was presented to u s last Tuesday in the
speech from the throne. My complimentary
remarks end there. The speech from the
thr one which is of course the speech of the
govern~ent presented under our constitutional
system by Her Majesty's representative, contains no single new statement which has not
already been before the public except the
announcement that it is the intention of the
government to introduce legislation which
will assure to those w omen employed in ~he
government service equal pay for equal work.
Naturally we welcome this legislation and
the government will be well aware why we
do. We do this, not only because of the value
of the legislation itself but because we have
sought this legislation for several years. For
three sessions the han. member for Hamilton
West (Mrs. Fairclough) had similar bills on
the order paper. Granted they were presented by a member of the opposition-and I
suppose for that reason they were tainted to
some extent in t he m inds of the government.
But there have been occasions when the government has accepted bills put forward by
members of the opposition. I recall one
measure of considerable importance put forward by t he bon. member for Kamloops
(Mr. Fulton) and later adopted by the government. I recall others which have been
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adopted. Therefore it is not su fficient simply
to say that this was put forward by the
opposition.
Three years ago when the bill came forward it did not reach a vote. On April 6,
1954 there was a division on the motion for
seco~d reading and we had a most gratifying
example of independence, which I hope will
be extended and enlarged, when twelve
Liberal members supported the motion. All
members of the government and the overwhelming majority of Liberal members voted
against the motion. T he same was true .on
Febr uary 15 last year. On the latter occas10n
eleven Liberal members voted w ith u s on the
bill, and every member of the govern~ent
and all the other L iberal members agamst
it. I mention this because it is naturally
a matter of gratification to us that the gov ernment has adopted a measure which has
been put forward and supported by the vigorous arguments of the han. member for Hamilton West (Mrs. F airclough) and other members; a nd I hope that in this case members
on both sides will feel it is appropriate to
congratulate the han. member for Hamilton
West on the adoption of the measure which
she has sought to have placed on t he statutes.
I n addition to that one positive statement
-a very gratifying statement- a nd the repetitian of information already m ade public,
t here is very little but easy reassurances and
uninformative platitudes. Surely, on a careful examination, no han. member has been
a ble to find any earlier speech from the
throne which contained less information than
this does.
After a few brief refer ences to legislation
which will ·be introduced to implement
earlier public statements, we are told at the
close of the speech from the throne that we
shall be asked to consider the revision of
two acts and the amendment of ten others.
Is that the legislative program for this
session ? Or perhaps I shoul d ask: is that as
far as the government h as yet gone in deciding the legislative program for this session?
If it is, t hen once again we shall find ~hat
it is not the form of the rules that determmes
the expedition of the business in the house;
it is the way in which the business of the
· government is presented to this house.
Either the governement has more informa-

i~oen 0~~e~hC:an~~v~h~;mhea:Cn~~~~:::fio~r,a~~

hf.Ve denied to us information which properly should have been included in the
speech from the throne. It is surely appropriate t hat, no matter how brief the speech
from the throne may be, it is intended to
state the general legislaive program of the
government. It seems t o me that, if there is
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further information, then it carries one stage
further the disregard for this house which

we have had occasion to mention at different
times.
What about the Canada Council, which

has been mentioned ,before in the speech
from the throne? We have heard a good
deal about that. This government has
emphasized its belief in the commision re-

port which presented that recommendation.

Has the Canada Council been lost along with
the Canada Medal? Certainly there is nothing to tell us what is to be done about this
council, which many members have hoped
might be able to implement in some measure
those broad recommendations of the Massey
report, in regard to which I think there is
common agreement in this house.
Wh at ·a bout a revision of our labour legislation? It will be recalled th at we have
been asking over and over ·again that effective steps be taken to review our labour
legislation. It will be recalled that at a
time when this house was brought together
to meet a situation, with which the government dealt in a manner of which we did
not approve, we emphasized then the need
for a review of our labour legislation. We
~ointed out then and we h ave pointed out
continually since then that as this country
rapidly expands and our industrial deveiopment creates increased numbers of workers
in this country a basis of harmony and of
understanding and of the recognition of the
rights in clearly defined terms , of those who
work in our many activities in Canada is
an essential part of that good understanding, of that good fellowship which is a priceless part of the development of this Canadian
democracy of ours.
We have had general assurances that this
subject was being considered, but now when
concern may be f elt by many about the situa tion that could arise it is not too much to
ask the government to take steps to carry
out the recommendation that was made at
that time and call togeth er representatives of
labour, of management and of the government, so that the greatly cherished rights of
organized labour, the relationship of management to labour and the relationship of the
public represented by the government. may
be explored and interpreted in satisfactory
and desirable legislative terms. There is no
reference to this in the speech fr om the
throne.
•
Then again, what about the interesting
question of the use of television? It is true
reference is made to a commission that has
been appointed; but, _Mr. Speaker, this country must be almost unique on either side of
the iron curtain. We have had television
(Mr. Drew.]

broadcasting for several years in Canada and
the Canadian people have yet to see the first
political broadcast by any representative of
any of the national parties. That same limitation has not been imposed upon provincial
parties. In the provincial elections that have
taken place the provincial parties have been
given the right to use this medium of communication to convey their ideas in the ordinary use of free speech. We alone are
denied that privilege. I do not know of any
other country with television broadcasting
today where political broadcasts are not available to representatives of the political parties.
T he right to have those broadcasts has been
requested. The right to have such broadcasts
h as ·been urged by the party I have the
honour to lead and bY' the other parties on
this side of the house. This is no longer something to be left in the hands of any government agency with the bland assurance that
the government does not interfere with those
agencies. If those agencies are not carrying
out the processes of democracy, then it is
the duty of the government with the support
of parliament to take appropriate steps to
assure that they will. The time is overdue
for the same privileges that have been extended since the very first days of radio
broadcasting to be carried into the field of
television broadcasting. That is particularly
true when we see that the C.B.C. television
news finds so many occasions to report the
activities of members of the government. I
am not in any way challenging the wisdom
of that, and I concede immediately that
there are members of the opposition who have
had similar opportunities. That, however, is
not part of the process of the exchange of
political ideas.
My understanding was that the very large
sums of money that the parliament of Canada
has been called upon to approve for the
maintenance of these channels of communication had as their purpose, amongst other
things, education . At a time when it is pointed
out to us in the speech from the throne
that there are other things than arms that
count in preserving our democracy, I think
we perhaps might suggest that one of the
things that will help to preserve democracy
is a knowledge of the political processes
themselves. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I urge
the Prime Minister (Mr. St. Laurent) to
regard this as a subject of very real importance from the point of view of the continuance of our democratic processes and to
take such appropriate §teps with the concurrence of parliamerit as may be necessary
to assure that broadcasts of this type will be
available.
During the course of this debate, Mr.
Speaker, there will be many vigorous criticisms of things that have been done. In recent
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years there has been a tendency for some
sensitiveness to be displayed when criticism
is directed to the government with regard to
public affairs. In fact, it is carried so far that
it is almost regarded as improper to direct
vigorous and strong criticism of action
which in the opinion of those expressing
their opinions may call for the strongest
terms of criticism. I am not suggesting
for a moment that the members of the government or han. members of this house are
not quite prepared to take their part in the
exchange of ideas, but nevertheless I do
recall, as many others will, occasions on
which some evidence of dissatisfaction was
expressed when criticism was directed to the
government.
For that reason it seemed to me that there
was a very special significance in the words of
Her Majesty the Queen when in her Christmas broadcast she spoke of the great traditions of our democracy. Less than three weeks
ago, speaking to the whole world over the
radio, Queen Elizabeth used these words:
There are certain spiritual values' which inspire
all of us. We try to express them in our devotion
to f r'eedom which means respec t for the individual
and equality before the law. Parliamentary government is also a part of this heritage. We believe
in a conception of a government and opposition
and the right to criticize and def end. All these
things are part of the natural life of our free
commonwealth.
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issues that are now before us. We hope that
han. members opposite will welcome as much
as will our own members the' opportunity that
will then be available to them to express t h e
opinions that they have been expressing outside this house about some of these subjects.
I make that explanation now because we
intend neither to make nor to be involved
in detailed amendments which would foreclose the widest measure of debate at a later
stage in this session when we ·are presented
with the opportunity that is only then afforded to the opposition to frame its own
motion, and to h'ave a decision expressed by
the house, in terms that we believe place
the matter before the members in a manner
clearly expressing t he opinion of the members.
This speech f rom the throne comes before
us at a time when we are in the midst of
tremendously important events. Yet let us
see what we are told about international
affairs. This is what we are told in the
speech from the throne:
Since you last met there have been significant
international developments. Some of them have
been welcome as releasing tensions in certain parts
of the world while others unfortunately have had
the contrary effect.

There we have a clear, explicit and positive statement that will immediately commend itself to the opin ion of han. members.
The speech from the throne continues:
My ministers remain convinced of the need to

When, Mr. Speaker, vigorous criticism may maintain the defences of the free nations
be directed against any action of this govern- deterrent to war.
ment let us remembE:r that we have it on the
Yes; we have expressed that belief. The
highest authority that can express it that this speech continues:
in fact is the proper conception of · our form
A strong North Atlantic Treaty Organization and
of free government. As we direct vigorous adequate protection for this continent are in
criticism against the government-and we shall their view fundamental to the preservation of
do so--we do so not merely for the sake of peace and the security of Canad a.
criticism itself but because we have already
Then the speech from the thr one or the
seen in this house the positive value of criti- government's statement, as we might properly
cism. We have seen that criticism, m aintained call it, says that there are other things
and carried forward with conviction and than arms that mu.st be considered in maindetermination, produces results. May I say at taining security, and reference is made to
the outset that it is not my intention today the extension of friendship and the part we
to move a detailed amendment. There can play in the extenSion of that friendship
are too many subjects to discuss for them to with other nations.
be included in one amendment. Moreover,
Mr. Speaker, even the ffiost commendable
His Honour the Speaker has indic ated effort at condensation must surely have found
that if a specific subject is contained in difficulty in producing such a meaningless
.an amendment which is voted down, we can- statement in these troubled days. We are
not later introduce that subject on a motion living during a period when the history of
by way of ·amendment when we are going into a ll mankind is being shaped by events of such
supply nor may we bring it f orward in any compelling importance that the decision of
other manner. We regard the motions on this government, its policies and the attitude
going into supply as extremely important we are asked to support must surely be
motions and we certainly do not intend to amongst the first considerations to be placed
befoi-e us. Foreign policy, under our historic
close the door to the introduction of positive tradition, undoubtedly calls for consultation
motions which will call for an expression of and conditional decisions which must from
opinion by the members of this house in time to time be made on the spot by the
regard to several of th e extremely important representatives, ministerial and diplomatic,
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of any government.
But in the end the
· ultimate responsability, under our system,
is with parliament. In view of the fact that
we are told so little in the speech from the
throne, it would be difficult for us to know
to what phase of foreign policy we should
direct any remarks if we were to make those
remarks in this debate. For that reason, Mr.
Speaker, I ask the Prime Minister to permit
a coherent and related debate on external
affair-s as a separate debate at an early date
on an appropriate motion. .If that course is
followed, we then can hear from the Secretary of State for External Affairs <Mr.
Pearson) a comprehensive review which will
bring to us . information gathered in an extended and, I hope, fruitful trip. We can
also have an opportunity, without separation
of the discussion, of discussing some of those
statements of policy which have been made
not merely in political statements but in fact
have appeared in -certain magazines and other
publications and which perhaps may raise
some question in the minds of people in other
countries as to whether these are things
decided upon by parliament itself.
Now that parliament meets I would hope
that we may have a chance of discussing
those things here so that not only within our
own country but also with in the partner
nations which are associated with us in that
great organization we describe as NATO it
may be known what is in fact the expression
of the representatives of the people of Canada
on some of these subjects. With the shorter
period that this debate will take, under the
new rules, I hope that facilities may be afforded for such a debate. It need not take
long but I am sure it is one that would be
welcomed by all han. members. In such a
case it would also make it possible for many
of the han. members of this house to express,
in regard to subjects of importance, certain
opinions which we would hope migh t be
helpful to the government. No matter how
closely related to the speech from the throne
-if that is possibl€'-a debate of this kind
might be, nevertheless it does not seem to
afford the same opportu nity to bring into
focus the thoughts of the members with
regard to these extr emely important subjects.
I think it would be particularly desired that
such a discussion should take place before the
Prime Minister of Great B r itain and the Secretary of State visit Ottawa in February.
I need hardly say that every bon. member
in this house welcomes the prospect of seeing Sir Anthony Eden here for the first time
in his new capacity. ' I would h ope that it
might be helpful to t h e government at the
time of those discussions to have had a review
of foreign affairs in this house where new
[Mr. Drew.]

subjects, which have not as yet been brought
forward, might perhaps be presented for <:onsideration.
Then, I turn to the first subject that is
dealt with by the speech from the throne
after the reference to external affairs and
the appointment of certain commissions.
Anyone not living in Canada who read this
speech from the throne at some distant
point would be satisfied that today we are
living under conditions so perfect that govern ment intervention is hardly necessary in any
case. Let us see what we are tol d .

Canada has enjoyed , on the whole, a h igh level
of prosperity. S ome sector s o f the economy have
not fully participated. in this increased well-being.
In particular, although sales of wheat in the past
five y ears have been at record levels, an unprecedented series of bumper harvests has m a de
necessary the storage of abnormal stocks of grain
both in e leva tors and on farms . Lack of space in
elevators has limited the ability of producers to
deliver grain as early as usual in the marketing
year.

Now, Mr. Speaker, that is what we are
told about the sectors of the economy which
have not fully particip ated in the general
high level of prosperity to which refer ence
is made. There is not a wor d about p otatoes,
not a word abou t apples, a n d n ot a word
about many other farm products which ar e
of im mense concern to the fa r mers whose
daily livelihood depends u p on the marketing
of those particul ar farm product s. T here is
not a w ord, of course, about the p r oblem
of marketing butter. The Righ t Han. M inister
of Agriculture (Mr. Gardiner) nods his head .
There is no worry s o far as he is concerned.
One might almost think there was no b utter .
But, Mr. Speaker, there are many people
who seem t o be concerned about these things.
They have been making representations to
the government. The gover nment is well
aware of these problems. It w ould h ave
helped if we had known what the government proposed to do in r egard to the representations that have been made and whether
we are or are not going to have some legisla tion before us to deal with t hese subjects.
Why, Mr. Speaker, even with one ear the
Minister of National Defence (Mr. Campney )
must have heard some r u mblings of discontent. No, Mr. Speaker, the government
is not unaware of these representations . It
would have been helpful if we had known .
Of course, there is particular emphasis on
that because the Right Han. Minister of
T r ade and Commerce (Mr. Howe) tod ay
made it clear that if we are looking for the
government's policy the only p lace. we can
look is in the speech from the throne. When
he was asked today about the wheat policy,
l":iis r eply was that the government's policy
on wheat is at present on t he order paper.
T herefore, you have the whole policy ; this
is the whole story.

"10
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This certainly brings us to a discussion of
a question which is of concern not merely to
t he wheat growers of western Canada but
to every Canadian. It is of great concern
to everyone who realizes the plight of the
prairie farmers at this time. This is not
just a question of a particularly bountiful
crop. We are told that is all that has happened; we have had a bountiful crop. If
that were all t hat had happened, we would
not need to be greatly worried. But the
truth is that we have been affected by other
problems as well. Surely, the Minister of
Trade and Commerce will not question that
there are other problems when he has found
it necessary on a number of occasions to
complain about what are described as the
give- away policies of the United States
government.

while to the farmers then it should mean that
the abnormal carryover and storage should
be paid for by the treasury, according to this
paragraph-whether the wheat was delivered
to the elevator before or after August 1, 1955.
Otherwise, the effect of this will be very
limited indeed.

Of course, it is difficult to tell what the
position of the government really is. There
is a right and a left. There is q. right of the
Prime Minister <Mr. St. L aurent) and a left
of the Prime Minister. The right han . min - ,
ister on the Prime Minister's r ight thinks that
those sales are wrong, while the right han .
minister on the Prime Minister's left thinks
they ar e right. In fact, he has told the
dominion-provincial agricultural conference
he is going t o do even better when he gets a
chance, and he has started to do it.

~~ari~n:-~~; i;~eat:;mselves do not under-

Mr. Gardine r: W e both agree on all of it.
Mr. Drew: Perhaps the righ t bon. m inister
will deHne the part in regard to \vhich th ere
is some limitation in the difference of opinion
between himself and the Minister of Trade
and Commerce.
M r. Gardiner: We will do that in due course.
Mr. Dre w: Wheat sales are mentioned, and
therefore in discussing the speech from the
t hrone it is essential that we consider this
whole question of whea t markets. The United
States is not diminishing but is intensifying
its drive to get rid of its surplus. This was
re-emphasized in the clearest and most explicit terms this week by the President of the
United States in his statement to congress.
Now, the Minister of Trade and Commerce
has indicated that the government's whole
policy is to be found in this limited statement
that we have before us. What are \Ve to be
asked to do to meet the really serious situation
confronting most of the prairie farmers at
this time? We are to be asked to authorize
the treasury to bear the .c ost, from August 1,
1955, of storage and interest char ges on wheat
held by the wheat board, over a~d above its
normal carryov,er level. Just what does that
mean? It is a most ambiguous statement, and
I hope it will be clarified at the earliest poss ible moment. If it means anything wor th

Mr. Howe (P ort Arihur l : The farmers know
what it means; don't you worry about that.
Mr. Drew: No one, Mr. Speaker, will more
readily give full credit to the common sense
and intelligence of our f armers than I will.
But if the farmers of . this ,c ountry are able
to underst and what this speech from the
throne means, then they have a great deal
more ability than most members of this
house, and certainly than the members of the
It should be pointed out that we ar e also
being asked to authorize a guarantee in
regard to certain farm loans. The guarantee
has already been made. The proper course
would have been to -c all th~s house t ogether
and not only to hav,e placed th e legislation
befor e the house at t hat time, but to have
offered an opportun ity for bon. members to
present their arguments to the government
befor e they became committeed to an unsatisfactory ·c ourse, which has not met approval
by the farmers. That would have been the
wise, the satisfactory and the sensible parliamentary procedure. But n o; t his government simply rgeards parliament as a place
to get the stamp put on afterwards. They
said what they wer e goin g to do. They then

promised the guarantees and ·c ounted on the
fact that they would get appropriate support.
Well, they will; but Mr. Speaker, I would
hope that from within the ranks of the Liberal
party would come some suggestion, privately
if not publicly-if that is too much to hope
for-that the government can go too far in
taking for gr anted subsequent parliamentary
support for decisions that should have been
made by parliament. On this occaSion, after
extensive commitments have been made and
presented to the public, they are br ought to
us for approval.
It is not a question whether we approv e of
this or whether we do not. There was a far
better method . There were many things that
should have been done.
An hon. Me m ber: W hat are they?
Mr. Drew: Mr . Speaker, one of the hon.
members opposite asks: What are they? W ell,
we at least have the admission of one h an.
member that he does not know all the
answers to this question.
rr:he government h as sought to create the
impression t h at t he plight of the prairi e
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farmer is really not so very serious after a ll.
Statistics have been employed which seek
to give the impression-and probably it did
give the impression in other parts of Canadathat the p r airie farm er really is n ot having
too d ifficult a time. The statistics do not support that statement. The real statisti cs show
a very different situation.
I n the past three years there has been a
sharp decline in farm income in western
Canada which, if it had been repeated in
other parts of our economy, would have spelled disaster for the whole of this country.
Let us see what the figures ar:e. In 1951
the farm income in western Canada, that is in
the prairie p rovinces, was $1,127 million; in
1952, it was $1,082 million; in 1953, it was
$884 million; in 1954, it was $376 milliol)..
· It would appear, Mr. Speaker, f rom the
figures now available, t hat the returns for
the current year will be even less. Of course,
it is true we do not need to be reminded that
the year 1951 was the peak revenue year.
It would not be any answer to any industrial
worker, if he told you that he had seen a
drop in his income ' to one-third of what it
was in 1951, to tell him that that was not
really serious because 1951 had been an alltime peak up to that time. The fact is that
in this human sphere people do gear th eir
lives to the level of income, with some adjustment to that situation if they are wise and
cautious; but surely it is not to be expected
that within that length of time revenue would
drop as it has in this case.
These figures tell why there should be cash
advances to the prairie farmers for fieldstored grain, and without further delay. The
government never really intended that this
system of farm loans should have any broad
application to the problem. I think that was
made per fectly clear on November 28 by the
Minister of Trade and Commerce <Mr. Howe)
in a speech he made in Calgar y. These were
his words:

It is my hope and belief that comparatively
limited use will be made of the lending facilities,
that most farmers are either in a position to carry
on without borrowing, or are in a position to
finance in the ordinary way.

Now, Mr. Speaker, that statement is not
borne out by discussions with any representative groups of prairie farmers at this
time. The system that has been adopted is
open to many objections. These objections
were pointed out right away. The banks
are not in a position to carry out any system
of cash payments. There was a perfectly
simple method , and that was to make cash
payments as advances on the quota book in
the ordinary way in relation to a stated quota
of the grain grown l ast year, and then to
have the grain made deliverable upon
[Mr. D rew.}

demand as soon as space became available in
the elevators. No real d ifficulty pr esen ts itself
in connection with t hat. The elevators are
strategically situated to absorb the grain;
the elevators have the staff to do t he job.
The elevators could have handled it satisfac torily under a system t hat would have
been simple and that would have involved
no serious d ifficulties of any kind. But in
this case the minister responsible for the
marketing of the grain says he believes that
m ost farmers are in a position to finance in
the ordinary way. Well, t hat is one reason
why it is so necessary to discuss this subject. Surely that statement is adding insult
to injury.
When times were good the government,
with smug self-satisfaction, announced the
cheques it was going to pay out. It did it
w ith a flourish. When it was going to be
a really b ig one, it d id it as close to an
election as possible. It did it with the proud
boast also that this was because of its almost
divine omniscience. Now, when things are
tough, it washes its hands of the problem and
turns it over to the banks. In turning it over
to the banks it does not show the same consideration that it proposes to show to those
who are interested in certain other types of
activity in this country.
Another provision that we are going to be
called upon to make calls for interest, I
believe, of 3! per cent; but in this case the
farmers must pay 5 per cent for the loans
that are necessary and are guaranteed,
remember , by this government. Surely, that
is piling it on the farmer fairly hard. Even
if there are any substantial advantages in
these proposals that are made, it is just a
case of giving with one hand and taking away
with the other. The government cannot and
must not evade its responsibilities in this
situation. I hope that among bon. members
of this house on both sides there will be
freely expressed views which will indicate
the belief that this is not merely ot concern
to the prairie farmer but is a matter which
the members of this house, from coast to
coast, recognize as a national problem.
Wheat marketing alone is not what is
causing difficulty for the farmers. Deliveries
of oats, barley and rye have been cut most
severely by quotas, the reductions from last
year's figures being 66 per cent of oats, 36
per cent of barley and 77 per cent of rye.
Of our total deliverable grain about 15 per
cent had been deliver ed by the end of
November as compared with 32 per cent a
year ago. Along with the figures I have
given already this indicates something of
the nature of the broad problem, t he difficult
and serious problem wit h which the prairie
farmer is confronted at this time.
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The problem is not only in regard to grain
and wheat alone; nor is it only in regard to
the failure of t he government to market our
products. One of the problems, a problem
directly related to the subject under consideration, is the very large quantity of
unused elevator space in western Canada· at
this time. The elevators are not full. That
situation is related directly to any provision
which is made and which assumes that they
are. The figures are clear at this time that
there is well over 100 million bushels of
storage space empty in the elevators in wester n Canada, that more than 100 million
bushels of elevator space could absorb very
substantial quantities of the field-stored
grain, as good grain as we have grown in a
great many years.
When there is storage space available for
well over 100 million bushels, why is that
space not being used? The government has
the machinery. If that machinery is
inadequate, let them present to this house
whatever appropriate legislation is r equired
and I feel sure t hat they will receive the
support of han. members of this house in
regard to that situation.
I heard the question asked: what could be
done? I have made certain proposals and I
repeat them now. One: Provision should be
made for immediate cash advances in the
ordinary way on the quota book by the wheat
board for farm-stored grain on a quota basis,
making an initial payment thereon as if the
wheat had been delivered to the elevator.
The wheat would then be delivered on
demand by the farmer as elevator space
became available.
Two: Low-grade wheat now occupying elevator storage space while high-grade wheat
cannot be stored should be sold for feed grain
in Ontario, Quebec and abroad. This would
~~~~f~eh~~v~t~~l~~a~~:;~ a good part of last .
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cash should be advanced for field-stored
grain . On December 17, 1952 I h ad the following to say on behalf of our party:

I n view of the fact t hat farm storage of grain
is not normal in Canada under ord inary circumstances when line elevator storage is available, it
does not appear desirable that legislation should be
designed to encourage farm storage when satisfactory e levator storage is a p ractical possibility.
On the other hand it now seems necessary, and
urgently necessary, that something be done to
make cash available to the farmers for farm stored grain, if they are to meet their current
debts and make the necessary arrangements for
the next year's crop. That is the principle at
issue.

That is what I had to say on the subject
over t hree years ago. Then l et me quote
what is reported on page 27 of H ansard· of
November 24, 1952, where I had this to say:
The whole system of handling and distribution
has brok en down. The government , no matter
what its explanation may be, has failed to take
effective steps to provide for t he handling of grain,
in spite of the knowledge many months ago, and
the war nings many months ago, that this situation
was going to arise. In westem Canada today there
are many farmers, with huge quantities of wheat
and other grains worth considerable sums of
money, who are unable to get money at this time
to cover their harvesting and living expenses
because of their inability to delive r that grain to
market.
This is a situation with which the government
should deal immediately. It is urgent and calls
for attention without delay.

The situation did ease off to some extent,
but the basic factors were there more than
three years ago ·when we; urged immediate
action to prepare to deal with this subject.
But the government brushed those suggestions aside, as suggestions are being brushed
aside now. I hope that bon. members on both

g~~~d~f a~~ !~~s:r:V~i~i~~~~ ~~~mm~~~~e~

Three: The government should recruit top flight salesmen from Canadian business concerns who would plan an aggressive selling
policy for Canadian wheat and give advice
as to long-term selling policies.
F our: The government should refer the
whole problem of the handling and sale of
Canadian wheat and its relationship to the
Canadian economy as a whole to t he Gordon
commission on Canada's economic prospects
and ask for an early interim report as well
as a more complete report later on.
Five: The government should take imme-

this situation will clearly interpr et the
osituation to the house and to the members
of the government who have not yet acted as
though they recognized what the problem
really was.
The situation today is urgent and it calls
for attention without delay. The urgency is
that much greater because of the failure of
the government to act over the long period
during which these requests for action have
been made.
There is another aspect of the problem
which should not be disregarded and I am
making this statement now in t he hope that
we may achieve results. I am m ak ing the
statement now in the hope that whether they
do so publicly or privately-! would prefer
publicly-bon. members opposite will in-

diate steps to assure the full use of all elevator space.
This is not by any ·manner of means the
first time that we have made proposals that

find some bending on the part of the government. Perhaps even the right hon.
Minister of Trade and Commerce (Mr. Howe)

~~~~t~nt~i~es~~je~~~~:~~a~~~hs:~o~g~ym;~~
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would bow to the indicated views of han.
members as he did on an earlier occasion.
There is no hint in the speech from the
throne as to what is going to be done in the
·future. It is not the present, it is what is
going to be done in the future. We have the
words of the right han. Minister of Trade
and Commerce, "If you want to find out our
wheat policy look at the speech from the
throne."
Mr. Howe (Port Arthur): I did not say
that.
Mr. Drew: The order paper.
Mr. Howe (Port Arthur): Why not say "the
order paper" and then we will be together?
Mr. Drew: I am assuming everyot;Le is correctly interpreting what those words mean.
The fact is that the only thing on the order
paper that refers to this subject is the very
speech to which reference has been made.
Since we have that statement, this is the
time not only to ask for action in regard to
what has been grown but to point out the
urgent need for a statement of policy by
the government as to what is going to happen
during the current year.
How can the farmers of western Canada
plan for this year unless some statement is
made? Not only is it necessary from the
point of view of the future of the whole
Canadian economy; it is vitally necessary for
the farmers themselves so that theY will not
become further inVolved if nothing is going
to be done. Anything less than a clear
statement of policy covering the whole of the
current year at this time is going to create
frustration, confusion, hardship and even, conceivably, disaster.
The proposals now made by the government
fall far short of meeting the situation. In
fact, they suggest that the government intends
to rely on the hope of a crop failure. What
else is there, if this represents their whole
policy? That is a grim prospect for our
prairie farmers. The government seems to
hope that a national emergency will be solved
by a domestic disaster.
I am not suggesting that this is a simple
problem. On the contrary, it has become an
extremely difficult problem because of the
failure of the government to adopt any positive and coherent policy. It has become more
difficult still because of the fact that we live
side by side with a great and friendly neighbor which finds it necessary in its own interests to follow a course that makes things still
more difficult for us. But the facts are well
known. What is needed is that the government grapple with these facts and come forward with some definite statement on what
it intends to do.
[Mr. Drew.]

Whether it agrees or does not agree with
what the United States is doing, it knows
what the United States is going to do. It
would be desirable that we have a similarly
clear statement. At least let us hope that
the two ministers mainly concerned will reconcile their differences of opinion so that
the government in this case may speak with
one voice.
The Minister of Trade and Commerce may
be the one who interprets the views of the
government; the Minister of Agriculture (Mr.
Gardiner) may be the one; but at least let
us know which voice is the voice of the whole
government in this case. Here is a glaring
inconsistency in more than mere words. The
Minister of Agriculture undoubtedly believes
in something of this kind and he has acted
on those beliefs. He has made arrangements
for the sale of butter to communist governments at a loss of at least 25 cents a pound
to the Canadian taxpayer. In doing that, he
is doing the very thing the Minister of Trade
and Commerce has been criticizing when it
was done by the United States. As a result,
the very friendly government of New Zealand
has criticized this government for what it
has done.
Mr. Gardiner: No one in this government
has ever criticized the United States for
selling butter.
Mr. Drew: The Minister of Agriculture
wants to slide on butter alone. We were talking about policies in regard to handling farm
products, and there is no difference between
the. way he is handling the sale of butter and
some of the arrangements the United States
government is making, which have been the
subject of criticism by this government. When
it comes to the question of farm products,
there is no essential difference in principle
between any of these products.
As far as this is concerned, we have
another difficulty confronting us. At the
time when the Minister of Agriculture tells
us that we have no real surplus as soon as
we dispose of 10 or 12 million pounds, we
are told by the National Dairy Council of
Canada, an organization which ,should know
something about the facts, that there is a
very large _surplus. These are their own
words:

With milk production running at an all-time
high, it is estimated that the butter surplus exceeds
domestic needs by some 65 million pounds.

Now, who is telling us the facts?
Mr. Gardiner: Who is the dairy council?
Mr. Drew: I hope the Minister of Agriculture will repeat that question to the National
Dairy Council.
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Mr. Gardiner: I have repeated it many
times.
Mr. Drew: I hope he will, because one
thing is certain, that in these conflicting statements somewhere or other a policy is emerging, whether it is there or here: "the truth
if necessary, but not necessarily the truth."
Which is the ~orrect statement? Where are
the facts? Surely inconsistencies can go too
far. Surely there must be some limit. Of
course, in the meantime the communist government of East Germany must remember
words that were spoken long ago: "guns or
butter". The East German government is in
a better position; it has guns and butter. It
gets the guns from Russia and the butter
from us.
These are things in regard to which we
should have clear and explicit statements
and there should be a resolution of its own
position by the government so that we may
know what the facts are. One clear fact is
that this government is drifting, is not dealing
with problems, and is so self-satisfied under
the impression that its large parliamentary
majority, unrepresentative of the actual voting
strength which supported it is a permanent
thing on which it can count forever. It does
not seem to be very much bothered with
parliament or with the demands of those who
are waiting upon it.
Granted that detailed policies may be difficult to state, surely we have a right to expect
that, in regard to all these products, the
policies will at least be understandable,
whether it be with regard to wheat, coarse
grains, butter, cheese, apples, potatoes or any
other farm product, so that our farmers may
not merely know what is going to happen in
regard to what they have already produced
but may know what plans they should make
during this spring for the coming crop
season.
There are, of course, difficulties in the way
of meeting these demands, but before the end
of the debate on the speech from the throne
we might hope that the whole issue will be
clarified.
The next subject of importance in the
speech from the throne is the construction
of the gas pipe line across northern Ontario.
We are informed that legislation will be
placed before us. Because of the time limit in
the contract itself, it is to be hoped that that
legislation will come before us very quickly
after the termination of this debate. That
will be the time when we shall know what
the legislation is. That being so, I believe
that the best time to debate this subject will
be when we see the legislation and can relate
our arguments to -the legislative proposal
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which is actually before us. However, in the
meantime I do wish to place before the Prime
Minister a proposal which I hope he will
approve and which I think would meet with
the approval of members generally. It will
be ~ecalled that we made repeated and
persistent efforts during the last session to
find out what plans were under consideration. We found that impossible. Now we
are told some details. We do not know yet
what form the legislation will take, what
features may be included in that legislation.
There is one very satisfactory way in which
all hon. members could be adequately informed with regard to this vitally important
subject. I ask the Prime Minister to appoint
a select committee of the house representative
of all parties which would begin immediately
to inquire into the whole question. That
committee should be given the power to call
witnesses and to call for the production of
documents. In that way the relevant evidence
in regard to this vitally important subject
could be made available in a very short time.
We would then be in a position to deal with
this tremendously imPortant question with a
knowledge that will not be in our possession
if any other course is followed. I make this
request in all earnestness hoping that the
advisability of a committee of that kind under
the circumstances will commend itself to the
Prime Minister on this occasion.
I wish to deal now, Mr. Speaker, with a
subject that is causing great concern throughout Canada and very naturally so because it
relates to the whole question of the human
structure of our country. There is no mention whatever in the speech from the throne
of the extremely important subject of immigration. Certainly the figures of immigration
in the last year were startling enough to call
for some comment by the government and
some indication of the course it proposes to
follow. The figures of the last few years tell
their story. The number of immigrants arriving annually was as follows:
Year
1951.
1952 .
1953 .
1954 .

Number
.194,391
. .......... 164,498
. ..................... 168,868
. .............. 154,228

In contrast with that the total number
arriving in the first nine months of 1955 was
only 86,607. True, the government announced
in the middle of December that there would
be some assistance to immigrants under special conditions. Another announcement which
we certainly welcome is the setting up of an
appeal board which we hope will have some
opportunity to deal with some of the unexplainable decisions of the officials of the
department handling this very important
question.
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But the uncertainty of our immigration
policy is part of the government u ncertainty
in a larger field. It relates to the whole
question of development, of expected population, of the manner in which this country
is going to grow. There are undoubtedly
some people in Canada living in areas where
growth is rapid who are unaware of the fact
that there are many parts of Canada where
growth h as been stagnant for many years.
A broad policy of development is something
that we have urged in the house time and
time again. We need co-operation in the
development of our great power resou rces
between the federal and provincial governments. Perhaps one h opeful thing about the
announcement made in connection with the
pipe line is that the federal government has
now enunciated a policy which will surely
prevent them at any future time from giving
the answers they have to the governm~ent of
New Brunswick in connection with the Beechwood power project, to the government of
Saskatchewan in connection with the South
Saskatchewan dam and irrigation project, or
in connection with some of the other projects
in respect of which the provinces have sought
the co-operation of the federal government.
If the government is ready to join in this
particular case it is difficult to see·how it can
withhold similar co-operation between the
dominion and provincial governments in other
cases where development might seem wise and
advisable.
We have been urging the adoption of a
development program for many years. At the
same time we have urged the development of
power and irrigation resources. Today we
stand on the threshold of opportunities not
dreamed of in the past. With the scienTtific
devices made available under pressure of war
and in the years since the war we now have
made available to us in this ·c ountry by discoveries within the past few years mineral
and other res.ources beyond the dream of
avarice. Today we can say without any reservation that if we employ the resources that
God has placed at our disposal to the best
advantage of our own people there are no
people in the whole world today, no people
anywhere, with greater opportunities for the
future than we have here in. our own country.
Decisions, however, still must be made.
Reference has been made to our rapidly increasing exports. Yes, but much of that is in
the form of raw materials which could be
processed here. I hope no one will suggest
that I have said that all our raw materials
should be processed here. Everything of that
kind is subject to the reasonable application
of ·common-sense rules and legitimate selfinterest. I do believe it is in the legitimate
[Mr. Drew.]

I

self-interest of the people of Canada that we
should process our own raw materials here
in Canada for the employment of Canadians
to the greatest degree that is practical and ·
possible.
To do t hat we need power. Plan the power
as we encourage the development. Do not
suggest there are no ways in which that
encouragement can be given. One of them
has been stated on different occasions, namely,
to encourage our own industries in this
country by proper tax provisions. At the
moment there are many industrial and other
developments in Canada that are at a disadvantage in relation to companies from the
United States who are coming in here and
doing business in ·competition with them .
Certainly the least our peiople can expect is
that they shall at least be dealt with equally
in relation to competitors from outside our
own ·counfry.
There are other devices. The first thing is
to declare a policy. I submit, Mr. Speaker,
that the policy that produced our tremendous
development in the forest industry 'b usiness
in this country is a policy that can be applied
to our r aw materials generally, and that it is
then the duty of the government to take appropriate steps consistent with our democratic
beliefs and' our belief in free enterprise to
make that development the best that it 'c an
b.e for the future of Canada.
·
There is a direct relationship between plans
of that kind and immigration. That brings me
to another ·committee. Several years ago the
government set up a committee on manpower.
It has not been heard of for a long time. It
was a good committee. I suggest that along
with plans for development and immigration
this committee should be revived and that it
should examine the whole question of the
need of manpower for different fields of development. It ca:ru be estimated with reasonable
relationship knowing that power produces industrial development, industrial development
produces work and in turn industrial work
produces payrolls which provide markets for
the farmers so that we increase our own
domestic markets by that very process. It is
all one integrated problem. Let us have a
revival of that committee. Let us have real
plans for immigration, real plans for development and an examination of what those plans
will produce in the way of new population
requirements.
Mr. Speaker, we have been told that
security does not depend upon arms alone.
Certainly we all agree with that statement.
One of the things to which it applies, I think,
is the efficiency of government. Over and
over again we have urged that the government take the apropriate steps to examine our
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organization of government just as any big exchange of ideas can produce definite results.
business would examine its own organization I am not in any doubt that the· satisfactory
from time to time if it expected to remain outcome of that debate represented the efforts
solvent. The answer has been that this action not only of the members on this side of the
would be an infringement u pon the su- house, of the press and of the people of Canpremacy of parliament. That contention, of ada generally but of many Liberal members
course, is disposed of completely by the way opposite who expressed their opinions priin which this government has been appointing vately to the government on that occasion.
commissions. It has appointed a commission I would hope that on this occasion similar
to inquir·e into the economy of Canada. It is requests will be made. I repeat that I would
a very good commission and we shall look for hope they would be made publicly. But
fine things from it. But if that commission whether they are made publicly or privately,
can be appointed, surely there can be no I hope they will be made. I am sure that
reason why a commission should not now be there are many han. members opposite who
appointed to inquire into the organization of support some of the ideas which I have placed
government.
before them. Certainly I am convinced that
There has not been a single report of any the representatives of rural constituencies in
inquiry which has not shown some place western Canada are not fully satisfied with
_where there could be .an improvement. I what the government is doing on this occasion.
therefore repeat my request to the Prime MinLet us hope for another example of
ister (Mr. St. LaurenO-and it is a request democracy in action. I do not for a moment
that I have made on many other occasions- suggest that 1 expect the Liberal members of
that, consistent with the statement in the this house to vote for the short amendment
speech from the throne that there are other that I shall present. However, I hope that in
things than arms that are involved in the the process of democracy they will just the
p~eservation of our security, this basic step same present their arguments to produce
w1ll be taken to strengthen the efficiency of results that would give a great deal of satisgovernment and that he will announce that faction to many members of this house and
we may have a royal commission to inquire to many people throu ghout the whole of
into the business organization of government Canada.
and to advise on how this whole system which
Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by the han.
handles our public affairs can best be
member for Dufferin-Simcoe (Mr. Rowe),
administered.
that the following be added to the address:
There are many reasons why this matter
We respectfully represent that Your Excellency's
assumes compelling importance. Let me take advisers, by reason of their indifference, inertia
one example. It has hardly been realized and lack of leadership in the face of serious
how fast the government's purchases of goods national problems and their disregard of the rights
parliament, are not entitled to the confidence of
and services have been increasing in the past of
this house.
few years. When that sort of thing happens
Right
Hon~ L. S. St. Laurent (Prime
the need for _e xamination appears in any business operation. Since 1947 the gov.e rnment's Minister) : Mr. Speaker, like the Leader of the
Opposition
(Mr: Drew), I too at the outset
expenditure on goods and services has more
than doubled. This fact is an indic<iition of should like to extend my warm congratulations
to
the
mover (Mrs. Shipley) and the
why we need an examination of this kind.
Then let us take a look at the total taxation seconder (Mr. Laflamme) of the address in
reply
to
the
speech from the throne. I am
of all governments in Canada. In 1954 it h ad
increased in proportion much more than had sure that both bon. members were somewhat
conscious of a special responsibility when
the national income. With all the burdens
they spoke yesterday. The han . member for
and sacrifices of war, in the peak year of Timiskaming (Mrs. Shipley) was making
1944 the amount of OUf national income taken history in being the first woman in this house
by all governments was 29 per cent. In 1954 to move the address and the han. member for
it was 30 per cent. Surely that is a warning. Bellechasse (Mr. Laflamme) was making his
We have often been told in the past that once first speech in parliament. I am confident
total taxation collected was over 25 per cent that ail han. members will agree that, notof the national income, we had a real danger withstanding those circumstances, both han.
mark . The figure of 30 per cent has already members discharged their duty in a manner
been reached. This is the time for govern- which gives assurance of further able and
ments to -examine in every way they can the conscientious contributions to the conduct to
possibility of economies of one kind and the work of parliament.
another.
Before her election to parliament in 1953
Mr. Speaker, in this house last year we had the han. member for Timiskaming had
a debate which showed th at discussion and acquired considerable experience in public
3-1956-2
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life which began in 1939 on her election as because we feel that the more these things
a public school trustee. That success led, are known and publicized the better they will
three years later, to a seat in the council redound to our own credit.
of the township of Teck. During two years
The Leader of the Opposition said th at
as a councillor the han. member served the · there was not very much new in the speech

electorate so much to their satisfaction that

they made her reeve and kept her in that
office for nine years.
It was not really
surprising that her municipal services and
her energetic work with the Children's Aid
Society, the hospital board, and many other
organizations should have led the electors of
Timiskaming in 1953 to consider that she
would ' be a worthy representative of their
interests in the House of Commons.
Since coming to Ottawa there has been .
no diminution in -the public spirited endeavours for which the bon. member had become
so noted. She has worked diligently on
behalf of her constituency, showing, as the
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Drew) has
.said, a special interest in the gold mining
community of northern Ontario, of which
Timiskaming is such an important part. She

~~: h~~~e~nd~~l~~ee~~~~i~~e~ii~~e~~~er~~

ence she gained in the municipal and social
welfare fields.
L'honorable depute de Bellechasse (M.
L aflamme) a fait un excellent debut comme
membre de cette Chambre. n nous a montre
tout l'interet qu'un jeune avocat, fils d'une
famille de cultivateurs, porte au bien-etre de
. ses commettants, dont la majorite dans son
comte appartient a la classe agricole.
Malgre son jeune age le nouveau depute,
qui exerce sa profession depuis un peu plus
de trois ans, s'interesse a Ia chose publique
d epuis plusieurs annees. S'il se t r ou ve maintenant parmi nous, c'est que la population
d e Bellechasse a juge. que son talent et sa
formation feraient de lui un bon depute. Je
crois que les e1ecteurs de Bellechasse, qui
durant quinze ans on beneficie de la comp€!tence et du devouement de son predecesseur, se rendront compte en Iisant le discours
de leur nouveau depute qu'ils ont confie
leurs interets a un digne representant.
N~w. Mr. Speaker, the L eader of the
O pposition told u s th at the~e was going to be
vigorous criticism directed against the government during this session. I ,. can assure
h im that we will be prepared to meet that
criticism and that we will hope to continue
to find it is intended fo be constructive criticism and not merely made for the purpose
su ggested in one of t h e newspapers I read
yesterday, that there should be a lot of iron
in the debates of this house as well as searching and vigorous inquiry. We are prepared
to h ave as vigorous and searching inquiry as
p ossible directed against C:\ny of our activities,
[Mr. St. L aurent.]

from the throne, that most of the matters that

were dealt with there had become known
earlier. 1 believe we have all been in Ottawa
long enough to realize that anything that gets
serious consideration anywhere does not
remain new very long. The ladies and gentlemen who occupy the press gallery have ways
known t o them of obtaining information
which they do not hesitate to commu nicate
to the readers of their newspapers as soon as
they can get the slightest inkling about what
is apt to happen. I do not consider it a very
serious reproach to have been unable}o hav~
in the speech from the throne any scoops
that had not been already scooped up by
these representatives of the fourth estate.
The hon. gentleman made one exception,
and that was in respect of the announcement
on b ehalf of the government of the introduction of a bill requiring that equal pay be
accorded to women in all industries under
federal control if the work were equal to that
for which the men wer e receiving a given
pay. He suggested that this had been a subject of discussion in the house for t he last
three years, and that is quite true. But these
matters all pr ogress, and I think that the
recognition that is continuously being given
to the place women now occupy in the professional, and even industrial life ?f our
community, has been reasonably rapid and
rather satisfactory. Now, this is a matter
upon which opinions have gr adually come
to take a shape to which we were abl e to
give expression in the speech from the throne.
I would expect my colleague the Minister of
Labour <Mr. Gregg) would not h ave very
much difficulty with the principle of his bill
when it comes before the house for consideration.
T he bon . gentleman has said that the
speech is very uninformative about the legislation that is being planned by the government. I can assure the bon. gentleman we
have included in that speech all the matters
that have been decided. upon for presentation
to parliament at this t ime. Of com·s~, we
cannot give any assurance that there w11l not
be developments in the course of the session
that will require other legislation. I feel it is
not realistic to say that We are merely proposing the revision of two acts and . the
amendment of ten other acts. There 1S a
long list of important legislation described
in the speech fr om the throne before one
comes to those two paragraphs which group
together the acts to be r evised and the acts
to be amended.

The bon. gentleman has speci fi cally referred
to some of them. One of the most important
is, as is always the case in every session of
parliament, the provision of the services
required to carry on the b usiness of the
country and a careful examination of the
manner in which the moneys that h ave been
appropriated are disposed of in the fulfilment
of the obligations that Canadians put on their
elected representatives in this House o f
Commons.
T he hon. gentleman does not find it very
illuminating to say there have been some
developments in the intern ational field that
lessened the tensions in some parts of the
world, and that they were w armly welcomed,
but that there have been others that have had
a contrary effect and which still m ake it
necessary for this nation to do its part with
its associates in further extending and maint aining the strength of the free nations as
a deterrent to war .
I am not going to dwell upon the almost
unimaginable situation that war would now
create with those tremendously destructive
engines of war that we now know are a vailable and capable of producing perhaps irreparable chaos if used in warfare on this
terrestrial globe. I do not think they will be
used. I h ave confidence in the future, and I
do not believe that humanity could be so insensible as to resort to the use of those terrible engines of warfare . Never theless we
have to continu e to do our part to maintain
that balance which creates a situation where
no one could expect that by aggression he
would initiate something that would not be
as disastrous for himself as for those against
whom it was directed.
This means that a very substantial portion
of the appropriations made by parliament f or
the whole of the public services of the Canadian people still has to be devoted to the
upbuilding and maintenance of that armed
strength. That does put limits upon what
part of the income that can be taken by taxa tion from the Canadian people and that can
be devoted to other much more agreeable
objectives than to the maintenance of
armaments.
The bon. gentleman has noted that there is
no reference to the Canada Council in the
speech from the throne. The matter was again
given careful consideration when the speech
from the th~one was being prepared, and we
came to the conclusion that this was not the
opportune time to bring that legislation befor e parliament. Unless the situation changes
somewhat materially between now and the
end of the session I do not expect t o bring
that kind of measure before parliament at
this session.
3-1956-2}
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The bon. gentleman h as referred to the
fact that there is not, in his v iew, wide
enough use being made of television in this
country to enlighten the Canadian public
upon matters of public policy. Well, personally I am older than the Leader of the
Opposition. I am probably more old- fashioned
than is the Leader of the Opposition, but I
must confess that I have never been any too
favourably im pressed by some of the soca lled political t elevision broadcasts that have
come from countries where it is used to a
very considerable degree. I think it has a
place, as have all of these modern inventi ons
in the dissemination of informa tion; but on~
of the matters that has to be constantly considered is whether or not it is being used
in a manner that is really conducive to a
proper and dignified conduct of partisan
propaganda.
I .think the televising of the opening of
~arh~ment has been done without any
rmpairment of the solemnity and dignity of
~he ce.remony, and that it is something that
IS of mterest, and should be of interest, to
a very large number of Canadian people
~ho would not have the opportunity of gethug the same impression from newspaper
reports as they can get from seeing it televised . I can assure the bon. gentleman that
there is not going to be any obstacle to th e
use of television for any legitimate purposes.
There may be some question as to how much
time provided at public expense should be
made available to political parties for those
purposes. That is something that will have to
be balanced against what its real educational and informative value can b~ to the
Canadian public.
The matter with which the hon. gen tleman
dealt at considerable length was the wheat
situation as it now exists in this country.
The h on . gentleman knows it is part of a
situation which is pretty widespread throughout the world. For the last several years
t here has been more wheat produced and
available for export from the f our large
exporting countries than the importing countries will absorb, and there have been
methods adopted in countries which are or
were importing countries to foster and promote, at even greater cost, the production
of -wheat on their own lands. That is a
situation that has to be faced as a fact.
The hon . gentleman has said that there is
a hundred million bushels of available space
in the elevators. There is some space available in the elevators at the lakehead; there
is some space available in the elevators on
the Pacific coast, because there has been
serious difficulty in getting box cars to move
the grain from point to point. I asked my
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colleague t he Minister of Trade and Com-

merce (Mr. Howe), about the han. gentle-

man's estimate of the available capacity. His
opinion is that i t is not half the figure mentioned by the Lead er of the Opposition. But
even if it is not; that is too much, a n d ther e
has been pressure p u t upon th e railways to
m ake a vailable all the facilities possible for
moving grain into th e elevators and moving it
from the elevators to th e shippin g points,
and there will continue to be those con-

tinuous efforts.
Ther e are some people who believe, as
does the han. gentleman, that it would h ave

been proper for the wheat board to make
cash advan ces against gra in on th e far m .
T hat proposal was consider ed and the conclusion we ar rived at was that it w ould not
be practicable to a sk the wheat boar d, which
had not been created for that purpo15e, to
u ndertake t hat addition al d uty.
The bon. gentleman referred to the p roposal
for storage charges on the excess over the
normal carryover. A resolution dealing with
t h is matter has been placed on the order
paper and the matter will be gone into quite
fully w h en the bill is before the house. He
h as perhaps n oticed t hat it is to be the
carrying cost s of the reserves owned by th e
Ca nadian wheat board in respect of board
s tocks of wheat in excess of 178 m illion
bushels at t h e commencement of a crop year .
That is the time when the calculation will
be made as to the quantity to w h ich the
recommendation for 1payment out of treasu ry
f u nds would apply .
T he h on. gentleman spoke of the a d v isabil·
ity of recruiting a staff of top.fl ight salesmen
to promot'e t h e disposal of the Canadian crop.
T here are top-flight salesmen connected with
the wheat board, and they h ave been visiting
all the traditional wheat importing countr ies.
It is well known that with the exception of
the U nited K ingdom, importations are not
made by the trade b u t are made u nder an d
through governmen t agencies. In a ll th e
countries where there was any possibility of
findin g markets for Canadian wheat there are
trade commissioners who have been playing
a very active role.
I am t-old that since the end of November
the sales that h ave been made a r e greatly
in excess of those made in the previous year.
That does not apply to deliveries made within
that period, because deliveries have been
conditioned upon th e t ransportation facilities,
which have been used to the extent of their
availability.
The h on. gentleman spoke about th e
development of power and the use of natural
resou rces. Of course aU power resources as
well as r aw materials that can be taken
{Mr. St. Laurent.]

f rom soil which is still public property are
the property of the provinces. The question
as to whether or n ot there should be joint
undertakings by the federal government and
the provincial governments for the development of resources within the provinces is a
matter which also is con ditioned u pon the
availability of fun ds that -c an be devoted to
such. purposes.
The past year was an active one in the
development of our relations w ith the provinCial governments. We had several major
conferences with the leaders lot the provincial
governments, and h ave made considerable
progress in developing new 'p atterns of cooperation. Hon. members will be familiar
with the preliminary confer ence which we
held in April last to consider t h e sCope and
th e agend a for ou r m ain con fer ence in ·
October. At this preliminary conference the
federal government p laced before the provincial representatives ·c ertain suggestions for
action in providing assistance to unemployed
persons in need. It was agreed t hat we
sh ould h ave a special conference on that
during the summer. Following detailed discussions between the officials on the facts
and figures, we had t hat special con fer ence
on u nemployment assistance in June, and I
repor ted to the h ouse immediately on the
results of t h is meeting.
I n October we had another full conference
on the su bjects decided upon at t h e April
meeting. It -consisted of an opening plenary
session at which t he h ead of ea-ch government made a 1prepared statement, followed
by a series of committee meetings in camera
at which detailed discussion took p lace upon
the various subjects. A statement was th en
issued at the end of t h e meetings describing
what had been done in comm ittee.
The conference established a committee of
ministers to consider in more detail the
subje ct of health insurance, t o w hich preliminary consideration had b een given b y t he
conference itself. This committee met during
th at week and determined the general nature
of the appr-oach it would make to the subject.
It will be meeting again later t his month
under the chairmanship of the Minister of
National Health and Welfare (Mr . Martin).
The conference decided also to establish a
continuing committee of federal and provincial officials which is to meet from time to
time to exchange information and ex amine
technical problems in t h e field of f ederalprovincial fiscal an d economic r elations . The
deputy minister of finance was design ated to
represent t h e federal governmen t on this
committee, and the provin cial premiers have
a ll designated senior officials of t heir services
t o be their members. The committee will not
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take collective action, but each of its members the others. There were also the problems of
will report to his own government on the unemploy ment insurance, health insurance,
subjects discussed.
public investment and natural resource
It was agreed also at the conference that a development.
meeting of the ministers concerned w ith
Speaking on behalf of the federal governhighway matters would be held to consider ment I outlined a number of the programs it
the steps which should be taken to continue has followed in the field of public investment
the work of the trans- Canada highway. The since the end of the war. Th ey were ternMinister of Public Works (Mr. Winters) con- pered, of course, by the overriding needs of
vened this m~eting. in Nov:ember, and the defence, by the need for restraint because of
government will be mt:oducmg legis~atio? to the dangers of inflation, and by our desire
?ccel~rat_e the completion .of essential lmks to postpone what could r easonably be postm ~h1s highway and to conhnue general work., poned so that it would not compete with the
on It elsewhere up to the agreed standards.
high level of private investment.
In addition to these conferences we have
I also outlined many of the programs we
had several discussions between individual have undertaken, jointly or in cooperation
federal and provincial ministers from time with the provinces, in various fields, and I
to time, and between officials of our various shall n ot endeavour to recapitulate them here,
governments. There has also been some as they may be found in outline in the printed
correspondence on the matters which have proceedings of the conferences held in
been discussed at our meetings. These have
October and in April last. However, I think
all contributed to the working out of th e
I should report to parliament what I said
matters that were of such concern to us all.
about our approach to the problems.
Before speaking of these individual matters
I said we felt that parliament should not
I should like to indicate my colleagues' and
m y own appreciation for the friendly a nd provide for sharing in the cost of provincial
co-operative spirit in which the provincial projects except in special circumstances and
governments participated in all these discus- as a part of a policy which we could ·justify
sions this year. Naturally there have been on national grounds. In general, we did not
differences of opinion, and indeed differences see any need to share in the normal costs of
of philosophy and approach to the various growth of provinces and municipalities. The
problems, b ut such differences are only t o financing ~f this growth presen ted problems,
be expected. What is important is that there bu t they did not seem to us to require a fedwas evidently a genuine desire to make our eral solution.
complicated federal system of government
In the v itally important field of fiscal
work as effectively as possible and to respect arrangements, we have developed during the
the responsibilities of the other governments past year a new approach. We think this
in our confederation for carrying on with their approach can become the basis of durable
part of our various Canadian problems.
arrangements appropriate to a period of
I think much was gained in understanding peacetime growt h, as distinct from the warboth' between the federal and provincial gov- time period and the immedia te post-war
ernments and among the various provincial
period in which our present agreements were
governments themselves, in addition to what
developed.
we gained in the progress made on the subOur central fiscal problem in this period of
stance of our discussions. My colleagues and
I fully recognize the magnitude and t he great development arises fundamentally !rom
importance of the problems which the growth the fact that the public n ow expects both
and development of this country have created levels of gOvernment to do things which ·
for the provincial govern ments, and we bear require substantial expenqitures. As I told the
this in mind in making our r ecommendations
provincial representatives in October:
about our relations with those governments.
. The people expect and demand-and are willing
On the other hand I believe that they now m
the last an alysis to pay for--some basic minimum
h ave a better appreciation of the magnitude of public services in all parts of Canada. With this
of the social security obligations which the added to the cost of war, both levels of government
have been forced into more and more
federal government has undertaken, as well
intensive occupation of the various fields of taxaas an appreciation of the continu ing burdens tion. We have both had to use the field of direct
of defe~ce.
taxation, which the fathers of confederation
would be so unpopular that we could both
There were four main subjects of discussion thought
be trusted in it with little tisk of f riction. We
with the provinces over t h is period. The ques- have also occupied jointly what used to be contion of fiscal relations is, of course, the key sidered ~?arts of the field of indirect taxes, which
problem upon t h e solution of which depends the provtnces have learned to cultivate with some
legal and administrative ingenuity. We have not
the approaches t hat may be made to many of protested t his, and indeed indicated in 1950 our
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willingness to concur in a constitutional amend-

ment that would regularize-if it needs regularization-and facilitate provincial sales taxes that do

not offend against the sensible purpose which the

fathers of confederation had in mind.

I went on to say:
Our present problem is twofold: to achieve some

~~!~~dt;~ s~a~ga~~e s~~=n~:a:~~;I.:1~Ie d~~or~e t~~

equity and stability in the revenue of the various
provmces. The latter involves some recognition
o! the fiscal need of those province.s whose tax
~~~~rd:!! i~ ~:sfo;~~r o;~~;~~/ 0 ';~er~afsmn~~~i~;

0

repugnant to the spirit or the letter of our
constitution in this; the original British North

Ame.ri~a Act provide~ what were then substantial

~~~s~~~~r;n~er~~~~~z~~ !~c~~~~~d~ndT;;~~::;~;

h ave been tempered by some measure of national
consciousness and solida.rity.
But this process
require~ judgment !lnd di.scretion and due regard
to the mterest of tne nation as a whole.

We discussed the tax rental agreements
and, for our part, asserted that they had
accomplished most of their objectives with
a considerable measure of success. By means
of them we have achieved a good deal of
elimination of duplication of direct taxes and
simplification of our tax laws. There is no
doubt that the agreements have provided more
stability to provincial budgets than they
otherwise would have had. They have given
an assurance of growth in revenues in proportion to populations and the gross national
product. While the need to use these direct
taxes as a means of stabilizing employment
levels has been less than was thought might
be t he case, we have had to use them to
temper inflation and to meet the urgent needs
for funds required for the emergency of
Korea and for the NATO defence pr:ograms.
I mention these things because they are
a part of the legislative program that will
have to be considered by this house, and
because I tabled in the house yesterday the
proposal that has been submitted to the provincial governments.
The payments under the tax rental agreements have included fairly large elements of
subsidy to provinces whose tax capacity was
not high, and these have enabled such provinces to establish and maintain standards
of public services more nearly approaching
those of the wealthier provinces than would
otherwise have been possible.
Of course it is an understatement to say
that the agreements have not found enthusiastic support everywhere, even among all those
who signed them. One provincial government felt that they were inconsistent in
principle with the spirit of our constitution,
and was therefore unwilling to share in
whatever benefits they might provide. The
premier of another of the largest provinces,
in signing the agreement, stated that it was
[Mr. St. Laurent.]

at best a stopgap and should be replaced by
a more satisfactory distribution of revenue
sources. Others thought there should be a
more explicit recognition of fiscal need.
As has been stated many times in this
house, the government has never contended
t hat these agreements were a final or perfect
answer to the problems in our fiscal relationships. We have been prepared to see them
modified, improved, or superseded by something better, if it could be found ...W.e think
we have found a means of modifymg and
-supplementing the agreements in such a
manner as to enable them to a~complish our
essential objectives more e~ectiv:ly and avoid
some of the dangers and d1fficultles that were
inherent in the plan underlying the existing
agreements, supplemented as they are by the
abatements provided in our tax laws for
taxes in provinces without agreements. It
was the essential principles of this new plan
which we discussed with the provinces last
fall and which are embodied in the proposal
made to them at the end of last week in
lett~rs, copies of which I tabled in the h ouse
yesterday .
We feel that the time has now come when

the equalization aspect that was sought in
our tax rental agreements can be secured

separately and clearly. I am taking some
little time to explain the probable effect of
this new plan. It provides for an equalization
of revenues derived from the three direct tax
fields that were involved in the tax -rental
agreements.
The first f act we have to recognize is that
the various provincial governments have at
their disposal very different degrees and
types of tax potentials. The second fact is
that while the costs of providing required
provincial services are not the same in every
province, these costs do not vary as greatly
as the tax potentials. The third fact is that
the development of large-scale enterprises
operating on a nation-wide basis has meant
that the distribution of the higher income
brackets and the larger volumes of corporate
profits is not even as between provinces but
shows a heavy concentration in those provinces containing our large metropolitan
centres. This has meant that large amounts
of income and profits which are in a s~::nse
partly earned in several provinces throughout
the country can be effectively taxed only in
one province.
Most federal countries are faced with this
problem, and a number of systems have been
devised to meet it. In examining the question
of fiscal need it has seemed to us that a
system applying a kind of provincial means
test such as is used in some federal countries
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would not be acceptable or workable in a
country with our history and traditions. We
want something more objective than a provincial means test.
After examining many possible plans we
came to the conclusion that the most generally acceptable means of bridging this gap
in Canada between the costs of essential
provincial services and the wide variations
in the tax potentials available to the provincial governments would be to develop a
pattern of tax equalization payments from
the federal to the provincial governments.
What we have proposed is a series of
unconditional annual payments to the provincial governments which would supplement
the yield of certain standard rates of tax
applied to the incomes, profits and inheritances or successions in a province so as to bring
this yield up to the yield of such rates in the
wealthier provinces.
This matter was discussed and illustrated
at our October meeting. We received representations following that meeting and gave
them very careful consideration, and we have
recently forwarded to all the provincial
premiers a definite proposal. We will expect
to receive their views with respect to this
proposal, and we expect that there will have
to be legislation to provide for this plan being
implemented.
There will also be legislation dealing with
most of the matters referred to by the Leader
of the Opposition in his speech. With respect
to his suggestion as to the pipe line, for
instance, the appropriate time to explain the
government's policy in that regard and the
reasons for that policy w ill be when the
legislation is brought before the house. The
same will be true with respect to the proposed legislation to deal with the wheat
situation in the prairie provinces.
I may say that, as set forth in the communique that was issued after the October
conference, we stated that we would give
careful consideration to any special project
for the development of resources that any
provincial government might wish to have us
consider. The bon. gentleman has suggested
that some day there will have to be some
general policy of co-operative development
of natural resources between the federal and
the provincial governments. That is probably
inevitable, but there are provinces that are
very jealous of their responsibility and right
to control in their own way the development
of their own resources. The federal government, deriving its funds from taxation of
the whole pppulation of the country, has to
be careful that any recommendation it brings
to parliament for the application of those
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funds raised from general taxation throughout the country is equitable to all the provinces.
'
There is one thing, I think, that has been
developing as rapidly as has our industrial
expansion. That is the spirit of national
unity in this country. We are becoming a
Canadian nation, and we have to be very
cautious that we do not attempt to move too
rapidly and that all the moves that are made
are conducive to the growth and development
of that national consciousness and that spirit
of solidarity between our people from one
ocean to the other. It is against that background that all our proposals that can have
any bearing or effect upon the growth of that
national consciousness are developed and
implemented.
The han. gentleman referred to other
matters that he has suggested at previous
times, and that will probably be debated
again at other times. I know that for many
years he has been suggesting that if Mr.
Hoover would only come over here and preside over a commission to investigate the
effectiveness of our forms of government administration it might be very helpful to the
Canadian people.
Mr. Drew: Mr. Speaker, I lrnow the Prime
Minister has made that remark lightly but
I would not wish Hansard to carry the recorded statement that I had suggested that
Mr. Hoover be brought here. I never have
and I never would. I believe we are fully
competent to deal with our own affairs.
Mr. Si. Laureni: I used that name, Mr.
Speaker, because Mr. Hoover did preside over
the kind of commission in the United States
that has been suggested here. I did not use
it to designate the former president of the
United States as an individual but merely
as an illustrious example of the kind of chairmanship the Leader of the Opposition had in
mind for that kind of commission in our own
country. But we now have a commission,
which the bon. gentleman has qualified as a
very good commission, investigating the economic prospects of the Canadian people. The
chair man of that commission has in the past
alsQ given us valuable assistance in special
examinations into the efficiency of certain
branches of the Canadian administration. It
may be that when this work he is now on is
terminated he will be available for further
service to the public. I know of few as publicspirited Canadians in our population willing
to devote so much time to the service of their
fellow citizens.
In spite of all the problems that face us
at the present time I am confident that, as
in the past, ways and means will be found to
overcome them which will keep this country
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what many times in the past it has been
described to be, and as I hope it will be
described many times in the future, one of
the bright spots in the world in which to
work and to contribute to human progress.
Mr. M. J. Coldwell (Rosetown-Biggar): Mr.
Speaker, I want to join with the Prime
Minister <Mr. St. Laurent) and the Leader of
the Opposition (Mr. Drew) in congratulating
the mover and the seconder of the address to
His Excellency. I think it was peculiarly
fitting that a lady should have been selected
to move the address. on this occasion, particularly as the one piece of new information
in the speech from the throne was that as far
as the federal authority was concerned,
henceforth women who were doing the same
work as men should receive the same
remuneration.
I noted that the Leader of the Opposition
and the Prime Minister spoke of the efforts
that have been made to secure that end in this
house over the last three or four years. I
think they !)Verlooked this fact. I have been
here for 20 years, and all of the ladies who
have sat in this house over that period and
long before I came-one, for example, was
Agnes Macphail-urged on the government of
Canada the adoption of this particular policy.
On this occasion I do not think the work that
was done by those ladies in former years
should be overlooked by the house.
As one examines the many areas in which
the speech from the throne has failed t o deal
effectively with . issues confronting Canada,
there is no conclusion to which one can come,
in my opinion, other than that this government should be brought not only before the
bar of this house but before the bar of public
opinion as being not only bankrupt in ideas
in many respects but bankrupt in policy.
I cannot deal with all the matters with which
I should like to deal, including, for example,
a national health program. I shall therefore
have to confine myself to just a few of the
matters that I think concern the house and
the country.
A moment ago I referred to the government
as being bankrupt in policy. Nowhene is this
bankruptcy more clearly indicated than by
the manner in which the government has
failed to bring down a policy which will meet
the needs of the farmers, particularly the
western farmers, in the desperate cash position in which they find themselves at the
present time. In spite of the fact that an
abundant crop had been harvested in western
Canada-and incidentally it is a crop that
is of very fine quality-the virtual breakdown
in the distribution of that crop from the
producer to the consumer means that the
[Mr. St. L aurent.]

farmer is unable to deliver grain to meet even
the most immediate living expenses and the
cost of his farming operations to produce that
crop. Indeed at January 4, four months after
the harvest, fully three-quarters of the delivery\ areas were still on the initial unit
quota or the one bushel per specified acre
quota. But in the face of this situation the
government disregarded the overwhelming
majority of western farmers who favoured
cash advances for farm-stored grain, as we in
this movement have advocated consistently
and as has been adopted as a policy by others
in this house and in the country. All the
government has done is bring down a policy
of forcing farmers to try to obtain loans from
the banks. In doing this the government is
doing something that was found to be completely inadequate in 1951 and something
which fails to meet the problem now when
the situation is, if anything, worse than it
was four years ago. Inadequate, cumbersome
and bound with red tape from beginning to
end, this policy has undoubtedly raised the
farmers' resentment throughout the prairie
provinces.
Announcements by the Minister of Trade
and Commerce (Mr. Howe) as to what the
program meant have been completely belied
in many cases by the actual administration in
the field. For instance, in the first few
weeks of the program it has been found in
many cases that in place of the maximum
available loan of $1,500, even if sufficient
grain were available to entitle the farmer to
that loan, the amount that in practice the
farmer C(')Uld borrow would be less than
$200-indeed, on a quarter-section farm it
would be even less than that-after a meagre
two-bushel delivery was completed.
All of this seems to justify the statement
I heard made about the government's bank
loan policy-and it was one of the farm
leaders who made it-namely that it is the
greatest hoax ever perpetrated on western
farmers. The evidence is clear that if a
farmer had obtained credit standing at a
bank, he did not need this legislation; and
furthermore, if he could not obtain a bank
loan under ordinary circumstances, he was
not likely to get one under the government
plan.
The farmer has been justifiably
annoyed at the prospect of paying 5 per cent
interest when, as the Leader of the Opposition said this afternoon, other organizations
are getting funds at 3! per cent. The farmer
is paying 5 per cent interest on what amounts
to his own money, and in effect is paying 5
per cent because of the government's failure
t o adopt policies that would move wheat int o
world markets in sufficient volume. I am
speaking of a policy over a period of time.
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On all these counts the strongest criticism
is justified. Yet the government remains
blind to the situation . Certainly the Prime
Minister surprised and shocked many people
last fall when, in response to the telegram
from Premier Douglas of Saskatchewan calling
for cash advances on farm-stored grain, he
replied that there were only relatively small
numbers of farmers who required assistance.
It reminded me of the Prime Minister's
response at the conclusion of the last session
on July 27 , 1955, when I asked whether the
government was going to take any action to
assist the farmers of eastern Canada who had
suffered an anticipated loss of $200 million
as a result of the severe drought. It is true
that the loss fortunately was not that great.
At that time the Prime Minister replied that
he found it difficult to believe these reports
from the looks of things. That was an
attitude on the part of the government that I
thought was curiously remote, cold and unsympathetic. The same attitude has been
all too clearly revealed on the question of
cash payments to western farmers.
Mr. Speaker, I want to say emphatically to
this house that we in this party do not share
that attitude, and that we cannot be silent
while something is being done which is as
wrong in principle and as inadequate in
practice as is the government's policy on
guaranteed bank loans to prairie farmers.
Nothing less-and I want to make it clear
we have been suggesting this for a long timethan a program of cash advances on farm stored grain of up to 75 per cent of the
initial price on the full anticipated quota
will suffice to bring the western fanner out
of the very real financial crisis in which he
finds himself as a result of his inability to
dispose of his grain. When I say "quota", I
mean at least the amount of wheat he will be
expected to deliver on a quota during this
crop year.
This is not a plea, and I want to make this
clear to those members who are not from
western Canada but are from other parts of
Canada, for a handout, nor is it a request
for a subsidy but a request for an advance
payment on grain which the government will
market through the wheat board. A few
moments ago the Prime Minister said t he
wheat board had not been established to
make payments of this description to the
farmer. Perhaps it might be argued also that
the wheat board has not the necessary funds
to undertake that job. But the government
has the obligation, I believe, to amend the
wheat board act so the wheat board may
have that power, and to appropriate sums
of money adequate to enable the wheat board
to make these advances.
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In the speech from the throne there is a
paragraph which foresh adows an expenditure by this government, with the Ontario
government, which may amount to $150 million and which in effect is an advance to a
private corporation for the building of a pipe
line. This is not a private Canadian corpora tion but a private corporation which is
controlled by the Tennessee and Delhi oil
companies of the United States. I say if that
can be done for foreign speculators in gas
in this country, it could certainly be done
for the farmers of Canada.
Because of that feeling on our part, I am
going to move an amendment to the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Drew). I move, seconded by the bon.
member
for
Vancouver-Kingsway
(Mr.
Macinnis), that the amendment be amended
by inserting therein immediately after the
words "serious national problems", the
following words:
-incl uding their failure to provide cash advances
on Iarm-storeQ, gra in, equal to not less than 75
per cent of the initial price, to alleviate the serious
financial crisis now conf ronting western farmers
and the entire economy of the prairie provinces.

The amendment as amended would read
thus:
We respectfully represent that Your Excellency's
advisers, by reason of their indifference, inertia
and lack of leadership in the face of serious
national problems, including their failure to provide
cash advances on farm-stored grain, equal to not
less than 75 per cent of the initial price. to alleviate
the serious financial crisis now confronting western
fanners and the entire economy of the prairie
provinces. and their disregard to the rights of
parliament, are not entitled to the confidence of
this house.

There is another financial crisis, and a long
continuing one, which confronts agricultu re
as a whole. During the past four or five
years particularly the farmer's costs of production have steadily risen while the prices
he has received for his products have
steadily dropped. For instance, in August,
1951, the index of farm prices stood at 294·3.
By August of last year it had gone down to
225 · 9, a decrease of almost 25 per cent. At
the same time the index of farm costs had
risen from 237·7 in August, 1951 to 241·3 in
August of 1955. Of course, those official
figures are taken from the bulletins that are
issued by the department presided over by
the Minister of Trade and Commerce.
The :grice of agricultural products has declined, and according to the government's
own departmental adviser s this drop is expected to continue. For example, at the
recent federal-provincial agricultural conference it was predicted that farm cash income in 1956 will be approximately the same
as that estimated for 1955. It was pointed
out that the prices for oats, barley and rye
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had fallen sha rply in recent m onths. Departmental officials estimate the prices for cattle
and calves will likely fall in 1956, as well
as the price for hogs, which incidentally
recently fell to the support price level. They
expected no increase in the amount of grain
farmers w ould deliver in 1956. That is hardly
an qptimistic picture, but is one that has hadJ
and will continue to h ave if correct, a profound effect not only on the agricultural
part of our economy but ultimately if
allowed to persist on the whole economy of
Canada.
This is something the government should
bear in mind when deriving satisfaction
from the increase in the gross n ation product
over last year. We are told that estimates
run from something like a 9 per cent increase
over 1954 for a total of $26 ·16 billion to
another figure that is sometimes given of
$26 ·4 billion. But does this indicate the true
picture? In my opinion it does not, for those
figures should be looked at in real terms.
Let us, in other words, squeeze the water
out of those figures to see what they look
like w hen we have eliminated the effect of
inflation for w hich the governm ent h as been
r esponsibile over the years.
I notice the Minister of Finance (Mr.
Harris) shakes his head. I am not forgetting
that during the war years I heard people
very closely identified with the public service
of this coun try say that after the war was
over, with the high expenditures and large
publlc debts we had accumulated, a httle
inflation would be a good t hing and would
enable the government to collect more in
taxes and pay off some of those accumulated
debts. Expressed in terms of 1935- 38 dollars
the gross na tional product in 1955 ranges from
approximately 12 · 8 billion of t hose dollar s
to 12 ·9 billion of those pre-war dollars,
depending on w hich of the two estimates one
uses. In other words, when expressed in
pre-war dollars the gross national product
is less than half the value when expressed in
present- day inflated dollars.
This is not yet the final step in arriving at
w ha t is the true picture for the average Canadian citizen. In order to compare Canadian
production over the year s we must remember
that Canada's population has been increasing
and these figures should, therefore, be
expressed on a per capita basis. Canada's
population a t June 1 of last year was estimated to be 15,601,000. Applying that figure
we estimate the gross national product in
real terms on a per capita basis for 1955
is likely to range from $818 to $826. Even
the highest of those estimates is barely
per cent higher on a per capita basis than the
per capita shar e of the gross national product

a

[Mr. Coldwell.]

of 1944, and certainly explains why the
average Canadian does not feel as prosperous
as the government says he is. Indeed, it
works an average a nnual increase in per
capita gross national product of only onetenth of one per cent over 1944, which in
view of the increase in productivity year by
year by an estimated 2 ·5 per cent is to say
the least an astonishing reflection on feder al
government policies. Of course there was full
employment in 1944 a nd this year, in spite
of buoyant conditions in many industries and
the enormous increase in the profits of many
great corporations, there were still 2SO,OOO
unplaced applicants as at November 17, 1955,
the latest estimate. It is true that is substantially lower than last year, but it is
still much higher tha n human needs justify.
Now, year by year it is clear, some years
more than others, that we bear the cost o!
this failure to plan consciously for full employment in the only way in which it can
be done over the years, by the consistent
a pplication of a pr ogram of public investm ent and public planning, based upon the
need for tremendous expenditures on highways, schools, h ospitals and other forms of
social investment.
This afternoon I paid particular attention
to one of the closing paragraphs of the Prime
Minister's address. He said the time might
come when the federal government and the
provinces co-operatively would have to play
,a bigger part in the development of our
r esources. I was glad to hear him say that
because I believe the time h as come when
that should be undertaken; when through a
public investment board, perh aps with a public investment authority, the savings of our
people m ight be directed into desirable ch annels, that we might plan and use our resources
in a planned way for the benefit of all our
people, even if it requires, as I think it will,
the extension of public ownership and socialization in this country.
I have referred to farm income and the
unemployment sltuation. Basic to a high level
in both these sector s is a solution of the fundamental problems of Canadian trade, which I
shall r efer to in a moment, and which I th ink
the government has failed miserably to solve.
For certainly the government h as been content to adopt a wait and see policy, a policy
that would have been disastrous in wartime
and which I believe might be equ ally disastrous in peacetime.
With regard to wheat, it is clear that only
a crop failure will enable the government to
solve the problem if, of course, it maintains
its present policies. The C.C.F. on i ts part,
however, attacks that economic concept which
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regards abun dance as a tragedy and w hich
very small indeed, and will not amount to
:nelcomes scarcity and does nothing to relieve more than the cost to be borne by our governIt. Yes, nat_ure was generous last year, and I m ent to pay the storage on grain over and
say that mstead of showing concern we above the n ormal amount of storage that the
should be rejoicing. It is my view and that elevators have to use in a norm al year. If
of my. colleagues tha t abundance should be we take all the grain in storage in elevators
m et with a determination to use it to meet and elsewhere, it is considera bly less than
the n~eds of people wherever they live. Yet that amount. At 10 cents a bushel it will
even m Canada we read of people starving in cost the elevator companies and the wheat
Toronto, or at near-star vation level. While board. t~gether, as the grain marketing
wheat is piled high on the western plains a nd orgamzatwns, something like $50 million.
butter stocks are the lar gest in our h istory
There are a number of suggestions in that
there are large numbers of our people wh~ r egard
tha t I intended to make but I must
are undernourished and underfed. When no:v turn to something else; therefore I am
some scheme should be devised to enable gomg to leave it at that p oint.
~hose people to get the butter, we have to sell
As far as our marketing is concerned we
It at from 25 to 29 cents a pound below the
~nd the dollar problem arises out of' the
dome~tic price to countries behind the iron
Imbalance
as between the amounts the dollar
~urtam. We do that rather than dispose of
~re.a exports as compared with the amounts
It to our own citizens.
It Impor_ts. As a matter of fact, as far as
Also, out on the broad r eaches of Asia Canad~ ~s concerned it has meant the loss of
Africa. and Central and South America, and ~he Bnbsh market for one after another of
even m Eur ope, there are people without Its products, like cheese and apples Th
enough to eat, while here surpluses pile up. acceptance of sterling and other curre~cies i~
We must remove tha t tragic contradiction p art payment of our exports as we have
from our national fa bric a nd from the inter - ~uggested from time to time, 'would not by
national scene. I say r ather than leave these Itsel! solve this problem, a nd we are not su surpluses to pile up as a glut, it is far better gestmg that we should tak e full payment fn
for some of this food to be u sed as par t of the soft currencies for our exports· but •t
our defence program to feed the hungry would mark a necesary first step by ~cting ;s
peoples of the world and improve their stand- a spur to encourage them to buy from us
ard of living as the only way in which the and _for Canada to use that newly acquired
totalitarian doctrines of communism or fas- sterling or other currency to buy in the
cism can be effectively countered or elimi- commonwealth or other areas and thus eliminated.
Mr. Speaker, this is a federal ~ate t~_ some extel?-t our extraordinarily heavy
epen ence on Imports from the United
r esponsibility, and this at least is a responsi?ility that cannot be sloughed off on the prov- ~tates. . Yet the government, instead of seekm ce _of Quebec, the province of Ontario, the IY_Ig on Its part to correct this imbalance has
provmce of Saska tchewan or on any province s.m ce 1947 clearly followed a decisio~ to
of Canada. Trade and commerce are under ~~~~ ~~~h;~n;i~~nS~t~~~my inextricably to
the jurisdiction of this parliament of Canada.
For in_st~nce, while before the war exports
I say the government h as failed to recognize that failure to sell wheat and a number we~e divided more evenly between the
of othe~ commodities in sufficient volume is Umted States and the United Kingdom today
not owmg to the abundance with which we depend upon the United States for 'export
n at_u re provid7d us, nor the entry of the ~arkets almost four times as much as we do
Umted States mto our normal markets on a m the United Kingdom. As far as imports
large scale, th ough undoubtedly that was a are co~cer~ed, a similar pattern r eveals itself·
factor, but is rela ted to the vast and we are !~r while m . the 20 years before the war les~
a n t~o-thtrds of our imports were from
told, ever-widening gulf between the stan da~d.s of living of the privileged and under- t~e Umted States, today the proportion has
pnvll~ged sections of the globe and the nsen to almost three.quarter s. On the other
al?-d, b~fore the war imports from the
~:~:~o~::~ft~e~~ dollars with which to buy hUm
ted Kingdom were almost one-fifth of our
The long-term solution requires a vast pro- total, and now they are only one-twentieth.
We in .this country must also face up to the
gram of development in the underdeveloped
parts of the world, and we ourselves feel the effect this p'o licy will have n ot only on our
etfe~ts of the. lack of such a policy in our own tra~~ but on the whole field of economic and
tradmg relationships. I am happy to see that political p~licy. The government should serithe government is going to increase the ously c.onsider the implications that the conamount that is to be allocated to the Colombo centratwn of our trade in the United States
plan. But after all, tha t amount is relatively
may have on the very independence of this
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country. I suggest this not in any narrow like to quote a good deal of this speech, but
spirit but out of the profound conviction I shall quote only one paragraph which is
that this Canadian experiment on the north- as follows:
ern half of the North American continent has
The term Canadian. associated with a company
something to offer the world at large, some- name, should be significant and meaningful. It
thing which would be lost if the Canadian should imply its stock is available to the Canadian
public,
that it is listed on Canadian stock exchanges
voice became merely an echo, which it has
that its financial statements arc made public and
been all too frequently, of the larger and reflect only the Canadian operations, that the
louder voice of the United States.
dividends are payable in Canadian funds, that, as
enlightened American company put it. "our
The increasing United States dominance in one
company is not just an American company doing
Canadian industry is a matter of legitimate business in Canada, but rather is a company jointly
concern. I am sure this concern is shared by owned by Canadians and Americans doing business
Canadians everywhere. However, I would in both countries."
say immediately that I have the most proMany of our so- called Canadian companies
found respect and the highest regard for have become more and more not merely
citizens of the United States as citizens, but subsidiaries of United States companies and
I do object to and I fear, and believe the corporations; they have become parts of
vast majority of Canadians will agree with United S tates corporations and companies.
me, the vast power of huge United States To the extent that this has happened I think
corporations in the Canadian economy and it has become a danger.
hence some time or other perhaps in our
I said I would try to give a few figures to
political lite.
show what this actually means. United States
I say this feeling is shared by many Cana- direct investment in Canadian companies
dians. I have here a report which appeared has more than doubled siJtce 1945, climbing
in the Montreal Gazette of an address given from $2·3 billion to $5·7 billion in 1954,
on December 14 last by Mr. James Stewart while in addition portfolio investment, other
president of the Canadian Bank of Commerce: than government and municipal bonds, has
Mr. Stewart said:
climbed to $1·8 billion in 1954.
Canadians are increasing ly expressing concern
As a proportion of industries and merabout foreign control over their country's industry. chandizing-manufacturing, mining, smel ting,
He then went on to elaborate. More sig- pe~roleum exploration and development, steam
nificant still, I have here ~ copy of the script ra1lways, other utilities and merchandisingused by the ambassador of Canada at Wash- United States-owned direct investment has
ington when speaking to the New England climbed to 24 per cent in 1951 and to 25 per
export club at Boston, Massachusetts, on cent in 1952, the latest year for which official
October 17, 1955. Anyone who reads Mr. figures are available. That is an indication
Heeney's forthright speech to that organiza- of what is happening. Then if we turn to
tion can see the same ideas which I am the manufacturing industry we find that the
proportion of United States direct investment
expressing at this moment. I presume that has climbed sharply from 33 per cent in 1950
since Mr. Heeney spoke as our ambassador to 36 per cent in 1951 and 38 per cent in
probably the script was vetted before he used 1952. In mining, smelting, and petroleum
it in Boston last October. For example, he exploration and development it has climbed
points out that in 1952 about a quarter of from 39 per cent to 53 per cent in the same
Canadian manufacturing, mining, smelting, three-year period.
Even this is not the complete picture, for
petroleum exploration and development industries, Canadian railways and other utili- in addition we must add portfolio investties, taken together, was owned in the United ments held by United States individuals and
institutions. In 1952 they totalled $1 ·4 billion.
States. He said:
Assuming the same type of distribution as in
I have no reason to believe that today's figures
direct
investment we find an additional 10
would show this situation to have shifted subper cent of capitalization in manufacturing
stantially to the Canadian side.
industries must be credited to United States
If I have the time I will produce some sources, which brings the total up to almost
figures to show that there has been a vast 50 per cent. We might well ask how· much
increase since 1952 in this control, and will larger this figure may grow before we shall
back up that statement with figures from the have lost effective control of our own destiny.
official records. I find the same thing in an If we lose effective control of our economic
editorial quoting extracts from an address by destiny how long shall we hope to retain
Mr. G. Edward Hall, president of the Uni- effective control of our political independence?
versity of Western Ontario, speaking to the
I n the field of trade we find that many
Boston conference of distributors. I should significant decisions concerning Canadian
[Mr. Coldwell.]
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economic life are made outside of Canada, that
many Canadian firms which are subsidiaries
of United States companies buy in the United
States from their parent companies or buy
from firms with which their United States
parent has a lso entered into contracts, thus
placing obstacles in the way of the diversification of Canadian trade.
Should we then not insist that more of
our own resources should be used in this
country? Not long ago I read in t h e Montreal
Gazette a statement made by John C . Doyle,
present of Canadian J avelin, which referred
to what he called the most valuable and
l argest iron ore deposit in the world in
L abrador . He referred to talks which were
going on between the company and United
States steel and iron ore interests, and he
seemed to suggest that it would be only a
matter of time until the company was taken
over lock, stock and barrel, as he put it, by
United States concerns.
Of course we know what will happen. This
iron ore will go down on the railways which
are being built to t he sea, it will be put into
ships and go to the United States. Then it
will come back to us in the form of expensive
fabricated steel for use in Canada. Why
should not we do what we have done in regard
to gas and insist that at least a percentage
' of the iron ore in this country should be
utilized by Canadian foundries giving employment to Canadian workmen? If necessary the
government of Canada should undertake, as
it did so successfully in connection with the
artificial rubber plant, Polymer, the esiablishment of a steel industry under public ownership and public control. When we notice
the extraordinary steps which the federal
government, and it appears the Ontario
government also, have been prepared to take
to avoid having the trans-Canada natural gas
pipe line come under public control and
ownership from beginning to end, we fear
that they will not undertake such a plan
even if it were intelligent and feas ible as it is.
We believe that great enterprises of this
magnitude should have public control and
public direction . However, I am not going
to deal further with the question of the gas
pipe line project because, as the Leader of
the Opposition has said already, as well as
the Prime Minister, legislation will be brought
before the house. I do not know that the
government need be precipitate about that,
because when I look at the r epresentations
which are to be made before the federal
power authority in the United States and
~ad the accounts of what is likely to happen
there I do not think there need be any
hurry as far as this parliament is concerned,
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because we are not likely to see permission
given by the federa l power au thority in the
United States for the importation of gas into
that country under this project in the next
one, two or perhaps three year s, if ever.
It is our profound conviction that the
development of many great national projects
should be participated in by all Canadians
so that the wealth that is our heritage may
be shared by the community as a whole.
To do this the government must initiate a
massive program of public development of
the yast resources at Canada's disposal.
One other aspect of our national resources
I sh ould like to deal with briefly, because I
have only a few minutes left to me now; that
is, that we have failed to provide educational
opportunities for our young people.
The
Ottawa Citizen of J anuary 5 of this year h ad
this to say:
In the United States, a larm at Russian competition is a n increasingly influential factor in the
demand for greater aid to education. The most
recent voice raised in warning is that of Dr. John
R. D unning. dean of engineering at Columbia,
who declares that "no high school anywhere in
our country has even one-half the Russian requirements
in
mathematics.
science,
physics or
chemistry." Dr. Dunning asserts that the Russians
are graduating more scientists and engineers than
American universities are.

Just last month L ewis L. Strauss, chairman of the atom ic energy commission,
reported that colleges and u niversities are
Providing less than half the scientists and
engineers the United States needs. I am told
that the situation is no better in Canada and
may even be worse, yet again h ere the government h as failed to provide imaginative
lead ershi p.
Indeed, the f ailure 'again of the throne
speech to make any mention of the Canada
Council is, I think, sufficient proof of that
statement. The refusal to launch a national
program of sch olarships as part of the Canada Council project means yet another tragic
postponemen t of t he development of Canada's
human resources.
Even in the United K ingdom, where today
no child of ability can be denied a high school
and university education beca use of lack of
funds, we learned from th e interesting address
to the Ottawa Canadian Club yesterday by
Mr. Norman Smith-! regret that I was unable to listen to it owin g to another engagement, but I read it in the Ottawa Journal
last night-the following:

Sir Winston Churchill, in his first major spee ch
since the general election. said last month: "The
behavior of their leaders must not lead us to
suppose that Russian power and capacity are not
growing in many other directions . Technological
education is an all-important subject in which
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Great Britain has allowed herself to fall behind.
We are already surpassed by Russia on a scale
which is most alarming,"

If that is true of Great Britain it is even

more true of our own country and, if we
can believe the statements I quoted from the
United States, true of our great ally in the
democratic cause.
I began by saying that I believed that the
throne speech indicates clearly that the government has shown itself to be not only bankrupt in ideas but bankrupt in policy. I have
been able to deal only with the plight of our
farmers, some effects of inflation and of ,our
trade policies, as well as the growing threat
to the Canadian economic-and perchance
political- independence through the failure
of the government to take effective steps to
safeguard our own economy. Latterly I have
pointed out the failure of the government to
take effective steps in the provision of opportunity to young Canadians through educational facilities to equip themselves to meet
the growing demands made upon our schools
and universities by industry and by our
eGonomic and social development.
I have, I believe, shown that the statement I made when I began to speak can be
fully substantiated by an examination of
government policy or, shall I put it this way,
by the failure of the government to formulate
policies to meet the needs of the Canadian
people in 1956.
At six o'clock the house took recess.

AFTER RECESS
The house resumed at eight o'clock.
Mr. E. G. Hansell {Macleod ): Mr. Speaker,
I wish also to follow the traditional practice
of congratulating the mover (Mrs. Shipley)
and the seconder (Mr. Laflamme) of the address in reply to the speech from the throne.
I congratulate them on the honour which
has been bestowed upon them in being
selected by the government for this honoured
duty. Naturally, of course, I cannot very well
lean over backwards and congratulate them
on the subject matter of their speeches
because almost their entire subject matter
consisted of laudatory remarks paying their
respects to the government which they
naturally believe is doing a _tremendous job
but which other members of the house, including most of us on this side, would say
has not been so well done.
Might I say at the outset that we are all
aware of the illness of the national leader
of the Social Credit party. For this reason
[Mr . Coldwell.]

it is impossible for him to be here today. I
believe this is the first opening of a session
of parliament which he has missed in his
rather long and somewhat distinguished
career. It is the first time he will not have
the privilege of taking part in the debate
on the speech from the throne. He wishes me
to express on his behalf his very sincere
thanks to many of his colleagues in the house
for the kind inquiries that so many have
made both personally and by letter and other
means of communication, and for the expression of their hopes that he will experience a
complete recovery. I may say that he is
doing remarkably well and that it is anticipated by his doctors that he will experience
a complete recoVery. It is expected that he
will be back with us in the not too distant
future.
The Social Credit party in Canada has
<;~.lways stood on what we believe to be good,
sound, basic principles of life. Some of these
principles we regard as very precious, very
dear. We believe in the dignity of human
personality. We believe that man is in fact
the greatest of all God's creations. We believe
that mankind was created free and should
remain free, and that his freedom should be
protected at all times. We believe too that
the Creator who created us all has also provided for man's every welfare . We believe
therefore that the administration of any
nation should be done in such a way as to
preserve the freedom of man and at the
same time give him security to enjoy the
good things of life without interfering with
his God-given freedom.
We propose what we believe to be a scien tifically sound economic policy which, if
applied to t he problem of distr ibution, will
give to the people of this and other countries an abundant life while at the same time
retaining for them their freedom to enjoy
peace, prosperity and contentment. We have
a phrase that we use quite often and which
I am afraid others have to some extent
copied from us, that that which is physically
possible and desirable can and should be
made financially possible.
In spite of the indications in the speech
from the throne that Canada is enjoying
a measure of prosperity, the fact remains that
Canada, and western Canada in particular, is
experiencing a situation which is almost
comparable to that of the hungry thirties.
There exists on the prairie provinces what
might be stated to be starvation in the midst
of plenty. This is something that no government should be very proud of. In fact when
the over-all economic situation is reviewed
and we find that such a vast industry as
agriculture, not only as it exists in western
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Canada but as it exists from one coast to the
other, has to go through a period of time
which is almost a duplication of the hungry
thirties, then we cannot say that the economy
of Canada is healthy by any means.
What is the situation, particularly in western Canada? The leader of the opposition
party mentioned something about that this
afternoon. The leader of the C.C.F. expressed
himself along the same line. We have a
situation here where those who are responsible for the production of the foodstuffs of
this country find themselves, while having a
reasonable amount of assets, with no cash.
When I say "no cash" I mean just exactly
that. Some of them find difficulty in getting
the very bare necessities of life.
It has been said over and over again in
western Canada that the only reliable income
is that received from family allowances, pen'=-sion cheques and war veterans allowances,
and it is said that this money is about the
only money that is keeping thi11gs going in
western Canada at all. Yet we have this
situation of a depressed agriculture in the
midst of plenty. While having assets and
while being responsible for the production of
these life-giving products of the country,
our farmers have to suffer .
This problem is not only that of the grain
that is grown in western Canada. The same
problem of what is almost starvation in the
midst of abundance exists in the east. There
is still the problem of the distribution of the
abundance of foodstuffs other than grain . We
have surpluses of potatoes in New Brunswick
and apples in Ontario, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia. We have heavy stocks of butter
t h roughout all of Can ada and of cheese in
Ontario and Quebec.
Farmers all over the Dominion of Canada
are caught in a sort of cost- price squeeze.
The prices of farm products are continuing to
decline while the costs of the things which
the farmers have to buy continue to go up.
Farm cash income reached its peak in Canada
in the year 1951, but it has been on the decline ever since that time. The aggregate
cash income of all the farmers of Canada
last year was $1,200 million less than it was
in 1951. That is a serious situation, and one
which has been allowed to develop in our
country right under the eyes of what should
be a responsible government.
In 1954 the farmers made up 20 per cent
of Canada's total population, but they received less than 10 per cent of the national
income. As I was discussing the matter with
him a few hours ago, one of my colleagues
stated that he had heard that the figure was
about only 8 per cent of the national income.
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Considering the great service rendered to
Canada and all its citizens by the farmers of
this country, we maintain that this is shabby
treatment indeed.
Let us remember that agriculture is the
basic industry in Canada. Without agriculture people do not eat. Without agriculture
people will have nothing to wear. Without a
prosperous agriculture we cannot have a
prosperous Canada . About 50 per cent of
Canada's population lives in the· towns and
the rural areas. All these towns are contiguous to and are reliant upon agriculture
for their very existence. It is in these small
places that farmers get their groceries, repairs, clothing, household equipment, machinery, fuel, medical and dental services and
such like. When a dollar is received by a
farmer for some of his production it starts
its way through a circuit which takes it
through the service centres on down through
the small businessmen in these small communities, right down to the great factories
that make the things which the farmers want
to buy. Consequently when a dollar starts
on its way from the farmer it immediately
creates a series of business transactions.
The hbn. member for Peace River (Mr.
Low), the l eader of the Social Credit party
in Canada, has calculated that the dollar turns
over about seven times as it circulates on
its way back to its point of origin. Mr.
Speaker, just put this process in reverse, in
other words just short- change the farmer,
and you will have just seven times less busi ness being done. If business declines seven
times, no wonder we have surpluses; no
wonder we have what might be tantamount
to starvation in the midst of plenty.
This government, Mr. Speaker, has now
been in power for over 20 years, and throughout those 20 years it has sounded praises of
its own efficiency and of its policies. I have
really never been able to determine what its
policies are; they change so often according
to the particular political complexion ' of the
country. As I say, the government have been
in power in this country for 20 years. They
therefore must take the blame for any
blunders of the past. Surely the experience
of the hungry thirties should have been
enough for the government to exercise sufficient foresight to prepare and to adopt such
policies~shall I say such financial policiesas would distribute our vast peacetime
abundances .
Mr. Speaker, the government has blundered.
I am going to take you back a few years and
indicate ·to you where they made perhaps
one of the biggest blunders of this century.
That was in the signing of the Bretton Woods
agreement, which this group opposed from
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the very moment it was brought forward in
this house. We were a small group. We
attempted a sort of small-scale filibuster. I
do not know how long that filibuster would
have gone on had it not been for the fact that
parliament was approaching the Christmas
recess, when everything tended to close down
parliamentary operations.
We opposed that agreement. We fought it
tooth and nail. We were the only group in
this house that opposed it. Both our Conservative friends and our C.C.F. friends voted
for its adoption. I believe I am correct in
saying that perhaps there was one gentleman
in the Conservative party in this house who
voted with us. I may have to stand corrected,
but if my memory serves me rightly it was
the venerable Mr. Tommy Church.
What effect has the Bretton Woods agreement had on the fiscal policies of nearly all
governments, and what effect has it had on
the trading nations of the world that signed
that agreement? In this respect I think I
should like to quote from a broadcast that was
made by the han. member for Peace River,
the national leader of the Social Credit party.
This broadcast was given over station CKYL,
Peace River, on Tuesday, November 22. This
js the part where Mr. Low refers to the
Bretton Woods agreement:
our federal government fell for the Bretton
Woods plan in 1945 . The plan was drafted and
proposed at the Bretton Woods conference in New
Hampshire by Harry Dexter White, a communist
who wormed his way into a high position in the
treasury of the United States . . . It placed upon
debtor nations the obligation of balancing their
trade with the creditor nations by payments in
the form of gold or United States dollars but it
did not place upon the creditor nations any such
obligation. Its net effect was to place all the
nations who became parties to it under a world wide gold standard. Bretton Woods came up for
ratification by the Canadian parliament during
my first session at Ottawa in 1945. After the most
careful study of which I was capable I advised
the federal government when I spoke on the floor
of the house not to become a signer to the agreement, because I was quite sure I saw that it
would cause widespread dislocation of trade that
would hurt the debtor nations especially, nations
like Great Britain. I saw also that the United
States was bludgeoning Great Britain into signing
the agreement by making that the price of a very
large loan to Britain. I fought the proposal with
~II my ~ight, but in spite of our opposition, the
federal government ratified it and immediately
came under its terms.
From that day in the late f;ill of 1945, Canada
sat back and demanded gold or United States
dollars in payment for our exports. Britain and
some other countries who had been our traditional
markets for many years did not have gold nor
United States dollars, hence they couldn't buy
from us. Britain therefore turned to other countries
to obtain her foods and some other necessities.
They turned to Russia and China for grains and
lumber and soya beans because those countries
were ready to exchange those things for goods
[Mr. Hansell.]

which Britain could supply them. Right from
1945 my colleagues and I in the House of Commons
pleaded with the federal government to offer to
supply Britain and other countries our surplus
food products, our lumber and other things in
return for what they could send us in goods: or
if they could not yet manufacture or produce
sufficient goods to pay us with, we should be
prepared to accept the only other thing they
had- their own currency. Our government was
not prepared to do so. Consequently, Canada lost
some of the best of the markets we had enjoyed
for many years, markets we could very well have
today. Our government was not prepared to use
the escape clause in the Bretton Woods agreement,
and as a result trade was dislocated exactly as we
said it would be.

reading of that paragraph in the speech from
the throne that deals with this particular
matter. It says this:
Canada has enjoyed, on the whole, a high level
of prosperity. Some sectors of the economy have
not fully participated in this increased well-being.
Now, notice that. This high level of prosperity, which the government calls "increased
well-being", was not fully participated in by
some sectors of the economy.
In particular, although sales of wheat in the nast
five years have been at record levels-

Now, Mr. Speaker, much has been said
in the last few months about the fact that
the United States of America has been fol lowing a sort of give-away program. The
fact is that the United States of America
accepted and took advantage of that escape
clause, and were able to go out in the world
and offer their surplus agriCultural products
to those who would take them. When he was
speaking along these lines some few weeks
ago the Minister of Trade and Commerce
wept some crocodile tears when he said that
the United States, with their vast surplus of
agricultural products, had not stayed within
the Bretton Woods agreement and because
they had adopted a sort of give- away program they had upset all the normal channels
of trade.
Personally, Mr. Speaker, I find it very
difficult to criticize the United States government for the way they have handled their
surplus production. They set up the Commodity Credit Corporation to take over all
agricultural products which were in surplus.
The farmer was paid for them and was
reasonably satisfied. They piled up billions
of dollars worth of surplus agricultural products. Then they looked around at the world
and said, "Do you want these agricultural
products?" Is there any harm, I ask, in a
nation going out and asking if other nations
want to be fed?" That is exactly what they
did. The other nations said, "Yes, we will
take these agricultural products," and the
hungry peoples were fed. I find it· very difficult to criticize a government that will
take surplus agricultural products from the
farmers, reasonably satisfy the farmers by
paying for them, and then turn around and
see that they are distributed to the peoples of
the wo:-ld who need them. I find it. very
difficult to criticize a government for tha\
sort of action.
It is obvious that the present government
of Canada looks upon the surplus foodstuffs
in Canada as a sort of calamity. I wonder,
Mr. Speaker, if you noticed carefully the

~=~e u~:::s~~~~n~~~ ~~~~C:g~fo~~~~~~m~~r~~~~sh~~

They do not say what they have been
for the last year or two.
grain both in elevators and on farms.

Let us analyze that paragraph. Putting it
another way, you might just as well say this.
Canada has enjoyed, on the whole, a high
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philosophy is that an abundance of the goodthings of the earth makes people happy and
contented, and the proper distribution of the
abundances of t his earth will do away with
all the calamities of war upon war upon
war. But until the financial policy is changed
we will always meet the problem of distribution, and it will be regarded by governments
that are on the wrong tra ck financialy as a
calamity.
I have only a few minutes of my time left.
What are we able to do in the physical
world? In my imagination I see a conference
room. We call in the scientists. We say to
them, "We want you to sit around the table.
We ar-e going to lock the door on you and

:;:ira~;:u t~a~~. ~~~ta r~~n~~e~:e ~~o~v~~~ Y~~
shall open it and you can give us your verdiet." Well, our scientists gather in there and

;:E~~:;~;:a~~;e ;l~!~~:~~·:~~00i~~~! ~~~::~! :~~:d~~~::fi;:~i:~~~~~f.e 0~.~~!~
~::te t~~~ b~=~e a~~~u~ohtn1~~u:.he y~~ll-!~~~1

just as well put it in that fashion. The
farmers cannot enjoy this well-being because
they have produced so much. Now, how can
too much be a tragedy? Surely that should
not be a tragedy. The tragedy exists in
policies that are being pursued by this government which make the distribution of this
vast abundance of foodstuffs impossible; that
is the tragedy and that is the calamity,
Surely the criterion of the well-being of a
nation should be its ability to produce.. and .
surely any policy pursued by the government-and since money is the medium of
exchange it must be financial policy-should
be applied to the distribution of these foodstuffs. I believe I heard the Minister of
Finance, or it may have been his predecessor, state on one occasion, "We believe that
which iS physically possible can be made
financially possible". Well, it was a "nice
slogan to accept from us, but evidently this
government has not succeeded in working it
out. We are able to produce the foodstuffs,
but because of the financial policies being
pursued we are not able to distribute them.

£:

them out and we say, "Gentlemen, what are
~~~ti~~l?~' to do for the advancement of civi-

Well, what are they able to do? They will
tell you that they are able to travel to the
moon. Do not think that is something that
cannot be accomplished. Physicists are holding conferences almost every day, discussing
and perfecting formulae that have already
been wor ked out to travel to the moon. They
tell us tha~ they are. able to pick up the sea,
transport 1t over wide areas and cause the
deserts of the . earth to be ftoode~ so that
they blossom like the rose and brmg forth
millions mor.e bushels of ,grain, if you please.
Is that going to be a tragedy? They tell us
they a re able to transport the atmosphere
of the tropics, take it to the north and south
poles and make those areas tropical areas.
We are going to discuss pipe lines in a few
days. As for power, they say, "Well, you can
discuss pipe lines if you like, but just about
the time you get them built we shall have
atomic energy here, and gas and oil pipe lines
could conceivably be obsolete." Then some
of the more advanced scientists say, "Well,

f~:~·~~::~~~YY.rH ~}~~~~:~~:~~~i~ ~~~·:~~%~cli::.:;;\o ~~~ ~~~ f::'c~~r~:; ;~~

advocating financial proposals which would
be geared to the solution of what some might
term the problem of abundance.
Social
Credit has never regarded abundances as a
calamity, because that is the great objective
of industry. What is industry here for if it is
not to produce goods? What is the farmer
working his land for if it is not for the
purpose of producing an abundance? Our
3-1956-3

heat the homes we shall be able to harness
the energy of the sun and by a series of-"
oh, they use some technical language that I
do not understand-"power stations around
the globe, p ick up the energy of the sun,
absorb the heat anP, energy, radiate it out,
and that will last forever and ever, just as
long as the sun is in the sky." We say to the
scientists, "Can you do all that?" And they
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say to us, "Brother, you imagine it and we
shall do it." That is what our modern day

scientists say.
We go to the Minister of Finance and we
say, "Mr. Minister, we want you to get your

financial brains around this table. We have
a simple problem for you to solve. In a nutshell the problem is this. Here are six loaves
of bread and here are six hungry men with no

money in their pockets. We want you to
move these six loaves of bread to these six
hungry men." Well, of course, our present
problem is this. We have vast supplies of
agricultural products. We have people who
need them; we have nations who need them,
but our farmers who raise the agricultural

I could go on, Mr. Speaker, and I have a
good many things in my notes h ere. Opportunity will be given on the legislation that
is to come down in fut ure for us to discuss
even the wheat situation and the problem
of abundances; but I say to you, Mr. Speaker,
that there would not be any great problem
in Canada if this government faced the
realities w h ich can be faced apd only faced
as they change their fi nancial policies to
apply to the distribution of the good things
of the earth; for, in the final analysis, those
are the t hings that give life and security,
abundance and contentment, a n d bring peace
and prosperity t o the nation. If the government does not w ish to pursue the right policies, then all I can say to this parliament
and to the people of Canada is that t h ey
had better wake up and change the government or t his countr y will go down into
absolute economic chaos. This is the choice;
it is 'o ne thing or the other, and the people
of this country had better wake up to that
one thing.
They are walking u p to it here and there
and all over. I know somethin g of that
because it is my business to learn it. There
are two Social Credit governments in Canada.
Just one more and you will not stop. this
party from sweeping this country from one
coast of Canada to the other. Just one
mor e provincial government is all that is
needed. That is my belief, and it may not
take very long to prove that by actual fact.
One more government is a ll we need and
we w ill sweep this country.

products, t h e foodstuffs, have no money in
their pockets.
"Now, then, you finaz!cial
wizards of the counfry, when you are ready
with a solution tap on the door, come out
a n d we shall await the solution."
We wait and we wait. Eventually a little
faint rap comes on the door. We open the
door and they walk out. We look at them.
Their hair is all dishevelled and they are
bleary-eyed. They look as if they had been
on a ten-day toot. We say to t hem, "Well,
what is your verdict; what have the fi nancial
brains of this country come up with as a
solution to this great pr oblem?" They say,
"Yes, we have a solution." We reply, "What
is your solution? All Canada awaits it ." What
is it? They have decided to adopt the Woolworth plan; that is the five, ten and fifteen
plan. They have decided to guarantee the
banks against loss if they will only lend to
An bon. Member: Which government, prothe farme r s a little bit of loose change at
vincial or federal?
5 per cent.
Can you beat that, Mr. Speaker? We are
Mr.
Hansell:
One
more
provincial
able to do everything under the sun in this government.
physical world; nothing is impossible. But
An bon. Member! Ontario?
somehow or other the government have not
adopted and cannot discover any finan cial
An bon. Member: Prince Edward Island?
policy that they can apply to the distribution
Mr. Hansell: M r. Speaker, I would ask
of our abundances. And what makes it worse
the attention of the gentlemen of my own
than ever is this. What do the banks d o when
they lend the money? Well, all they do by group. See how the house is hushed when
r ight and by power given to them by the we tell them of our political progress.
laws of this country is simply write t he
An bon. Member: We are waiting for you
figures in a book and expand the credit of to sprout wings.
the country. Nobody will deny that, Mr.
Mr. Hansell: Everyone wants to know which
Speaker. Why, the expansion of credit every
time loans are made is money created out province is going Social Credit next, but
of nothing, by the stroke of a pen, and the I am not going to tell them because I like
farmer has to pay 5 per cent to the banks to keep them on edge. That is part of our
for writing figures in their books. They have strategy.
I appreciate the time that has been given
to pay through the nose because of a tragedy
for which they are not responsible, a tragedy me. We will have more to say about this
which we must place at the door of the on another occasion. Those of my group who
present governmen t, because they refuse to are to follow me in the days to come during
face the reality of the problem of distribution this debate will perhaps amplify what I have
in the midst of plent.Y.
sa id and also bring to your attention and to
IMr. Hansell.]
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the attention of parliament some other
sali ent factors which we believe should be
brought to the attention of this country.
Mr. S. R. Balcom (H alifax): Mr. Speaker,
may I first congratulate the han . member
for Timiskaming (Mrs. Shipley) upon her
most excellent speech in moving the ad'o ption
of the address in reply to the speech from
the throne, and the bon. member for Bellechasse (Mr. Laflamme) upon his most
though tf ul r emarks in seconding that motion .
The constituencies of both these han. members
must be proud of them. I n particular the
women of Canada must be happy at their
emancipation w hich was so ably demonstratedby the han. member for Timiskaming. What
has happened confirms the f act that there are
now no doors closed to women in b usiness
or in the professional and political world. At
last women's suffrage h as reached fruition.
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to h ave this
opportunity early in this debate of· bringing
some matter s to the attention of the house,
but before dealing with them I should like
to commend the decision which has been
made to expedite our proceedings. The day
to day business of government is w ork, and
we should get on with it as quickly as
possible.
The generally optimistic tone of th e speech
from the throne regarding our economic
position is most encouraging. It is in line
with official statements of cabinet ministers,
heads of important private institu tions, banks
and business houses. H owever if you read
the fine print in most of these statements
you will fi nd that it is recognized frankly
that there are major problems to be dealt
with. These are sometimes overlooked except
by the people directly affected . As long as
we are aware of this and take steps to' meet
them, this optimism is healthy.
It is proper that we Canadians should
appreciate our own robust stature and good
fortune, but there is some danger that a
too-glowing picture may create false impressions abroad and obscure our pathway at
h ome. An eminent Canadian, our ambassador t o the United States, referred to this
possibility in a recent speech to a United
States audience when he said:
We Canadians appreciate your good opinion.
And we, of course. share American optimism and
faith in Canada's future. Nevertheless, the very
generosity of the praise sometimes makes me
uneasy and I am not infrequently disturbed by
the more extravagant reports that I encounter.
And I often find myseU wishing that some of those
who express such high opinions of things Canadian
were better inionned about our people and our
economy.
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After mentioning some of the problems, h e
said further:

I mention these points simply to indicate that
we have in Canada no magic formu la and that our
streets are not quite paved with gold, or even
uranium, as some of the stock promoters would
have you beileve. Like other countries, we are
not without difficult political, economic and social
problems . . .
'

One of these problems is the dominionprovincial relationship about which we shall
hear a great deal in parliament and elsewhere. These relations are never static and
the need for flexibility in dealing with common problems was never more apparent.
At the confederation table when arrangements were worked out the vision of a great
nation prevailed, but future events were but
dimly foreseen. It is not surprising in view
of the great developments that have taken
place that some changes in our thinking are
necessary. Rather it is a matter for wonder
that the main principles have held good in
spite of the stresses and strains and growing
pains.
One very important event which took place
in our ea rly history w as the purchase by the
Dominion of Canada of lands held by the
Hudson's Bay Company , now the northern
parts of Ontario and Quebec. Like the
L oui siana purchase by the United States from
Napoleon this was a wise move in the building of a great nation, but in Canada the disposition of t h e lands in t he course of time
led to the building up of the two large central
provinces of Onta rio and Quebec. These provinces benefited directl,v from the addition of
very extensive l and areas to their territories.
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the other
two origin al partners at confederation, gained
indirectly with the growth of the Canadian
nation but lost ground in their relative position within confederation.
At the time these arrangements wer e accepted the lands were considered to be only
wilderness. As the frontiers of knowledge
and geography have been pushed back the
wonderful storehouse of mineral treasures is
now being appreciated and exploited. Here is
just one example of how the benefits of
nationhood have accrued disproportionately
to certain provinces.
You may say t h at this is now history and
that we maritimers may as well accept t h e
f acts of geography and history. The lands
that were parcelled out as of little value have
become a storehouse of wealth and the deal
perhaps should be considered closed. ·The fact
remains that the acquisition and the later
development of these resources were based on
the national credit, the national transportation system and in some cases the n a tional
market.
·
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Are the benefits then to be limited to some
provinces? Is it too late for Nova Scotia to
benefit or to be considered entitled to land
in the far northern reaches of this country
which some day may produce great wealth
or become strategically important? If any in
this house think that is so, I would ask them
to study the map of Canada hanging in the
railway committee room. I am sure they
would be convinced that Nova Scotia with so
little has done a great deal, and as an original
partner of confederation with New Brunswick,
should receive the consideration due it.
In our present distribution of taxable
wealth as related to the responsibility of the
provinces lies a problem affecting our greatest
resources, our young people. It is the question of educational opportunities. The financial resources of Nova Scotia, for example,
are not such as to support a modern school
system and the necessary variety and quality
of higher educational facilities as well. This
I believe to be true of some other provinces.
With respect to Nova Scotia, we are very
proud of the advances made in the last year
in education, but our resources are not sufficient to make complete provision for higher
education as well.
In Canada we do not have the great number
of large corporations and wealthy foundations
upon which to draw for financial support that
they have in the United States. Even in that
great country to the south the privately sup ported universities are having a very difficult time. Statistics published there show
that university professors have suffered losses
in real income during ' the past 15 years, a
period when most other groups in society
have enjoyed a substantial rise in living
standards. Put dramatically in an advertisement drawing attention to this situation, it
was said that as to higher education, "we
have been living on borrowed time." If this
is so in the United States colleges, to which
we have been losing teachers for a long time,
how much more so is it true of our Canadian
universities?
Financial problems hang over our colleges
at a time when university graduates are in
demand ' everywhere as teachers, administrators, doctors, executives in business, engineers
and scientists. Not long ago a particular
aspect of this problem was forcefully emphasized by Doctor 0. M. Solandt, the former
head of the defence research board. He
warned that the shortage of engineers and
scientists was a real threat to our defence
program. This is not simply a question of
continuing material prosperity or higher
standards of living; it becomes a question of
survival. But along with the scientists, in
fact more vital to our well-being as a nation,
[Mr. Balcom.]

is the teaching of languages, law, music and
the arts generally. These must be maintained and allowed to flourish if we are to
have a society and culture worth preserving.
Our present arrangements for university
·financing are inadequate. The federal government is already giving substantial aid,
but the problem has not been solved by any
means. Either the provinces must receive
enough money to meet this and other responsibilities under the dominion-provincial fiscal
arrangements or more money must be
obtained the hard way through direct means
by the universities.
Under our constitution, education is a provincial responsibility. That division of power
is appropriate today, as it seems to me our
school system is best administered by provincial and local authorities. Nevertheless the
federal government has for a long time shared
the costs of vocational training without interference with the administration of the school
system. In the same manner, a larger share
of the cost of higher education, of professional
training and of the liberal arts courses could
be borne by the federal government without
interfering with the operation of the private
institutions.
Now I come to what bon. members might
regard as a theme song, my criticism of the
present method of distributing the Massey
grants. As I have just stated, geography, not
per capita equality, determined the allocation
of the Hudson's Bay lands. Why has this
population principle become so sacred now?
If there were no other standard of measure,
it might be acceptable, but on the contrary
a perfectly fair and acceptable basis was
devised for the post-war training of service
personnel.
In the veterans' training program a uniform
national rate per student was paid. This
worked very well, gave the student freedom
of choice as to the college he attended, and
imposed no relative advantage on particular
institutions. Compare the results of this per
capita distribution to those of the Massey
grants, an d I shall cite only a few instances
from the 1954-55 estimates. One province received $1 05.41 per student; another, $162.96;
anoth er, well over $400; while Nova Scotia
received only $85.23, the lowest of all the
provinces. We would urge that the Massey
grants be distributed on the basis of a uniform n ational rate per student.
The dominion-provincial program providing
allowances for disabled persons was a forward step in our social legislation. Yet seldom
have we heard so m uch criticism of a wellintentioned measure. Last year, only a few
months after the act came into force, I spoke
in this house asking the government t o look

. l

into some specific problems. These difficulties
came to light very early and had been
brought to my attention by interested people.
I am sure other bon. members have had a
great many Complaints too.
Most of the difficulties arise out of the
rather rigid regulations and their interpretation-perhaps more with the interpretation
than the regulations. I shall refer to only
some of them. For example, the disabled
applicant who has been rejected should have
the right of an appeal from the board's decision, a privilege enjoyed by those turned
down for old age assistance and war veterans
assistance.
Arrested tuberculosis patients,
paraplegics and similar cases should certainly
have the same Consideration.
The nature of the criticism suggests that
an early review of the legislation and its
application is desirable. It is good to know
that a conference of federal and provincial
welfare officials will be held in Ottawa soon
to review th e program. I trust, however, that
their deliberations and the government's
action will go beyond revisions aimed at improving only the present program of assistance to the totally disabled.
There is an old saying that half a loaf is
better than none, but in this case it has not
worked out. Speaking politically-which may
possibly be poor politics-this has been a poor
bet, partly because there 'are those who are
, cruel enough to exploit the misunderstanding
and false hopes that were built up when the
plan was first announced. However, the weakness of the program was foreseen by a group
which is generally interested in seeing that
the most effective measures to rehabilitate the
disabled are incorporated in the act. In its
brief on the subject of disability allowances,
in May, 1954, the Canadian Welfare Council
summed up the situation thus:
While recognizing the need for disability allowances for totally and permanently disabled persons,
we are strongly of the view that such allowa nces
must be thought of in terms of their effect upon
those who are not eligible as well as upon those
who are eligible for benefit from them . When this
is done the need for a broader program becomes at
once clearly apparent .

I n its outline of a comprehensive program
the council recommended that maintenance
for the disabled should be provided through,
first, a disability allowance for the hard core
of disabled persons who must be regarded as
incapable of rehabilitation. This would include
the totally disabled provided for in the 1954
act. Second, it recommended a rehabilitation
allowance for those people for whom there
is any hope of rehabilitation, regardless of
how meagre that hope may be, to provide
maintenance during the whole process of
rehabilitation similar to that now offered
during retraining under schedule R of the
3-1956-4
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Canadian vocational training act. Third, it
recommended maintenance for those partially
disabled who are not eligible for either of the
above programs through public assistance provided· by the province or local authority.
The weakness in the present program
arises, I suggest, from the gap, the absence
of assistance for the people who are not
totally and permanently disabled and for
whom there is a chance of rehabilitation. I
would urge the minister, who is always
thoughtful and co-operative, to consider carefully the need for more flexibility in the
regulations and the additiohal provision for
maintenance during rehabilitation for those
who may benefit from it.
May I add that some advocates of changes
in welfare programs have suggested that
when amendments are being made to one
particular piece of welfare legislation an
across the board survey should be made
which would embrace war veterans allowanCes and assistance and legislation that has
been enacted for the benefit of the blind,
which in the latter case would cover the
appeal now being made by the Canadian
National Institute for the Blind whereby a
specific allowance free from the means test
would be granted to all blind adults to cover
the costs of guiding and other essential
expenses peculiar to blindness.
With regard to national health insurance,
much progress has been made in building up
facilities and in the training of personnel. As
we have talked at length about this before,
I n ow have only one thing to add. Let us
get on with further preparations as quickly
as possible, and let us relax our demands on
the provinces, for some of them just have
not the resources for such a huge undertaking.
Among the major pieces of legislation to
come before us this session is the proposed
revision of the Dominion Succession Duty
Act. Without going into detail, which would
be more appropriate when the act is under
consideration, I should like to draw attention
to certain general provisions which seem to
me to be unfair. First, I should like to recommend that in the case of a widow up to
$50,000 of her h usband's estate be a true
exemption and not just an exemption that
excludes from taxation estates under $50,000.
At present if an estate is $50,000 or under
no tax is levied, but if it is even one dollar
over that amount the tax is levied on the
e_ntire estate.
A second objection to the present law is
that when a widow has a survivor's pension
or a life interest in an estate full succession
duties, assuming normal life span, must be
paid within four years in equal instalments.
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This may mean that the widow pays taxes
on income she never receives if she dies
before her allotted ,span of years. It amounts
· to double or triple taxation in any event,
income tax on the original earnings, estate
tax and then tax on the widow's income if
she lives to receive the income.

A lot of these inequities would not be so
severe if the wife were viewed as a married

partner. It has been recommended that onehalf of a husband's estate . should pass on
to his widow free of duties. This seems to
me a fair proposition provided a reasonable
limit be fixed. I realize that there are many
who are not so well off financially that they
need worry about estate duties. In some
cases when a man dies in his active working
years some assistance could be given on the
basis of unclaimed benefits under the Unemployment Insurance Act. I ask the minister
if consideration could be given to paying the
unemployment benefits, to which a worker
would have been entitled had he lived, to the
widow and children.
Another matter of a similar nature relates
to the payment of war veterans allowance and
assistance. Those veterans of the first war
who for one r eason or another, in m any cases
not of their own doing, served in England but
not in France or another theatre of war
should be eligible for benefits under the War
Veterans Allowance Act. These men and
women, particularly of the early contingents,
the first and second contingents, soldiered
under great difficulties. They had to contend
with mud, slu~h, cold, disease, veritably the
conditions of the trenches. Anyone who was
stationed in the early war years at Salisbury
Plains, as the hon. member for Royal (Mr.
Brooks) probably was, Westinghanger or
Moore Plains, came h ome full of rheumatism,
arthritis and allied diseases. They served
under physical conditions as bad as if not
worse than those which prevailed in England
during the second world war and are, I suggest, entitled to the same consideration.
The constituency of Halifax which I have
the honour to r epresent is of more than ordinary importance to the nation. The evidence
of this is found in cold cash. Payments by
the dominion government in lieu of taxation
for 1955 were greatly increased and brought
up more in line with the tax paid by the average citizen. Our high tax rate over the years
can be attributed to the small share borne by
the federal authorities, whose contributions
were all out of proportion to the value
received from the Halifax, Dartmouth and
Halifax county taxpayers.
I am sure the increase in these payments
pleased the citizens of Halifax and the municipalities very much. In addition, the national
[Mr. Balcom,]

harbours board paid $75,000 in taxes to the
city of Halifax. However, this payment is
anything but in line with the tax they should
pay in view of the fact that they control
practically all the waterfront in Halifax. It
was a great surprise to me that the payment
was not at least double this amount, for it
seems fantastic and all out of proportion for
the national harbours board to be paying
merely $75,000. In so doing they are adding
to the burden of the individual taxpayer of
Halifax, in particular the businessman who is
already staggering under his tax load.
In spite of this shortchanging, the national
harbours board is deserving of commendation
for its endeavours in bringing the port of
Halifax to a higher standard of efficiency
each year. There is no doubt that this improvement has been a factor in the growth
in the volume of business handled by the
port. But more r emains to be done, and I
would urge that docking and handling facilities be maintained and extended to keep
ahead of and create demand, as well as to
meet any emergency such as war.
To give aid to the national harbours board
and to assist in every way possible in promoting trade through our port, the city of
Halifax has tried to do its part. About two
years ago they organized the port of Halifax
commission, the members all working without
remuneration and doing a major job well in
soliciting and directing traffic through our
port and in advising the national harbours
board management of the needs of a modern,
efficient h arbour.
In addition to our commission we also
have a group of men, the finest in North
America, whose aim is to assist the Minister
of Transport (Mr. Marler) in his administration. I refer to the members of the Halifax
longshoremen's association and other waterfront workers who efficiently load and unload ships in fair weather and foul, and give
service far beyond the call of duty, thus
expediting the business of the nation.
On several occasions in the past reference
has been made to the volume of Canadian
manufactured goods shipped through United
States ports. One of the big-volume commodities using these channels is automobiles.
As we all know the automobile industry is
a highly protected one in Canada. Naturally
we in Halifax would like to see this business
come our way over Canadian railways.
We realize that there are many factors
which determine the choice of a port of shipment and that the competition is very keen.
Our facilities must be of a very high order
and our reputation for service must be first
rate if we are to compete with the big
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United States ports. Much depends upon our
shipping companies and their employees, but
they must have the very best port facilities
with which to work. A port without adequate
railway and air services is like the proverbial
flower, "born to blush unseen".
Now that railway business has increased
considerably, it is expected that the Canadian National Railways can afford express
accommodation which is advanced beyond
the village stage. The old wooden buildings
constructed during the war of 1914-18, which
serve as express sheds and offices, must be
most inefficient for their operations. Certainly they give the appearance of makeshift
arrangements, and I am sure they impose
unnecessary burdens on the staff working
there. They should be replaced by fireproof
structures as early as possible. Condemned
as a fire menace some years ago, their continued use must constitute a hazard to
shippers, not to mention the effect on the
morale of those employed.
This is an important year for Canada in
the field of tariffs and trade. The GATT conference to take place shortly is of vital
concern to those as dependent on exports as
are we in Nova Scotia. It is to be hoped that
the tariff gains of the last few years can be
held and that our relative position can be
improved.
Another conference to which we look with
great interest is the British Caribbean conference to be held in London in the near
future. Canada has a particular interest in
the hoped-for federation of the British West
Indies, for here is another embryo organization which is, in a sense, following in our
footsteps in its growth toward a firmer
political and economic foundation. We have
an interest in this matter as it is the evolution within the commonwealth of another
group of territories taking steps, by peaceful
means, toward the control of their own
affairs.
We have a very direct interest, too, in
trade with this area. It is a natural market
for some of our goods, and is of particular
importance to the Atlantic provinces. Trade
has been hampered not by lack of demand
but by exchange difficulties in the whole
sterling area. With federation, we can look
for improvement in the economic position
of the group of islands and for the growth
of trade, a mutual advantage.
May I conclude by asking that a trade
mission, whose specific aim would be to
improve our trade in fish, be organized to
go to the West Indies and to South America.
I suggest that it might be organized along
the lines of that successful mission headed
by the Minister of Trade and Commerce a
year or so ago.
3- 19Ss-4t
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M. Hector Dupuis (Sainte-Marie) : Monsieur l'Orateur, au debut de mes observations, non pas seulement parce que c'est
l'usage, mais parce que les personnes en
cause l'ont merite, oti me permettra d'offrir
mes sinceres felicitations aux motionnaires
de l'Adresse en reponse au discours du trOne
(Mm• Shipley et M. Laflamme).
Ce dernier s'ajoute a la longue ijgnee des
representants publics qualifies et, il a vraiment f,ait preuve d'un don oratoire au dela
de la norme. J e sais qu'il a devant lui une
brillante carriere et je le prie de bien vouloir accepter les voeux que je formule a
son egard, afin que sa carriere soit des plus
prosperes.
Quant a !'honorable depute du comte de
Timiscaming, nous avions deja eu l'avantage de !'entendre a la Chambre. Nous
avions dejft remarque son talent, et elle a
preuve, une fois de plus, que ses commettants avaient r aison d'€tre fiers de l'avoir
elue pour les representer au sein de notre
Parlement. Toutefois, je desire signaler que
sa participation au debat sur l'Adresse en
r eponse a u discours du trOne en cette qualite,-on l'a deja mentionne d'ailleurs, a constitue un evenement heureux, puisqu'elle a
ete la premiere femme du pays a remplir
une telle fonction. Aussi, je me permets de
feliciter le tres honorable premier ministre
(M. St-Laurent> et les membres de son cabinet de l'heureuse idee qu'ils ont eue de
reconnaitre de fac;on offi.cielle le rOle que
joue, de plus en plus, l'etement feminin dans
les affaires publiques.
Avant de formuler certaines demandes qui
concernent plus particulierement le district
que je represente, je desire souligner quelques f-aits saillants du discours du trOne,
que nous sommes actuellement a etudier.
L'an dernier, nous avions entendu la prediction d'un desastre, tout comme nous l'avons egalement entendue ce soir de la part
du representant du parti creditiste. Et il me
semblait voir revenir au Canada ce qu'on
a appele l'annee de Ia grande noirceur, qui a
laisse 'Un souvenir imperissable dans la memoire de ceux qui l'ont connue ou en ont
entendu parler. Rares sont ceux qui ont
vecu cette mauvaise periode et qui sont ici
ce soir.
Seton les predictions de !'opposition, notre
economie politique devait s'ecouler; to1,1t s'en
allait en ruine, a cause du manque de prevoyance du gouvernement, ou encore de ce
parti politique qui,-malheureusement pour
eux,-dirige Ies destinees de notre pays de·
puis deja 20 ans.
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Nous avions alors entendu le chef de
!'opposition (M. Drew), tout comme aujourd'hui encore, pr€dire ces calamites; et pourtant, malgr€ la prosp€rite que connait actuellement notre pays, il tente encore de nous
dieter une ligne de conduite.
Nous posons une simple question au chef
de !'opposition. Nous lui demandons de nous
dire quels moyens il a a sa disposition pour
am€1iorer la situation davantage; n ous l'avons fait a taus les an s, depuis que je siege
a Ia Chambre, et pourtan t je n'ai pas entendu
u ne seule suggestion, venant du cOte de l'op·p osition, qui soit de nature a ajouter,- si
c'est possible,-au progres et a rere de
prosp€r it€ que nous avons connus sous les
regimes lib€raux qui se sont succ€d€ les uns
apres les autres, depuis vingt ans, au sein
du pays.
Lorsqu'il s'agit de venir en aide aux fermiers de l'Ouest, par exemple, comme le present gouvernement veut le faire, je demande
au chef de !'opposition de nous indiquer
d'autres moyens de les aider; il dit qu'il y en
a une quantit€, mais il n'en mentionne aucun.
Ii preten d €galement que n otre commerce
n'a pas connu l'essor que nous €tions en droit
d'attendre et que nous n'exploitons pas nos
possibilites economiques. Eh bien, je le vois
partir, a l'instar de !'ancien premier ministre
Bennett, avec une charge de TNT, pour aller
dynamiter son chemin sur les marches du
Commonwealth et autres. Nous avons d€jli
eu , de !'autre cOt€ de la Chambre, de ces
valeureux d€fenseur s de l'€conomie sociale et
politique, mais jamais ils ne nous ant indiqu€
un seul moyen susceptible d'ameliorer davantage les conditions que nous connaissons.
Ah! je me souviens qu'un jour u n depute
de !'autr e cOte de la Ch ambre nous disait:
"Nous avons plusieurs moyens de sortir le
pays de l'€tat de marasme aU il se trouve
actuellement, mais nous n'en faisons part a
pcrsonne parce que nous les reservons pour
les "hustings", pour nos luttes politiques." Eh
bien, quand les gens possedent de boones methodes ou enfin savent quel procecte employer
pour ameliorer davantage la situation, je
trouve que c'est un crime de lese-nation que
de ne pas se faire un devoir de les indiquer
a leurs collegues de la Cbambre. Toutefois,
nous savons fort bien que ceux qui siegent
en face de nous n'ont pas de suggestions a
offrir; il leur faut se contenter de regarder
jalousement les realisations du parti a uquel
j'ai le plaisir et l'honneur d'adh er er et auquel
le Canada tout entier a accor d€ sa confiabce
depuis les vingt dernieres annees.
Nous allons etre appel€s a aider les fermiers
de l'Ouest. Eh bien, encore une fois, ceci
indique que malgr€ ce qu'on peut dire; dans
certains milieux qui sont de plus en plus
[Mr. Dupuis.]

r estreints je l'avoue,-des citoyens de la pro~
vince de Quebec et de ceux qui les representent, nos concitoyens constateront, une fois de
plus, que nous ne sommes pas des gens qui
ne pensent qu•a leur cloch er, des chauvins,
mais que nous sa vans que nous sommes membres de la grande race canadienne et que, en
notre qualit€ de citoyens de la province de
Quebec, il est de n otre devoir d'aider toute
partie du pays qui depend de nous pour sortir
d'une situation difficile. Eh bien, c'est encore
au parti liberal, dont la politique t end a
r€aliser !'unite nationale,-parti que l'on essaie de condamJ;ler dans certains milieux,que certains fermiers qui recriminent sans
cesse, malgr€ toutes les lib€ralit€s dont ils ant
ete combl€~s. devront peut-etre de ne pas faire
faillite au cours de l'annee actuelle ou des
ann€es a venir.
L'an dernier, nous avons egalement entendu
!'opposition nous decrire, avec des tr€ml>los
dans la voix et en exprimant un regret accompagn€ de pleurs de crocodile,-pleurs dont
parlait tout a l'heure le r epresentant du parti
cr€ditiste,-1a situation du chOmage. Je r epr€sente une circonscription €lectorale dont
la population est d'environ 85 p. 100 ouvriere,
et moi aussi, l'an dernier, il me faisait peine
de voir le grand nombre de ch6meurs d'alors.
Je suis membre d'une famille de 14 enfants,
fils d'un pere ouvrier, de sorte que je possede
un c<Eur d'ouvrier, et je trouvais triste, moi
aussi, Ia situation qui touchait certaines familIes de la ville oU j'habite. Cette annee, il y
a une amelioration; elle n'est pas encore ce
qu'elle devrait etre.
J 'exprime l'espoir qu'un jour les chases
s'·arran geront de telle fac;on que nous puissions, en toutes saisons, garantir du travail
a ceux qui sont en mesure de le four nir.
Cependant, 1a encore le Gouvernement, soudeux du bien-etre du pays ·et surtout de la
classe ouvriere, a pris les moyens de convaincre certaines in dustries de faire executer cerrtains travaux en hiver plut6t que durant les autres saisons, parce que c'est au
cours de l'hiver que la grande partie de la
main-d'<Euvre n'a rien a faire. Cette tentative du gouvernement a eu pour effet de
diminuer considerablement le nombre des
chOmeurs, cette annee. Si nous comparons
la situation aujord'hui avec celle des annees
passees, meme s'il y a encore un grand nombre de chOrneurs, nous constatons que jamais
la ma'in-d'ceuvre n'a eu autant de travail. La
situation aujourd'hui, meme s'il y a un trap
grand nombre de .chOmeurs, diff~re de celle
d'il y a vingt-cinq ans, alors que dans des
milliers de foyers, pas une seule personne ne
travaillait; ni le pere ni les grands enfants
qui etaient en mesure de le faire ne pouv·a ient se trouver un emploi. Cela etait le
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chOmage; -c'€tait la famille e ntiere qui ch6mait. Aujourd'hui, on peut voir sans doute
le pere ou un des enfants en chOmage, mais
il y a toujours quelqu'un qui apporte le fruit
de son travail a la maison. On a jamais vu
autant de gens ,au travail. De plus, bn ne
connait pas cette anxiete qui etreignait nos
ouvriers durant la periode que j'ai d€crite. 11
n'y a pas cette crainte de manquer de pain
sur la table. Et tout cela, c'est grace aux
mesures sociales adopt€es par le gouvernement liberal.
Aujourd'hui, Ie chOmeur a des enfants qui
travaillent. S'il n'est pas en mesure de travailler lui-meme il peut aujourd'hui b&n€ficier
des bienfaits de l'assurance-chOmage, des allocations familiales et, lorsqu'il a atteint un
certain age, de la pension de vieillesse.
Voila des mesures sociales que nos adversaires n'ont pas toujours accueillies favorablem ent; au fait, ils les ont combattues partout.
Aujourd'hui, quand il est impossible a un
m embre d'une famille de travailler, il peut
toucher certains benefices qu'il ne recevait
pas lorsque nos amis d'en face dirigeaient
les affaires d u pays.

Maintenant, je vais traiter brievement la
question des relations federales-provinciales
en matiere de taxation.
Nous avons deja pris connaissance des
offres du gouvernement f€d€ral. Les provinces interessees les etudieront. Quel est
le membre de cette Chambre, de quel que
soit le cote oU il siege, qui ne soit pret a
rendre temoignage a notre grand homme
d'Etat, le premier ministre actuel, qui a su
pr€sider avec une diplomatie extraordinaire
aux seances au cours desquelles on a debattu cet €pineux probleme de la distribution
des revenus dans les provinces. F€1icitons
Ie tres honorable premier ministre pour la
fac;on dont il a dirige ces seances. J e f€licite
€galement, sans les connaitre tous,- j'en connais un en particulier,-tous les premiers
ministres des provinces qui ant bien voulu
conserver !'atmosphere propre a de telles
circonstances, ce qui nous permet d'esperer
qu'enfin nous pourrons r€gler ce probleme a
la satisfaction de taus les interesses.
Je souligne encore yne fois la g€n€rosit€
ou la 1ib€ralite,-c'est synonyme et cela va
bien avec le parti lib€ral,-de la participa-

accordee au cas que lui ant soumis les d€bar-

~:!~nats Je a~~ly;~~v~sc;~~~i~o~;aid~af~::eJ~

fa~n~~n~~rede::e~e ~e !f!~;:;:r·~~eTr~:aiia~f

coOt de la construction de cette route, laquelle

gnale que je suis fier d'avoir participe a ces
demarches. J e suis heureux de remercier

cette offre genereuse. On a dit tant de
choses a ce sujet. On a pari€ de l'autonomie.

sur ces allocations pour pouvoir traverser
cette periode pendant laquelle ils eprouvent
b~a~coup de, diffi~ulte a .t~ouver ~e l'e~ploi.
D ·a~lleurs, c es; bten .Iegtbme pUisque . ]e ne ,
cr?IS p~s que 1 emp:01 d~ dfb?rdeur s01t plus
s~tsonmer que celut d7 1 ouvner. en construe~on, par ~xemple, qu1 ne trav~tlle pas penant un p us grand nombre de JOUrs au cours
d'une annee qu'un deba rdeur sur le quai de
Montreal ou ailleurs.
A tout evenement, !'honorable ministre du
Travail s'est r endu ' a la demande de cette
dasse de travailleurs et je suis fort heureux
d'avoir pu contribuer a obtenir l'appui de
!'honorable ministre relativement a ce point
d e vue. Voila un autre geste qu'a pose le
parti libfrai en faveur des ouvriers.

!~:n~~!a~~~n~~~r ~i cfens~~~~:z~ !~n~~t;~uJ:
~;!~e f~~~vi~.~~t n;o~l~~~n d:e;;~~=st~~o~a~~
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~=~~~e~~ r:t~~tr:~~s~~:;:!n~~~~~ l':!~t ~~~~!

me dema11der, comme ~esident du Quebec et
ouvrier. On les avait classes parrot les membr e de ce P arlement, ·Ce qui empeche rna
employes saisonniers, mais je m'aperc;ois que propre province,-je ne parle p as evidemle Gouvernement ·s 'est rendu a l'humble de- ~~~e~: 1~e~~~~ie:r.ne:e~:sm;~s ~-ouroom~~

~~:~~~::;::E ~r~i:~£~~ul:~~·!I~~~~ ~:~~Jl~iri~~~:l~!~~~:r~E~~~t;t~:c~~~:
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sujet de ces 90 p . lOO! Aucun d'eux n'a declare que cela serait de nature ,a, mettre en
p€ril l'autonomie de la province! Si l'autonomie de m.a province en etait menacee, je
serais le premier a me lever et .a d€clarer publiquement que je diff€re d'opinion avec tout
gouvernement qui voudrait empieter sur !'autonomie de rna province . II y a peut-etre
d_es raisons, que I'on ne comprend. pas, pour
Iesquelles la province de Quebec refuse d'accepter les 90 p. 100 du coUt de la contsruction
de la route transcanadienne ... mais je ne
veux rien insinuer .
S 'il me fallait dire tout
ce que j'ai entendu a ce sujet, je pense que
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je ferais des mecontents, et je crois que le
depute de Trois-Rivi€:res (M. Balcer) n'en
serait pas tres heureux.
Maintenant, nous devons egalement soulignez: d'une fat;;on particulh?re les modific~tions
qui seront apportees a la loi de !'habitation,
en ce qui a trait aux demeures insalubres.
Encore une fois, et c'est man devoir de
le faire, je regrette que la province de
Quebec et Ia cite de Montreal n'aient pas

utilise les moyens mis a leur disposition pour
€1iminer les taudis. J'esp€re, cette fois,
qu'elles sauront profiter de !'application plus
large de la loi et de l'augmentation du montant de nos subventions. Si vous me le permettez, je ferai quelques suggestions a ce
sujet.

J'habite un comte oU certaines demeures
pn?sentent un danger au point de vue hygiene,
sinon moral, surtout en ce qui concerne les
enfants. A man avis, on n'a pas aborde le
:probleme de la bonne fa~on. Il ne s'agit pas
iant de demolir Ies taudis,-et je le repete
-encore une fois,--que de trouver un moyen
<i'assurer, a des layers a prix modiques, des
maisons suffisamment grandes pour lager les
families nombreuses, d'abord.
Il y a actuellement en cours a Montreat,
un projet,-je ne sais pas s'il a ete a'c cepte
d'une fa~on definitive, c'est possible,--qui
porte le nom d'un commissaire de la ville de
MontreaL Il est question de demolir, dans ce
district.Jia, un certain nombre de maisons insalubres. Jusque Ut, on s'entend. Maison ne regie pas le probleme des familles nombreuses,
des conditions hygieniques et morales en construisant des edifices de sept etages, dans un
centre aussi peu hygienique que le quadrilatere compris entre les rues Saint-Denis et
Saint-Laurent, d'une part, et de Montigny
et Ontario, de l'autre. Si c'est lei le moyen de
resoudre le probleme des logements insalubres, eh bien, je n'y connais rien . Les logements seront sans doute plus propres, mais les
conditions hygi€niques seront-elles amelio rees si l'on· entasse adultes et enfants dans
un quadrilatere rel<itivement restreint. Voyez
done la corvee pour la mere de famille qui
sera Iogee au sixieme ou au septieme etage!
Voyez la promiscuite de taus ces gens dans un
meme immeuble.
A man sens, Ia solution du probleme du
logement salubre reside dans un moyen,-et
la loi actuelle le permet,-par lequel nous
etablirions dans une maison bien a lui un
locataire, s'il faut qu'il en soit ainsi ou un
propri€taire, dans laquelle il pourrait respirer
l'air pur et serait dans un milieu propice a
l'€panouissement de la jeunnesse. Sans doute,
le projet a un certain m€rite, mais je ne suis
pas en faveur de !'execution d'un tel projet
pour la solution du probleme de l'etimination
des logements insalubres.
[Mr.

Dupuis.]

J'exprime de nouveau l'espoir,-et je me
demande pourquoi on n'a pas fait plus jusqu•a maintenant,-que la province de Quebec
et la ville de Montreal iront de !'avant, et a
pas de g€:ant, le plus vite possible, pour
protiter de cette loi qui, reellement, est de
nature a ameliorer sensiblement les conditions dans lesquelles certaines gens sont
obliges de vivre.
Maintenant, nous avons taus note, et le
representant de Hamilton-Ouest (M"'e Fairclough) plus particulierement, le fait que le
gouvernement avait d€cide d'accorder aux
femmes, un salaire €gal pour un travail €gaL
Il y a vingt-cinq ans que je suis dans la vie
publique et que je preconise une telle mesure,
et c'est la raison pour laquelle, l'an dernier,
je n'ai pas craint d'appuyer par roes paroles
et par mon vote, la motion qui etait alors
soumise a la Chambre.
Voici ce que je d€clarais l'an dernier:

Je suis d'avis qu'il ne saurait y avoir de difference dans Ie traitement accorde a l'etement
teminin ou a retement masculin. Nous avons deja
discute des droits de l'homme en cette enceinte.
Cette question sera etudiE~e de nouveau et, a mon
avis nous devrions accorder aux femmes de notre
payS le droit de recevoir le meme traitement pour
un travail egal.

Eh bien, cette mesure figure au programme
du gouvernement qui reconnait qu'elle a lieu
d'€tre appliquee dans les domaines qui lui
sont propres. Puisque j'ai toujours preconise
une telle motion depuis 25 ans, je n'h€site
pas a offrir au gouvernement mes plus sinceres felicitations pour le geste qu'il a pose
en cette circonstance.
Maintenant, avant de me reporter a deux
questions qui m'interessent peut-etre plus
particulierement, une du mains, on me permettra de joindre mes felicitations a celles
deja exprimees a !'honorable ministre de la
Sante nationale et du Bien-etre social (M.
Martin) pour le rOle preponderant qu'il a
joue au sein des Nations Unies recemment.
Il est fort heureux que !'honorable secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires ext€rieures (M.
Pearson), qui ne peut etre partout en. meme
temps, puisse se choisir un rempla~ant. Et
celui qu'il a d€signe remplit la tache tres
bien, probablement parce qu'ils s'entendent
admirablement bien.
Au fait, la presse
etrangere ne tarie pas d'eloges a leur endroit.
Tout en f€licitant, une fois de plus, !'honorable ministre de la Sante nationale et du
Bien-etre social pour sa participation recente
aux discussions des Nations Unies et pour
le succes qu'il a remporte, j'offre egalement,
par ricochet, mes felicitations a !'honorable
secn§taire d'Etat aux Affaires ext€rieures, qui
a su se tailler une reputation enviable tant
au pays que de par le monde dans sa sphere
d'activites.
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Je ne sais pas si !'honorable ministre des
Transports (M. Marler) me grondera,-je ne
le crois pas,-mais j e voudrais une fois de
plus appeler son attention sur la question. des
pants, celle du pont Jacques-Cartier plus
particulierement. Je dais d'abord le f€liciter
d'avoir €1argi les voies carossables, et j'espere ·
bien que la ville de Montreal et la province
de Quebec effectueront les ameliorations n€cessaires aux approches du pont, c'est- a - dire,
a !'entree et a la sortie.
M. Gauthier (Portneuf): Est-ce le pont de
Trois-Rivieres?
M. Dupuis: A Trois-Rivieres le deuxieme
pont est en voie de reconstruction.
L'honorable ministre des Transports me
confiait recemment que Montreat sera dote
d'un nouveau pont. Je l'en felicite. 11 n'y
a pas d'erreur, cela s'impose. Ce sera un
pont de peage, comme certains ponts qui ant
ete construits apres Ie pont JacquesCartier.
Je dais €galement inscrire au Feuilleton
de Ia Chambre plusieurs questions,-je ne
m'attarderai pas sur ce sujet,-mais seulement on considere en certains milieux, a
cause des obligations que nous avons, que
nous ne pouvons abolir le p€age sur ce pont.
Nous discuterons cette question plus tard, je
n'en ai pas Ie temps ce soir, mais prenons
pour admis que le peage sera maintenu. J e
me demande s'il n'y a pas lieu d'uniformiser
les taux pr€leves sur toute l'ile de Montreal.
Je crois qu'il y aurait lieu €galement d'etudier l'opportunite de pr€lever le p€age seulement pour les v€hicules et non pour les
passagers. La raison pour laquelle je fais
cette suggestion est tres simple, si l'on se
rend compte qu'une population de 38,000 personnes utilise Ie pont Jacques-Cartier pour
aller travailler a Montreal, alors qu'il y a
dix ou quinze ans, peut-etre 8,000 personnes
seulement s'en servaient, et que ces ouvriers
qui n'ont pas le moyen de gagner leur vi~
dans les petits centres qu'ils habitent viennent a Montreal, la Metro'pole, pour travailler
et doivent payer taus les jours, en plus d~
leurs billets de tramways, un p€age pour
!'automobile qui les transporte parfois a titre
gratuit, parfois pas. 11 y a ensuite taus les
touristes am€ricains, et les autres voyageurs
qui doivent verser un taux de peage qu•a
man avis on devrait eliminer autant que possible afin d'enrayer !'ennui dans la perception des billets. Je crois que cette suggestion
de ne charger qu'un taux pour !'automobile
merite une attention toute particuliere de la
part de !'honorable ministre des Transports
et du Gouvernement.
Maintenant, je n'ai pas besoin d'ajouter
qu'il y a bien des raisons, dans man humble
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opinion, pour que les taux de p€age disparaissent totalement. Mais, d'un autre cOte,
je ne sais pas encore si la province de Quebec,
qui est partie au contrat, acceptera d'effectuer
des changements au contrat, !puisque je suis
inform€ que l'on n'a pas r~u toutes les
reponses que l'on etait en droit d'attendre
de la part des autorites provinciales, au sujet
de cette question de peage.
Un dernier sujet, et j'h€site un peu a !'a border, monsieur l'Orateur, non pas a cause du
principe en cause, mais parce que dans -certains milieux, on pourrait peut-etre penser
que j'ai !'intention, par les quelques remarques qui vont .guivre, de rl ancer le cri de race.
Je d€sire attirer !'attention de Ia Chambre
et du Gouvernement,-et c'est mon devoir de
le faire,-bien que dans le domaine du bilinguisme nous ayons connu u ne amelioration
remarquable sous le regne du parti liberal,
-sur le fait qu'il y a encore beaucoup a
faire dans le domaine des €-changes tetephoniques.
Je crois que la compagnie de telephone
Bell devrait etre en mesure de fournir des
t€1€phonistes parfaitement bilingues, afin
d'eviter des ennuis aux personnes qui ne
comprennent pas I'anglais et qui sont par
consequent incapables, en -certaines circonstances, d'atteindre ceux a qui elles d€sirent
parler. Quand · il s'agit de placer un appel
interurbain, on vous demandera de bien vouloir attendre qu'une telephoniste de langue
fran~aise vous reponde, ce qui retarde d 'autant. Pourtant, Ottawa se flatte, avec raison,
d'etre une ville intelligente, une ville !pratique, intellectuelle, et c'est vrai. Je ne parle
pas de la qualite des administrateurs, parce
que je ne les connais pas.
Une voix: Voulez-vous parler de Charlotte?
M. Dupuis: Je la ·connais de nom seulement
et j'ai entendu dire diff€rentes -chases a son
sujet. A tout evenement je n'ai rien a ajouter et je laisserai ipeut-etre cela a l'un de
mes -collegues qui, en certaines circonstances,
a eu des demeles avec elle.
Mais, Ottawa qui se pique d'€tre une ville
intelligen.te, et qui est, de fait, une ville pratique et intellectuelle, devrait comprendre
qu'il est dans son interet, dans le domaine du
telephone, de veiller a ce que les tetephonistes
puissent au mains par:ler les deux langues
officielles au pays.
J'aimerais vous donner des details qui vous
porteraient a rire. J'ai moi-meme essay€! de
me faire comprendre en fran~ais, en pronon~ant certains noms de d€putes fran~ais si€geant ici,-si je les nommais, vous seriez en
mesure de constater que ces noms sont bien
faciles a prononcer,-mais j'ai ete incapable
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de communiquer avec la personne a qui je
ctesirais pa rler, pr€cis€ment parce que c•etait
un n om f.ranc;ais. C'est regrettable. Toutefois, je ne lance pas la pierre seulement au
Gouvernement, et nous n'avons certes a ucune
lec;on 3 apprendre de l'autre cOt€ de la Chambre relativement au bilinguisme dans les
positions officielles. Cependant, i1 y a lieu

d'ameliorer ·c ette situation consid€rablement.
Ainsi, u ne personne de la campagne, sanS
m anquer d'intelligence mais ne connaissant
pas l'anglais, ne peut obtenir aucune communication si elle telephone a Ottawa puisqu'elle
s'ex plique en francais! Il m e semble que
c'est une lacune que l'on devrait faire disparaitre, ce qui ajouterait aux bonnes mesures
du Gouvernement, qui a presque atteint Ia
rperfection, a u point de vue d'une sage administration.
J'ose esperer que mes observations seront
prises en bonne grace et entendues par les
officie!s de la compagnie de tt~Iephone Bell,
ce qu1 leur permettra de fournir un excellent
ser vice bilingue a Ottawa et de rendre son
service plus efficace.
Puisque M. l'Orateur occupe maintenant
son fauteuil, je termine en lui offrant mes
meilleurs vceux 3 l'occasion du Nouvel An,
puisque je n'ai .pas eu !'occasion de le rencontrer personnellement depuis, etant donne
que d'autres occupations accaparent tout man
temps actuellement,-quelques-uns d'entre
vous savent ce que je veux dire. En meme

temps, il me permettr a de souligner son !'esprit d'impartialite et ses grandes connaissances, ainsi que la facon dont il remplit sa
charge, ce qui le place sUrement parmi les
plus grands Orateurs que la Chambre des
communes du Canada ait connus.
Quant au tres honorable premier ministre,
-je n'ai pas de ministere a demander pour
~oi-m€me, bien que je ne le r efuserais pas,11 me permettra egalement de lui offrir publiquement le temoignage d'un representa nt de
la classe ouvriere d'un comte de Montreal.
Je puis lui dire combien taus admirent sa
facon d'agir dan s la dir ection des affaires publiques. I1 est d'abord un des plus grands
Canadiens que nous ayons connus et, comme
j e le disais deja, au risque de me repeter, il
me semble que le meilleur attribut qu'on
puisse lui donner est certainement celui de
plus grand champion de !'unite nationale au
Canada.
M. l'Orateur: Avant de proposer la motion
d'ajournement, puisque les journaux nous ant
appris que !'hon orable depute de SainteMarie (M. Dupuis) convolera en justes noces
samedi de cette semaine, puis-j e lui offrir nos
meilleurs vceux en meme temps que nos
h ommages a sa future epouse, et les prier
d'accepter nos chaleureuses felicitations.
On motion of Mr. Robinson (Bruce) the
debate was adjourned.
On motion of Mr . Harris the house adjourned at 9.56 p.m.
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Right Hon. L. S. St. Laurent (P rime
Minister): The han. member for Bellechasse
(Mr. Laflamme) has made an auspicious
debut in this house. He has demonstrated
the concern which a young lawyer, born into
a family of farmers, feels for the welfare of
his constitu ents most of whom belong to the
agricultural class.
In spite of his youth, the new member, who
h as been practising his profession for a little
over three yea rs, has taken an interest in
public matters for a great many years. The
fact that he now sits among us means that
the people of Bellechasse have judged that
his talents and training were such as to
ensure that he would make a fine member
of parliament. I do feel confident that the
electors of Bellechasse who had been enjoying
the competence an d devotion of h is predecessor for the past fifteen years, will know,
from reading their new member's speech, that
they have chosen a worthy member to look
after their interests.
(Page 67)

Mr. Hector Dupuis <St. Ma ry): Mr. Speaker,
at the beginning of my r emarks may I be
permitted, not only becau se it is the custom
but because the par ties ·concerned deserve it,
to offer my sincer e congratulations to the
movers of the addr ess in r eply to the speech
from the throne (Mrs. Shipley and Mr.
Laflamme.)
As for the latter, his na me will be added to
the long list of able public representatives
and he has truly shown that he is a very
gifted speaker. I know that his career will
be a brilliant one and I beg him to accept my
b est wishes for a most prosperous career .
As for the han. member for Timiskaming,
we had had the opportunity of hearing her
previously in the house. We knew she h ad
talent, but she has proven once again that
h er constituents have r eason to be proud of
electing her as their representative in this
house. However, as has already been said,

her part in this debate h as been a happy
event, because it is the first time that a
woman has been called upon to move the
address. I want to congratulate the right
h onourable Prime Minister (Mr. St. Laurent)
and the members of his cabinet for their
thoughtful move, thereby taking official note
of the increasing participation of women in
public affairs.
Before making certain r equests of par ticular concern to the district I r epresent, I would
like to draw attention to some of the main
features of the speech from the throne which
is now under consideration.
L ast year a disaster had been forecast, just
as it was tonight by the spokesman of the
Social Credit !party; I thought t hat Canada
would again go through that period of great
darkn ess that has left vivid memories in the
minds of those who have gone through it or
h ave hear d about it. There are ver y few
h ere tonight who have lived through that
d ark ,p eriod.
According to the forecasts of the opposition,
our economy was doomed, everything was
going to ruin through the gover nment's lack
of foresight or ·because of the political ·p arty
which, unfortU.nately for them, h as controlled
the fortunes of this country for 20 years
already.
We had then heard the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Drew) foretell, as he did today~
these calamities; in spite of our present prosperity he tries again to dictate to us his policy.
We would ask the Leader of the Opposition
a simple question. We would like to knovr
what means are available to him to improve
conditions further. We h ave put this same
question every year since I have ·b een a
member of the house and yet I h ave never
heard from the opposition a single suggestion
likely to add, if this should prove p ossible, to
the progress and prosperity achieved under
the Liberal administrations which, one after
the other for 20 years, h av.e held power in
this country.
F or example, when it comes to helping the
western farmers, as this government wants
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to, I ask the Leader of the Opposition to
tell us by what other means we could help
them. He says that there are many, but fails
to mention any one in particular.
He also claims that our trade was not
given the expansion which could rea.!:jonably
have been expected and that we are not
taking advantage of economic possibilities.
I see him going, like former prime minister
Mr. Bennett, with a load of TNT, to blast
'h is way into commonwealth and other markets. We have already seen, on the other side
.of the house, some of those gallant champions
of social and political economy but they have
never pointed to any means likely to further
improve present conditions.
Well, I remember that one day, a member
from the other side of the house told us: "We
know of many ways of pulling the country
out of its present depression, but we do not
tell anybody, because we keep them for the
hustings, for our political contests." Well,
when people have good methods or know
how we could further improve the situation,
I think it is high treason against the nation
if they do not rriake it their duty to show
these methods to their colleagues in this
house. However, we know only too well that
the bon. members across the way have no
suggestions to offer; they can only look enviously at the achievements of the party to
which I have the honour and the advantage
to belong and in which the whole of Canada
has put its trust these last twenty years.
We will be asked to come to the assistance
of the western farmers. Well, this shows
once more that, in spite of what can be said
in certain circles-certain circles which, by
the way, are growing ever more restrictedof the people of Quebec and of those who
represent them, our fellow citizens will have
noticed once more that we are not confined
in out thinking to our own immediate surroundings, that there is nothing jingoistic
about us, but that we are part of the great
Canadian people, and that, as citizens of
Quebec, we realize that we must help every
part of the country which depends upon us
to emerge from a difficult situation. Still, it
is the Liberal party which has national unity
as its aim. It is to this party, which some
people are attempting to condemn, that those
farmers who keep complaining, in spite of
the very generous treatment they have
received, will possibly owe their escape from
bankruptcy this year or in y-ears to come.
Last year we also heard the opposition, in
plaintive tones and shedding many a crocodile tear-tears to which the bon. representative of the Social Credit party referred to
a moment ago-harp regretfully on the
theme of unemployment. I represent an
electoral riding with a population made up,_

of workers in the proportion of about 85 per
cent, and I too was sorry last year that so
many peOple were jobless. I belong to a
family of 14 children, and my father was a
worker. I therefore have a fellow-feeling for
the working man and I too was saddened by
the plight of some families in the city where
I live. This year, things took a turn for the
better, but the situation is not yet what it
should be.
I hope that one day things will settle in
such a way that we shall be able in all
seasons to guarantee work to those who are
able to supply it. However, there again,
the government, mindful of the welfare of
the country and especially of the labouring
class, took steps to convince some industries
to carry out works in winter rather than
in other seasons because it is then that the
majority of manpower is out of work. This
attempt on the part of the government has
had the result of greatly reducing the number
of unemployed this year . If we compare
the situation as it is today, with that of
years past, even if there are still a great
many jobless, we note that never has manpower had so much work. The situation
today, even if there are still too many
unemployed, is different from what it was
twenty-five years ago, when, in thousands of
homes, not a single person had a job, when
neither the father nor the older children who
were able to work could find employm ent.
That was real · unemployment, when the
whole family was out of a job. Today, you
may, no doubt, see the father or one of the
children out of work but there is a lways
someone to bring home his earnings. Never
have there been so many people with jobs.
Moreover, there is no more of that anxiety
that was felt by the workers during those
periods to which I have referred. No longer
are they afraid of not having enough to
eat. All this is due to the social measures
brought about by the Liberal government.
Today, the unemployed man has sons and
daughters in gainful occupation. When he t
himself is unable to work, he can benefit from
unemployment insurance, family allowances,
and when he reaches a certain age, old age
pension.
Those are social measures which have not
always been agreed upon by our opponents.
As a matter of fact, they have opposed them
at all times.
Today, when a member of a · family is
unable to .work, he may draw certain benefits
which he did not receive when our friends
opposite were handling this nation's business.
I would like to express my heartfelt
appreciation to the Minister of Labour (Mr.
Gregg) for the special consideration he gave
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"to the case submitted to him by the stevedores
of Montreal and elsewhere who wanted to
be treated like any other worker. They had
been classified as seasonal workers; I note,
however, that the government agreed to
the humble request of the member for St.
Mary. As a matter of fact, I conferred with
the Minister of Labour and the administrators
of the Unemployment Insurance Act. I am
not saying that I alone was responsible for
this result; I am pointing out that I am
proud to haVe taken part in this effort. I
am happy to thank the Minister of Labour
on behalf of those workers who were really
counting on these benefits in order to live
through a period when they have much difficulty in finding work. For that matter, it is
quite legitimate since I do not believe the
stevedore's job is more seasonal than that of
the construction worker, for instance, who
does not work for a greater number of days
during a year than a longshoreman in the
Montreal harbour or elsewhere.
In any event, the Minister of Labour met
the request of that class of workers and I
am quite happy to have been in a position
to contribute myself to securing the support
of the Minister to that point of view. It is
a further step taken by the Liberal party for
the workers.
Now I shall touch on the federal provincial
relations in the realm of taxation.
We already took cognizance of the offers
made by the federal government. The provinces concerned will be studying them. Is
there one member in this house, no matter
where h e sits, who is not willing to pay
tribute to our great statesman, the present
Prime Minister, who presided with extraordinary diplomacy over the sittings when
the thorny problem of the distribution of
revenue among the provinces was debated.
Let us congratulate the right honourable
Prime Minister for the manner in which he
conducted those t alks. I a lso congratulate all
the provincial premiers although I do not
know them all,-I know one of them,-who
maintained the atmosphere that should prevail in such circumstances. We can therefore
hope that the problem will be settled to the
satisfaction of all concerned.
Once again I wish to stress the generosity
or the liberality,-those terms are synonymous and they go well with the Liberal party,
-of the federal government's share in the
construction of the Trans-Canada Highway,
to which the federal government contributes
90 per cent. I need not analyze the intentions
of the government of my province but, as a
citizen of that province and as a member of
this parliament, I have reason to wonder what
prevents my own province,--of course, I am

not speaking for the government but in my
own name,-from benefitting from that 90
per cent of the cost of construction of that
highway which, as we know, is already built
in some Canadian provinces. I therefore express the hope, without trying to dictate a
policy to anyone, that my province will accept
this generous offer. Very many things have
been said in that connection. We have heard
about autonomy. 'Would the province of On-,
tario have sold its autonomy by accepting
this 90 per cent in the construction of the
Trans-Canada Highway? Neither the premier
of that province nor any member of the party
opposite has uttered the least protest on account of that 90 per cent. None of them has
said that this would jeopardize the autonomy
of the province. If the autonomy of my
province were threatened, I would be the
first to rise· and state publicly that I disagree
with any government who would attempt to
interfere with the autonomy of my province.
There are perhaps reasons that we do not
understand for which the province of Quebec
refuses to accept that 90 per cent share of
the cost of construction of the Trans-Canada
Highway; I do not want to make any insinuation. If I had to repeat everything t hat
I have heard in this connection, I suppose
that some people~ would be unhappy about it;
I think that the bon. member for ThreeRivers (Mr. B.alcer) would not like it very
much.
We must also emphasize particularly the
amendments which can be made to the housing act with respect to unsanitary dwellings.
Once more, and it' is my duty to say so,
I must say how sorry I am that the province
of Quebec and the city of Montreal have not
used the means put at their disposal in order
to bring about slum clearance. I hope that
they will avail themselves of the opportunity
to do so offered them at this time by the
extension of the provisions of the act and
the increase in the amount of the subsidy. I
would like to be allowed to offer a few
suggestions along this line.
In my .constituency there may be found
homes which are really a menace to the
health, if not tb the morals of those who live
there, especially of the children. To my ffiind
the problem has not been attacked in the
proper way. The point is not so much to
clear slums, and I repeat this once moreas to find a way to guarantee, at a reasonable
rent, sufficiently large homes for large
families, first and foremost.
There is a project under discussion in
Montreal at the present time. I do not know
if it has been approved definitely. It may
have been. I refer to the project bearing
the name of a commissioner of the city of
Montreal. It is proposed to clear out, in this
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particular district, a number of slums.

that point there is agreement.

On

However, no

solution is brought to the problem of large
families, of sanitary and moral conditions,

by building seven-storey tenements in a sector

as unsanitary as the block bounded by SaintDerris, Saint-Lawrence, Demontigny and
Ontario streets. If that is the way to solve
the slwn problem, then, I do not know anything a bout it. Apartments will no doubt
be cleaner, but will sanitary conditions be
improved by crowding adults and children
in a rat her restricted sector? Just imagine
the chore of the mother of the family lodging
on the sixth or seventh floor. Just imagine
the promiscuousness of all these people in
the same building.
To my mind, the solution of the problem
of healthy housing lies in a way-and it is
possible under the present legislation-which
would allow us to put a tenant, if it has to
be so, or a home-owner in a house of his
own where he could breathe fresh air in
surroundings where children can grow up
properly. The plan is not without merit of
course, but I do not favour the carrying out
of such a plan for the solution of the slum
clearance problem.
I hope once again-and I wonder why
more has not been done so far-that the
province of Quebec and the city of Montreal
will go ahead, will make great strides, and
as quickly as possible, to take advantage of
that legislation which can materially improve
the living conditions which are the lot of
some people.
Now we all have noted, more specifically
the member for Hamilton West (Mrs. Fairclough), the fact that the government had
decided women will receive equal pay for
equal work. For twenty-five years I have
been in public life and I have been advocating
such a step, and that is the reason why last
year I did not hesitate to support by mY
words and by my vote as well the motion
which was then before the house.
This is what I said last year:
My opinion is that there should be no discrimination in the treatment meted out to women or men.
Human rights have already been discussed in this
house . This question will be referred to again,
and, in my opinion, we should give the women o.f
our country equal treatment for equal pay.

Well, this measure has been included in the
policy of the government, which recognizes
that it has to be extended to the fields under
its jurisdiction. I have been sponsoring a
motion of this kind for the past 25 years, and

I do not hesi t"a te to express to the government my most sincere appreciation for its
gesture in this instance.
Now, before referring to two questions, of
which one at least is of particular interest to
me, may I be allowed to add my congratulations to those 'already conveyed to the han .
Minister of National Health and Welfare (Mr.
Martin) for the leading part he has played
recently in the United Nations Organization.
It is fortunate that the Secretary of State
for External Affairs (Mr. Pearson), who cannot be everywhere at once, is able to choose
a substitute, and one who fulfils his task
very well indeed, probably because both are
in such excellent agreement. As a matter
of fact the foreign press is forever praising
them. While again congratulating the han.
Minister of National Health and Welfare for
his recent participation in the United Nations
discussions and the success he reaped there,
I also indirectly congratulate the han. Secretary of State for External Affairs, who . has
been able to build up an enviable reputation
in his own sphere at home as well as throughout the world.
I do not know whether the han. Minister of
Transport (Mr. Marler) will scold me-! doubt
he will, though-but once more I want to
draw his attention to the question of bridges,
and more particularly the Jacques Cartier
bridge. I must in the first place congratulate
him for widening carriage roads, and I hope
both the city of Montreal and the province
of Quebec will make the necessary improvements to the approaches at both ends of the
bridge.
Mr. Gauth ier (P ortneufl: Are you talking
about the Three Rivers bridge?
M'r. Du puis: At Three Rivers, the second
bridge is being rebuilt.
The han. Minister of Transport told me
recently in a private conversation that
Montreal will have a new bridge. I congratulate him on that. Unmistakably, that is
imperative. It will be a toll bridge like
certain bridges which were built after the
Jacques Cartier bridge,
I must also put several questions on the
order paper. I will not labour the point.
but some people hold the view that we cannot do away with the toll on that bridge.
Maybe we shall discuss the issue later on,
but I do not have the time tonight; however,
let us take for granted the toll will be maintained. I wonder if it Would not be advisable
to have standard rates for the ~whole island
of Montreal. I think it would be advisable
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also to consider having a toll only on cars
and not on their passengers. The reason for
that suggestion is quite simple when we
realize that 38,000 people use the Jacques
Cartier bridge to go to work in Montreal,
while some ten or fifteen years ago there
were perhaps only 8,000 who used it, and that
these workers, who cannot make a living
in the small communities where they live,
come to Montreal, the metropolis, to work
and have to pay every day, besides their
street car tickets, a toll on the car in which
they sometimes ride free, but not always. In
addition all the American tourists and many
other travellers have to pay the tolls. In
my opinion that should be abolished in order
to do away as much as possible with the
bothersome task of collecting tickets.
I
believe that the suggestion of collecting only
for the automobile deserves special attention
from the han. Minister of Transport and from
the government.
Now needless to say that in my humble
opinion there are many reasons why the
tolls should be abolished altogether. But on
the other hand I do not know whether the
province of Quebec which fs a party to the
contract, would agree to change the contract,
because I have been told that all the replies
which should have been received from the
pr~vincial authorities on this matter of tolls
have not yet been received.
There is another matter which I would like
to mention but I am somewhat reluctant to
do so, Mr. Speaker, not so much on account
of the principle involved but because it
might be said in certain quarters that I
intend, through the following remarks, to
raise a racial matter. I wish to draw the
attention of this house and of the government
-it is my duty to do so--to the fact that,
in the matter of bilingualism, although great
improvements have been achieved under the
Liberal party, there is still much to be done
more particularly in the matter of telephon~
exchanges.
I believe that the Bell Telephone Company
should be able to provide operators who
speak English and French equally well in
order to avoid trouble to people who do not
speak English and who, sometimes, are unable
to reach those to whom they want to speak.
For long distance calls, one is asked to wait
for a French-speaking operator, which adds
to the delay in putting the call through.
Ottawa, which boasts of being an intelligent
city, a practical, intellectual city, all of
which is quite true . .. And it is quite true,

and I am not speaking of the quality of the
administrators because I do not know them.
An hon . Mem ber: Do you mean Charlotte?
Mr. Du puis: I only know her by name. I
have heard various things about her. In any
event I have nothing to add. I might leave
that to one of my colleagues with whom she
has had some differences of opinion on certain
occasions.
But Ottawa which fancies itself to be an
intelligent city and which, in fact is a practical, intellectual and intelligent community,
should understand that it is in its interest,
in a field like that of telephone communicat ions, to see that its operators should at least
speak the two official languages of this
country.
I would like to give you a few amusing
details. I have personally tried to make myself understood in French by pronouncing the
names of certain French members sitting in
this house-if I were to name them, you
could see how easy it is to pronounce these
names-but I was unable to get in touch with
the person I wished to call up precisely
because it was a French name. That is regrettable. However, I do not blame only the government and we certainly have no lesson to
take from the other side of the house as
regards bilingualism in official positions. However, there is room for considerable improvement in this situation. Thus a person from
the country, who is not without in~elligence
but who cannot speak English, can in no way
be put in touch with someone when telephon·
ing to Ottawa because that person Speaks
only French. It seems to me that there is a
gap that should be filled, which would add to
the beneficent measures of a government
which has reached near-perfection as regards
wise administration.
I hope that my remarks will be taken in
good part and given effect to by the officers
of the Bell Telephone Company, which will
enable them to ensure an excellent bilingual
service in Ottawa, contributing at the same
time to make it a more efficient one.
Since Mr. Speaker is now in the chair, I
conclude my remarks by extending to him my
best wishes for the new year, as I did not yet
have an opportunity ·of meeting him personally, due to the fact that other occupations are
now taking all my time. Some of you know
what I mean. At the same time, he will allow
me to emphasize the fairness of his mind and
his vast knowledge, and the way he discharges his duties, which make him one of
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the greatest of the House of Commons speak- think t hat the best way to describe him is to
ers Canada has ever known.
say that he certainly is the greatest champion
As to the right h on. Prime Minister of national unity we have ever known.
(Mr. St. Laurent>-having no portfolio to ask
Mr. Speaker: Before moving the adjournfor myself, although I would not refuse one- ment, and as we have read in the papers
h e will allow me to extend to him publicly
the tribute of the worker's representative of a
Montreal constituency. I want to tell him
how ever ybody admires his way of handling
public business. First of all he is one of the
greatest Canadians we have ever known and,
though I run the risk of repeating myself, I

that the bon. member for St. Mary (Mr.

Dupuis) is getting married this coming Saturday, may I be allowed to extend to him our
sincere congratulations asking him to convey
our respects to his future wife, and expressing
to both our best wishes.
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Memo to Jack Lusher:

Here is a copy of Mr . Balcom's
'speech' pretty much as it will
be.

There might be a minor change

here or there, but mostly a matter
of phrasing , etc.
If it is agreeable to you, I would
like this copy back for our files.
M. W. in
Mr . Balcom's
office.

IJlr. Speaker
May I first congratulat e the Honourable Memoer
for Temiskaming for her very excellent address in reply
to the Spe ech from the Throne, and t he Hono urable Member
f o r Bellechasse on his very thoughtful speech i n
the repl y .

seconding

The constituencies of Doth thes e

Memberse

must be ve ry proud of t he rn and in particular mus t all
t he women of Canada be happy when their ema nci pation was
so a bl y

demonstrated by

Temis kami ng .

t he Honourable

Member f

rom

D R A F
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I am pleased to have this opportunity early
in the Debate to bring some matters to the attention of
the House.

Before dealing with these I should like to

commend the decision to exped ite our procedure.

The

day to day business of government is work, and we should
get on with it as quickl y as possi ble.

The generally optimistic tone of the Speech
,.

fro m the Throne

about
o ur

economic position is most

encouraging.

It is in line with official statements

of Cabinet Ministers, the heads of i mportant private
institutions, the banks and business houses.

Most of

thes e statements, if you read the fine pri nt, fr ankly
reco gni ze t ha t there are major problems to be dealt wi th
but t he s e a re

sometimes

di r ectly affect ed .

overlook ed except by the people
As long as we are awa r e of these
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and take steps to

meet them,

this optimism is healthy;

it is pro per that we Canadians should a ppreciate our own robust
stature and good fortune .

There is however, some danger that a too- glowing
picture may create false impressions abroad and obscure our
pathway at home.

An eminent Canadian, our Ambassador

to the United States, referred to this possibility I n a
recent speech .

Addressing an American audience he said:

We Canadians appreciate your good opinion.

And we,

of course, share American optimism and faith in Canada's
future.

Nevertheless, the ve ry generosity of the

praise sometimes makes me uneasy and I am not infrequently
disturbed by the more extravagant reports that I encounter.
And

I often find myself wishing that some of those who

express such high o pinions of things Canadian were
better informed about our people and our economy . ..•• 11
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After mentioning some of the problems, he said further

"I mention these points simply to indicate that we
have in Canada no magic formula and that our streets
are not quite paved with gold, or even uranium -as some of the stock promoters would have you believe.
Like other countries, we are not without difficult
political, economic and social problems •••••• "

One of these problems is the Dominion-Provincial
relationship which we shall hear a great deal about in
Parliament and elsewhere.

These relations a r e never

static and the need for flexibility in dealing with common
problems was never more apparant.
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At the Confederation table when arrangements
were worked out, a vision of a great nation prevailed but
the future events were but dimly foreseen .

It i s not

surprising in vie w of the great developments that have
taken place that some change s in our thinking are
necessary .

Rather it is a ma t ter for wonder that the

main principles have held good in spite of the stresses
a nd strains, and growing pains.

One very i mportant event which took place in
our early history was the purchase by the Dominion of
Canada of the lands held by the Hudson
)\

day Company

IJ

now the northern parts of Ontario,Quebec.

Like the

Louisana purcha se by the U.S.A. from Napoleon, this was
a wi se move in the building of a great nation.

ut in

Canada, the dis position of the lands led in the course of
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time to the building up of the t Jo large central provinces,
Ontario and Quebec.

These provinces benefitted directly

with the addition of very extensive land areas to their
territory.

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the other

t wo original partne r s at Confederation, gained indirectly
with the growth of the Canadian nation but lost ground in
their relative position within Confederation.

At the time that these arrangements were accepted,
the lands were considered only wi lderness.

As the

frontiers of kr.owledge and geogra phy have been pushed back
the wonderful storehouse of mineral treasures is now being
appreciated and exploited.

Here i s an extreme exapmle

of how the benefits of nationhood have accrued disproportionately
to certain provinces.
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This, you may say, is hi story now and that we
Maritimers may as well accept the facts of geography and
history.

The lands that were parcelled out as of little

value have become a storehouse of wealth and the deal ought
to be considered closed.

The fact remains that the a

acquisi t ion, and the later development of these reso urces
were based on the national credit, the national transportation
system, and in some cases tl1e nat ional market.

Are the

benefits, then, to be limited to some provinces?

In our present distribution of taxable wealth
as rela ted to the responsioi lite s of the provinces lies a
problem affecting our greatest re source, our young people.
It is the questio n of educational opportunity.

-~ -
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Is it too late fo r Nova Scotia to Denefit or
to be considered entitled to land in the far northern
reaches of this country which some day may produce
great wealth or become strategic ally important.
anyone in this House thinks it is, I

If

would ask them to

study the Map of Canada hanging in the Railway Committee
Room, and I ' m sure that they would be convinced that
Nova Scotia with so little has done a lot and should as
an original partner of Confederation with New Brunswick
receive the consideration due it.

7

The financial res ources of Nova Scotia, for exanple, are
not such as to support a good modern school system and the
necessary variety and quality of higher educa t ional facilities
as well.
provinces.

This I believe to be true of most other
With respect to Nova Scotia, we are very

proud of the advancement made in the last year in education.
But our resources are not sufficient to make complete
provision for higher education as Nell.

I n Canada we do not ha ve the gre at numbe r of
large

corporations and wealthy foundations upon which,

to draw for fi nancial support
as the y have in the United States .
Even in that great country to t he south, the privately
supoorted universitie s ar e ha ving a very di ff icult time.
Statistics pu ulished t here show that university profe s sor s

8

have suffered losses in r eal income during the past
fifteen years --a period when most other groups in society
have enjoyed a substantial rise in living standards.
Put dramatically in an advertisement drawing attention
to this situation it was said that as to higher education
we have been living on borrowed time".

If this is so

in the United States colleges to which we have been losing
teachers for a long time, how much more so of our Canadian
universities.
The financial problems hang over our colleges
at a ti me when university graduates are in demund everywher e
as t eachers, administrators, doctors, executive s in
business, engin eers and scientists, y es and even lawyers.

Not long ago a particular aspect of t his
prob l em wa s f orceful ly emphasized by Dr. O.M. Solandt,

9

the former h ead of the Defence Research Board.

He

warned that the shortage of engi neers and scientists was
a real threat to our defence program.

It is not

simply a question of continuing material pro spertiy or
higher standards of living, it becomes a question of
But along with the scientists, in fact

survival.

more vital to our well-oeing as a nation, is t he teaching
of lar.guages, law, music and the arts generally.

These

must be maintained ana allowed to flourish if we are to
have a society and culture worth prese rving.

Our present arrangements for university
financing are inadequate

The Federal Government is

already giving substant ial aid but the problem has not
been solved

I . -

completely.

Either the provtnces must

receive enough money to me et this and other responsibilities

10

under the Dominion-Provincial fiscal arrangements or more

If. '

' , '

•

I

f '{'

money must be obtained the hard way throughdirect means by the universiti es .
Under our constitution, education is a provincial
responsioility.

That division of power is appropriate today

as it seems to me our school system is best administered by
provincial and local author ities .

Nevertheless , the federal government has for a
long time shared the cost of vocational t r aining without
intereference with the

administrationof

the shcool system.

In the same manner, a larger share of the cost of hi gher
education -prof essional training and the support of the
liberal arts courses, could be borne by the feaeral
without interfering with the operation of the priva te
institutions.

11

And no w I co me to what honourable
regard as a theme song

members might

my criticism of the present
'

As I just said

method of distributing the Mas s ey Grants.

'

befor e "geography" not per capita equality determined the
allocation of the Hudson Bay Lands.

Why has this

population principle oecome so sacred. now?
were no other s t andard of

~easure,

If there

it might be acceptable

but, on the contrary a perf ectl/ fair and acceptable basis
wa s devised for the

post-war training

of service personnel .

In the Veterans Training Programa uniform national
rate per student was paid.

This worked very well, gave

the student freedom of choice as to t he college he attended
and i mposed no relative advantage on particular institutions.
Compare the results of this per capi t a distribution,
t hat of the Massey Grants and I Nill cite
only a few instances from the 1954-55 Estimates :

to

/
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One province received $105.41 per student,
Another $162. 96
Another well over $400 .00
Whi le Nova Scotia received only $85.23.

We woul d urge t ha t t he Massey Grants be distri buted
on the ba sis of a uniform nati onal r ate per student.

u.c.

Sask.
Ont.

N. S.

- - - -

---- - -- - -

$1C 5.4l per st udent
162. 96
140 . 98
85. 23
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DISABLED
Persons

The Dominion-Provincial program providing
allowances for disabled persons is a forward step in our
social legislation.

Yet seldom have we heard so much

criticism of a well-intentioned measure.

I,ast year, only

a few months after the Act came into force, I spoke in this
House asking the Government to look into some specific
problems.

These difficulties came to light very early

and had been brought to my attention by interested people.
I am sure other honourable members have had a great many

complaints too.
of the difficulties

aroseout

of the

rather rigid regulations and their interpretation.

j

shall refer to only some of them.
disabled applicant who has been

I

For example, the

rejected shoul

l

d have the

right of an appeal from Board decisions --a privilege
enjoyeci by those turned down for Old Age Assistance and
War Veterans Assistanc e.

Arrested Tube r culosis patients,

Paraplegics, and similar ca ses, should certainly have the
same consideration.

[
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The nature of the citicism suggests that an
early review of the legislation and its application is
desirable.

It is good to know that a conference of

federal and provincial welfare officials will be held in
Ottawa soon to re view the program.

I trust, however,

that their delib erations and the Government's action wi ll
go beyond revisions aimed at improving only the present
program of assi s tance to the totally disabled.

There is an old saying that half a loaf is
better than none, but in this ca se it hasn't worked out.
Speaking politically---which may possibly be out of order-- .
/

this has been a poor bet, partly because there are t hose
who are cruel enough to exploit the misunderstanding and
false hopes that were built up when the plan was first
announced.

- 1

5

However, the weakness of the pro gram was foreseen by a
group which is genuinely interested in seeing that the
most ef fective measures to r ehabilitate the disabled
are incorpo rated in the Act.

In its brief on the subject of disa bility
allowances in May, 19 54, the Canadian Welfare Council
summed up the situation thus:
While recogni

zing the need for disability allowances

for totally and permanently disabled persons, we are
strongly of the view that such allowances must oe
thought of in terms of their effect upon those who
are not eligible as well as upon those who are eligible
for benefit from them.

When this is done the need for

a broader program becomes at once clearly apparent •••••• "

16 -

In its outline of a comprehensive program, t he Council
recornmended that maintenance for the disabled should be
provided through

1.

a disability allowance for the "hard core"

of disabled persons who must be regarded as incapable
of rehabilitation.

This would include the totally

disabled provided for in the
2.

1954 Act.

a rehabilitution allowance for those people for

whom there i s any hope of rehabilitation, regardless of
how meagre that hope may be, to provide maintenance during
the whole process of rehabilitation similar to that now
offered during retraining under Schedule R of the Canadian
Vocational Training Act:

and, as now

17 -

3.

maintenance for those partially

disabled

who are not eligible for either of the above programs,
through public assistance provided by the province or the
local authority.
The weakness in the present program arises from
the gap - the absence of assistance for the people who are not
totally and permanently disabled and

for whom there is a

chance of rehabilitation.

I would urge the Ministerto consider carefully the need
for more flexibility in the regulations, and the additional
provision for maintenance during rehabilitation for those
who may benefit f rom it.

18 -

And may I add that sorne advocates for changes
in welfare programs have suggested that when amendments
are being made to

one

particular piece of Welfare legislation

that an across the board survey should be made which would
\

\

..

embrace War
embrace WarVeterans

Allowances and Assistance and legislation

that has been enacted for the benefit of the Blind and in
the lattercase it would cover the a ppeal now being made by
the Canadian Institute for the Blind whereby a specific
allowance free fro m the means tes t would be granted to all
blind adults to cover the cost s of gui ding and other
essential expenses peculair to blindness.

-18 A -

NATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURANCE

Regarding National Health Insurance,much progress
has been made in ouilding up facilities and in the training
of personnel.

As we have talked at length about this

before, I now have only one t hing to add
with it · as quickly as possible.

-- Let us get on

19 -

SUCCESSION
DUTY

Among the major pieces of legislation to come
up this session is the propqsed revision of the Dominion
Succession Duty Act.

Without going into detail which

would be more appropriate when the Act is under consideration,
I should like to draw attention to

~certain

general provisions

which seem to me unfair.
First I should like to recommend in the case of
a widow that up to $50,000. of her ]husband's estate be a
true exemption and not just an exemption that excludes
from taxation estates under $50,000.

At present if

an estate is $50,000. or under, no tax is levied but if it
is even $1.00 over that amount, a tax is levied on the
entire estate.

- 20 -

A second objection to the present law is that
when a widow bas a survivor's pension, or a life interest
in an estate, full succession duties, assuming normal life
span, must be paid within four years in equal instalments.
This may mean that the widow pays taxes on income she never
received if she dies before her allotted span of years.
It amounts to double or triple taxation anyway --income tax
on the original earnings,

estate tax

and then tax on the

widow's income if she lives to receive the income.

A lot of these inequities would not be so severe
if the wife be viewed as a marriage partner.

It has been

recomended that one-half of a husband's estate should pass
on to his widow free of duties.

This seems to me a fair

proposition provided a reasonable limit be fixed.

- 21 -

I realize that there are many who are not so
well off financially that they need worry about estate duties.
In some cases where a man dies in his active working years
some assistance could be given on the basis of unclaimed
benefits under the Unemployment Insurance Act.
Could consideration be given to paying the unemployment
benefits to which a worker would have been entitled had he
lived, to the widow and children.

22 -

Another matter of simi lar nature relates the
payment of War Veterans Allowances and Ass t stance.

Those

veterans of the First World War who for one reason or
another, in many cases not of their own

doing, served

in England but not in F'rance or another theatre of war
should be el igible for benefits under the War Veterans
.Allowance Act.

Those men and women,

particularly of the early contingents,
difficulties.

soldier~

under great

They had to contend with mud, slush, cold

disease, veritably the conditions of the trenches.

Any

one who was stationed in the early war years at Salisbury
Plains, Westinghanger, Moore Plains came home full of
rheumatism, arthrities, and allied diseases.

They served

under physical conditions much worse than prevailed in England
during the Second World War and are entiltled to the same
consideration.

23 -

The constituency of Halifax , which I have
the honour to represent, is of more than ordinary importance
to the nation.
cash.

The evidence of this is found in cold

Payments by the Dominion Gove rnment in lieu of

t axation for 1955 were greatl y increased and brought up
more in line witht h the tax as pa id by the average ci tizer.
--our high t ax r a te ove r the years can be attributed to
t he sma l l sha r e

borne

by the Fede r al Au thorities whose

contri butio n s were all out of proportion to the val ue
Cit{ of Hf A \ received fr om the Halifax, Dartmouth and Halifax County

...

~1· ~SC\,

, ,(<

To wn of Dart. taxpayer.

. . . . ... .

3.

Hfx Count y

I am s u r e t he inc re ase in the se payments pl ea sed
t he citiz en s of Ha lifax and the muni ci paliti e s ve ry much.
I n addit i on , t he Na t ional Harbours Board pai d $75, 000 . to
the City of Halifax.

Now, t his payment i s anythi ng but

in l ine with the t ax tha t they should pay i n view of t he fact
t hat t hey pr act i call y control and own all the va terfront in
Halifax.

24 -

It was a great surprise to me t hat the payment
wa s not at l east double this amour1t for it seems fantastic
and all out of proportion for the National Harbours Board

to be paying merely $75,000.

In so doing t hey are adding

to the our den of the individual t axpaye r of Halifax, i n
partt c ular the businessman who is already staggering under
hi s t ax load.

In spite of this short-changing , the National
Har bours Boar d is worthy of commendation for its endeavours
in bringing the Port of Hali f ax to a hi gher standard of
efficiency each year.

There 1 s

110

doubt tha t this

improvement has been important i n the growth in the volume
of business handled by the port.
be done and I

r~ould

But more remai ns to

urge that docking and handling

facilities be maintained and extende,i. to keep ahead of
and c r eate demand, as well as to meet any emer gency .

- 24
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To give ai d to the National Har bours Board ant
t o assist in every way possible in pronating trade
through our Port, the City of Ha l ifax, about t wo y ears
a go organized t he Port of Halifax Commission ---the
members all working without remuneration and doing a
soliciting and
major job well indir ecting traffic through our Port
and advi s ing the National Harbours Board management of
the needs of a modern, eff ic i en t Harbour.

In addition to our

Commission

we also hav e a

group of men, the fi nest in North America, whose aim also
is to a ssist the Minister of Transport in his administration.
I r efer to the men bers of the Halifax Longshoremen Association'
and other waterfront workers,
who efficiently load and unload shi ps in fair weather
and foul, and give service far beyond their call of duty'
t hus expediting with des patch the business of the Nation.

- 2A
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On several occasions in the past reference
has been made to the volume of Canadian manufactured
goods shi pped through United States ports .

One of the

big-volume commodities using these channels is automobiles,
which as we all know is a highly protected industry in
Canada.

Naturally, we in Halif ax would like to see

this business come our way over Canadian railways.

We realize that there are many factors which
det ermine the choice of a port of shi pment;
competition is very keen.

and that the

Our facilities must be

of a very high order and our reputation for service fir st
rate i f we are to compete

with the

big American ports.

Much of this depends upon our shipping companies and their
employees but they must have the very be st port facil i ties
to work with.

- 26 -

Now that railway busi ness has increased
considerably, it is expect ed t ha t the C. N.R. can afford
express Accomodation which is advan ced beyond the villa ge
sta ge.

The old wooden buildings contructed during the

war of 1914-1 8 , which serve as Express sheds and offices ,
must be most inefficient for their operations.

Certainly

they give t he appe arance of makeshift a rrangements and
I ' m s ure i mpose unnecessary burdens on the st a ff working
ther e and should be re plac ed by fire- proof structure s as
early as possible.

Condemned as a f ire menace some

years ago , t heir con tinued use must co nstitute a hazard
to s hippers not to men t 4 on t he morale of t hos e employed.

--

- 27 -~-

This is an i mportant year for Canada i n the
field of tariffs and trade.
to

take place

The GATT conference

shortly is of vital

dependent on exports as

concern to

those as

we are in Nova Scotia .

It is to be hoped that the tarriffgains of t he last
few yea r s can be held and our relative position improved.
Another conference to which we look with great
interest is the British Caribbean Conference t o be held
in London in the near future.

Canada bas a particular .

interest in hoped-for federat i on of the British West
Indies.
a

Her e is another embryo organization which is in

sense following

in our foo t steps i n its growth toward

a firmer political and economic founda tion.

We

have

an interest in this a s t he evolution withi n the Commonwealth
of another group of terri tories by peaceful means toward
the contro l of their own affairs.

- 28 -

We have a very direct in Lerest, too, in
trade with this area.

It is a natural market for some

of our goods, and of particular importance to the Atlantic
Provinces.

Trade has been hampered not by lack of

demand but by exchange difficulties in the whole stirling
area.

With federation, we c an look for improvement

in the economic posit i on of the group of islands and the
growth of trade, a mutual advantag e to both.

May I conclude by aski ng that a trade mission
whose specific aim would be to i mprove our trade in fish,
be organized to go to the West Indies and South America.
I suggest that it might be organized along the lines of
that successful mission headed by the
and Commerce a year or so ago.

Min~ter

of Trade

1

Mr. Speaker
May I fir s t congrat ulate the Hono urable
Member for Temiskaming for h er very excellent address
in re ply to the Speech from the Throne, and the
Hono ura ble Member for Bellec hasse on his very thought ful
r emar ks in seconding the re pl y .

The cons t ituencies

of both these Members must be very proud of them and in
pa rtic ular must all the women of Canada be happy when
their emancipation was so ably demonstrated by the
Ho nourable Member fro m Temiskaming.

Thi s confirms

that ther e are now no doors closed to women i n the
business, profes s ional, and politic al world.
the women's suff rag e has reached fruition.

At last

1 A

D R A F T

I am pleased to have this opportuni t y early
in the Debate to bring some matters to the attention of
the Hous e.

Before d e aling with these I should like to

commend t h e decision to expedite our proced ure.

The

d ay to day business of government is work, and we sho ul d
get on with it as quic kl y as possi ble.

The generally optimistic t one of th e Speech

encouraging .

It is in line with of f i ci al statemen t s

of Ca binet Minist e rs, t h e h e ads of i mportant priva t e
i nstitutions, t h e banks a nd busin ess houses.

Most of

t he s e s ta tements , i f you read t he fine pri nt , f r ankly
r ecogn ize t h a t t her e are ma j o r pr oblems t o be de a lt wi th
but t he s e a re s omet imes o verlooked ex c e pt by t he peopl e
directly a ffect ed .

As long as we are awa r e of these

2
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and take steps to meet them, this optimism is healthy:
it is proper that we Canadians should a ppreciate our own robust
st ature and good fortune.

There is however, some danger that a too- glowing
picture may create false impression s abroad and obscure our
pathway at home.

An eminent Canadian, our Ambassador

to the United States, referred to t his possibility i n a
r e cent s peech.

Addressing an American audience he s aid:

"We Canadians appreciate your good opinion .

And we,

of course, share American o pti mism and fai t h in Canada's
future.

Nevertheless, the v e ry generosity of the

praise sometimes makes me une a sy and I am not infrequently
disturbed by t he more extravagant reports that I encounter.
And I often find myself wishing that some of those who
express such high o pinions of t hings Canadian were
bet t er informed about our people and our economy . ...• "

3
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After mentioning some of the problems, he said further
/

/

~·mention

the se points simply to indic a te that we

have in Canada no magic formula and that our streets
are not quite paved with gold, or even uranium -as some of the stock promoters would have you believe.

Like other countries, we are not without diffi c ult
political, economic and social problems .••••

~

One of these problems is the Dominion-Provincial
relationship which we shall hear a great deal about in
Parliament and elsewhere.

These relat i ons are never

static and the need for flexibility in dealing with common
problems was never more apparent.

4
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At t he Confederation table when arrangements
were worked out, a vision of a gre a t nation prevailed but
the future events were but dimly foreseen.

It is not

surprising in vie i of the great developments that have
taken place that some chang es in our thinking a re
necessary.

Rather it is a ma t ter f or wonder that the

main princi ples have held good in spite of the stresses
and strains, and growing pains.

One very important event which took place in
our early history was the purchase by the Dominion of
Canada of the lands held by the Hudson~ rl ay Company

now the northern parts of

Ontario, Quebec

Like the

Louisana purcha se by the U.S.a. from Na poleon, t h is was
a wise move in the building of a great nation.

Bht in

Canada, the disposition of the lands led in the course of

5
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time t o the building up of the t vvo large central provinces,
Ontario and Quebe c.

These provinces benefitted directly

with the addition of very ext ensive land areas to their
territory.

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the other

two original partners at Confederation, gained indirectly
with the gr owth of the Canadian nation but lost ground in
their r elat i ve position within Confederation.

At the time that t h ese arrangements were accepted,
the lands were considered only wi lderness.

As the

frontiers of knowledge and geography have been pushed back
the wonderful sto rehouse of mineral tre asures is £ow be in
appreciated and exploited.

Here is

:rwd

tJ>U,
aB- ~pgme-

exap9le

of how the benefits of nationhoo d ha ve accrued disproportionately
to certa in provinces.

6
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This, you may say, is now history and that we
Maritimers may as well accept the facts of geography and
history.

The lands that were parcelled out as of little

value have become a storehouse of wealth and the deal should
perhaps be considered closed.

The fact remains that the

ac quisition, and the later development of these resources
were ba sed on the national credit, the national transportation
system, and in some cases the national market.

Are the

benefits, then, to be limited to some provinces?

-6 -
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Is it too late for Nova Scotia to benefit or
to be considered entitled to land in the fa r northern
reaches of this country which some day may produce/
great wealth or become strategically

important.~

anyone in this House thinks it is, I
study the Map of Canada hanging in the Railway Committee
Room, and I'm sure that they would be convinced that
Nova Scotia with so little has done a lot and should as
an original partne r of Confeder a tion with New Brunswick
receive the consider a tion due it.

In our pre sent distribution of taxable wealth
as related to the respon sibilities of the pr ovinces lies
a problem affecting our greatest resource, our young
people.

It is the questi on of educational opportunity.

7
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The financial res ources of Nova Scotia, for example, are
not such as to support a good modern school system and the
n ecessary v a riety and quality of higher educa t ional facilities
as well.
provinces.

c:;.)
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This I believe to be true of ~e~~ other
With respect to Nova Scotia, we are very

proud of the advancement made in the last year in education.
But our resources are not sufficient to make complete
provision for higher education as well.

In Canada we do not have the gre at number of
large

corporations and wealthy foundations upon which,

to draw for financial support
as they h ave in the Unit ed States.
Even in that great country to the south, the privately
sup ported universities are having a very diff icult time.
Statistics published there show that university profe s sors

8
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have suffered losses in real income during the past
fifteen years --a period when most other groups in society
h nve enjoyed a substantial rise in livi ng standards .
Put dramatically in an advertisement drawing attention
to this situation it was said that a s to higher education
11

we have been living on borrowed time" .

If this is so

in the United States colleges to which we have been losing
teachers for a long time , how much more so of our Canadian
universities .
The financial problems hang over our colleges
at a ti me when university graduates are in demand everywhere
as teachers, administrators, doctors, executive s in
busine ss, engineers and scientists,-y9s and even lawyers .

Not long ago a particular aspect of this
problem wa s f orceful ly emphasiz ed by Dr. O. M. Solandt,

9
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the former head of the Defence Research Board .

He

warned that the shortage of engineers and scientist s was
a real threat to our defence program .

It is not

simply a question of continuing mate r ial prospertiy or
higher standards of living , it becomes a question of
survival .

But along with the scientists, in fact

more vital to our well - being as a nation , is the teaching
of languages, law, music and the arts generally .

These

must be maintained and allowed to flourish if we are to
have a society and culture worth preserving.

Our present arrangements for university
financing are inadequate.

The Federal Government is

already giving substan tial aid but the problem has not
been

by any means.
solved~~

Either the provinces must

receive enough money to meet this and other responsib i lities

10
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under the Dominion-Provinci al f is c al arrangements or more
money must be

the hard way
direct means by the unive r s iti e s.

obtaine~through

Under our constitution, education is a provincial
responsibility .

That division of power is appropriate today

as it seems to me our school system is best

adm~nistered

by

provincial and local authorities .

Nevertheless, the fede r al government has for a
long time share d the cost of vocational training without
intereference with the administration of the shcool system.
In the same manner, a larg e r shar e of the cost of higher
education -professional training and the sup port of the
li beral arts courses, could be borne by the federal government
without interfering with the operation of the priva te
institutions.

11
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And no w I come to what honour able membe r s
reg a rd

CL:J

~a

~

might

theme song - - my criticism of the present

method of distributing the Mas s ey Grants .

As I

~ ~

stated

before "geography" not per c apita equality det e rmined the
allocation of the Hudson Bay Lands .

Why has this

population prin ciple become so sacred now?
were no other standard of

~easure,

If the r e

it might be acceptable

but, on the contrary a perfectly fair and acceptable basis
was devised for the post - war training of service personnel.

In the Veterans Tr aining Progr am a uniform national
rate per student was paid .

This worked very well , gave

the student freedom of choice as to the college he attended
and imposed no relative advantage on particular i nstit uti ons .
Compare the results of this per capita distribution,
that of the Massey Grants , and I will cite
only a fe w instanc e s from the 19 54- 55 Estimates :

to~

12 -

12

One province received $1 0 5 . 41 per st:udent,
Another $162 .96
Another well over $400 . 00

,,

I.

,l.

While Nova Scotia recei ved only $85 . 23 .

We would urge that the Massey Grants be distributed
on the basis of a uniform national rate per student.

B.C.
Sask .
Ont.
N.S .

$1 C5.41 per student
162 . 96
140.98
85 . 23
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The Dominion-Provincial program providing

S

allowances for disabled persons was a forward step in our
social legislation.

Yet seldom have we heard so much

criticism of a well-intentioned mEasure.

Last year, only

a few months after the Act came into force, I spoke in this
House a sking the Government to look into some specific
problems.

These difficulties came to light very early

and had been brought to my attention by interested people.
I am sure other honourable members have had a great many
comnlaints too.
Most of the difficulties arise out of the

J

rather rigid regulations and their interpretation.
shall refer to only some of them.

I

For example, the

disabled applicant who has been rejected shoul d have the
right of an a ppeal from Board decisions -- a privilege
enjoye d by those turned down for Old Age Assistance and

1

War Veterans Assistance.

Arrested Tuberculosis patients,

Paraplegics, and similar cases, should certainly have the
same consideration.

I

14
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The nature of the citicism suggests that an
early review of the legislation and its application is
de sirable.

It is good to know that a conference of

federal and provincial welfare officials will be held in
Ot tawa soon to re view the program.

I trust, however,

that their delib erations and the Government's action wi ll
go beyond revisions aimed at improving only the present
program of assi s tance to the tctally disabled.

There is an old saying that half a loaf is
\.

better than none, but in this case it hasn't worked out.

I

Speaking politically- -which may possibly be

pt>o ..- p~l)f-/ S
~of ord~--

this has been a poor bet, partly because there are t hose
who are cruel enough to exploit the misunderstanding and
false hopes that were built up when the pl an was fir s t

,

.

I

announced •

- 1

5
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Ho wever, the weakness of the program was foreseen by a

~-

group which is genuinely interested in seeing that the

15

most effective measures to rehabilitate the disabled
are incorporated in the Act.

In its brief on the subject of disability
allowances in May, 1954, the Canadian Welfare Council
summed up the situation thus:
"While recognizing the need for disability allowances
for totally and permanently disabled persons, we are
strongly of the view that such allowances must be
thought of in terms of their effect upon those who
are not eligible as well as upon those who are eligible
for benefit from them.

When this is done the need for

a broader program becomes at once clearly apparent •••••• ''

16
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In its outline of a comprehensive program, the Council
recommended that maintenance for the disabled should be
provided through

\

of disabled persons who must be regarded as incapable
of rehabilitation.

This would include the totally

disabled provided for in the l221_!ct.

7

a rehabilitation allowance for those . people for

whom there is any hope of rehabilitation, regardless of
how meagre that hope may be, to provide maintenance during
the whole process of rehabilitation similar to that now
offered during retraining under Sched ule R of the Canadian
Vocational Tra ining Act:

~

--
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3.

maintenance for those partially MER« disabled

who are not eligible for either of the above programs,
through public assistance provided by the province or the
local authority.

I

The weakness in the present program

} suggest,

arise ~ from

the gap - the absence of assistance for the people who are not
totally and permanently disabled and
chance of rehabilitation.

Ja:~:iotgx:U:bltliMilXXXXKOC.
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for whom there is a
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who is always thoughtful and cooperativE
I would urge the Ministe ~{to consider carefully the need
for more flexibility in the regulations, and the additional
provision for maintenance during rehabilitation for those
who may benefit from it.

18
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And may I add that some advocates for changes
in welfare programs have suggested that when amendments
are being made to one particular piece of Welfa re legislation
tha t an across the board survey should be made which would
~mbrace ~ ar

Veterans Allowances and Assistance

and legislation

that has been enacted for the benefit of the Blind and in
the latter case it would cover the appeal now being mde by
the Canadian Institute for the Blind whereby a specific
allowance free from the means test would be granted to all
blind adults to cover the costs of guiding and other
essential expenses peculair to blindness.

I
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NATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURANCE

Regarding National Health Insurance,much progress
has been made in building up facilities and in the training
of personnel .

As we have talked at length about this

before, I now have only one t hing to add
with ii.t ,

Q~

quiekly ao

o/-

JOssibJ ~ .

,/.,/tf·-1~

-

-- Let us get on

19 -

SUCCESSION
_ DUTY ___

19

Among the !"lajor pieces of legislation to come
up this session is the propo sed revision of the Dominion
Succ e ssion Duty Act.

Without going into detail which

woul6 be more appropriate when the act is under consideration,
I should like to draw attention to certai n general provisions
I

which seem to me unf air .
Fir s t I should like to recommend in the case of
a widow that up to $50 , 000 . of her husband's estate be a
true exemption and not just an exemption that excludes
from taxation estates under $50 , 000 .

At present if

an estate is $50 , 000 . or under, no tax is levm but if it
is even $1 . 00 over that amount, a tax is levied on the
enti r e estate .

- 20 -
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A second objection to the present law is that
when a widow has a survivor's pension, or a life interest
in an estate, full succession duties, assuming normal life
span, must be paid within four years in equal instalments.
This may mean that the widow pays taxes on income she never
received if she dies before her allotted span of years .
It amounts to double or triple taxation anyway --income tax
on the original earnings, e state tax and then tax on the
widow' s income if she lives to receive the income.

A lot of the se inequities would not be so severe
if the wife be viewed as a marriage partner .

It has been

recomended that one-half of a husband's estate should pass
on to his widow free of duties .

This seems to me a fair

proposition provided a reasonable limit be fixed.

- 21 -

I realize that there are many who are not so
well off financially that they need worry about estate duties.
In some cases where a man dies in his active working years
som e assistance could be given on the basis of uncEimed
ben~fits

under the Uremployment Insurance Act .

I ask the Minister if
eoi:Hllftt. considerationy be given to paying the unemployment
could
benefits to which a worker would have been entitled had he
lived, to the widow and children.

21
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to
Another matter of similar nature relates~ the
payment of War Veterans Allowances and Assistance.

Those

veterans of the First World War who for one reason or
another, in many cases not of their own

doing, served

in England but not in France or another theatre of war
should be eligible for benefits under the Wa r Veterans
Allowance Act .

These men and women,

particularly of the early contingents, soldienrl under great
difficulties .

They had to contend with mud, slush, cold

disease, veritably the conditions of the trenches.

Any

one who was stationed in the ·early war years at Salisbury
Plains, Westinghanger, Moore Plains came home full of
rheumatism, arthrities, and allied diseases.

They served

as bad if not
under physical condi tionsA ~ worse than prevailed in England
during the Second World War and are entiltled to the same
consideration .

v
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The constituency of Halifax, which I have
the honour to represent, is of more than ordinary importance
to the nation .
cash .

The evidence of this is found in cold

Payments by the Dominion Government in lieu of

taxation for

1955 were gre atl y increased and brought up

more in line with the tax as paid by the average citizen
--our high tax rate over the years can be attributed to
the small share borne by the Federal Authorities whose
contributions were all out of proportion to the value
City of Hfx

received from the Halifax, Dartmouth and Halifax County

:-$827:3-$9-T 55)
I

Towg_ot_g~~~·

• $77.,'863.

Hf~_Qoug~y

r

taxpayer.

.

II

. $4 6·, 336 ( l 954 )

I am sure the increase in these payments pleased

the citizens of Hali fax and the municipalities very much.
In addition, the National Harbours Board paid $75,000. to
the City of Halifax .

Now, this payment is anything but

in line with the tax that they should pay in view of the fact
that they practically control ·ane1 o:Wl. all the wate rfront in
Halifax.

24 -

It was a great surprise to me that the payment
was not at least double this amount for it seems fantastic
and all out of proportion for the National Harbours Board
to be paying merely $75 ,000.

In so doing they are adding

to the burden of the individual taxpayer of Halifax, in
particular the businessman who is already staggering under
his tax load.
In spite of this short-changing, the Na tional
Harbours Board is worthy of commendation for its endeavours
in bringing the Port of Hali f ax to a hi gher standard of
efficiency each year.

There is no doubt that this

improvement has been important in the growth in the volume
of business handled by the port .

But more remains to

be done and I would urge that docking and handling
facilities be maintained and extended to keep ahead of
and create demand , as well as to meet any emergency .

) -

- 24
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To give ai d to the National Harbours Board and
to assist in every way possible in promoting trade
through our Port, the City of Halifax, about two y ears
ago organized the Port of Halifax Commission ---the
memoers all working without remuneration and doing a
soliciting and
major job well iltdire cting traffic through our Port
and advising the National Harbours Board management of
the ne eds of a modern, effic i ent Harbour .

In addition to our

Co~nission

we also have a

group of men, the fi n est in North America, whos e aim also
is to assist the Minister of Transport in his administra tion .
I r efer to the members of the Halifax Long shoremen Association,
and other waterfront workers,
who efficiently load and unload s hi ps in fair weather
and f oul, and give service far beyond their call of duty,
thus expediting with despatch the business of the Nation.

- 25 -
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On several occasions in the past reference
has been made to the volume of Canadian manufactured
goods shipped through United States ports.

One of the

big-volume commodities using these channels is automobiles,
which as we all know is a highly protected industry in
Canada.

Natunily, we in Halifax would like to see

this business come our way over Canadian railways .

We realize that ther e are many factors which
det e rmine the choice of a port of shiwment;
competition is very keen.

and that the

Our faciliti es must be

of a very high order and our reputation for service first
I( ~

·rate if we are to compete with the big lilm€ric o.n ports .
Much of this depends upon our snpping companies and their
employees but they must have the ve ry be st port facilities
to work with .

A port wi thout ad equat e rail way a nd air

se rvic e s is li k e the proverbial

f~ ower

''born to blush unseen".

26
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Now that railway business has increased
/.

I ,... , ,

considerably, it is expected that the C. N.R . can afford
express iccomodation which is advanced beyond the village
stage.

Th e old wooden buildings contructed during the

war of 1914-18 , which serve as Express sheds and offices,
must be most inefficient for their operations.

Certainly

they give the appe arance of makeshift arrangements and
~

I

)~'

I !--m sure,'- impose unnecessary burdens on the staff working
ther~

afid should be re placed by fire-proof structures as

early as possible .

Condemned as a fire menace some

years ago, their continued use must constitute a hazard
to shippers not to mention the morale of thos e employed.
1\
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This is an important year for Canada in the
field of tariffs and trade .

The GATT conference

to t,ke place shortly is of vital concern to those as
dependent on exports as

~(r€\in Nova Scoti~ .

It is to be hoped that the tafriff gains of the last

;fl' t

c

)fro'

{JR

few years can be held and our relative position(' improved .
Another conference to which we look with great
interest is the British Caribbean ~onference to be held
in London in the near future .
interest

~E

a

is another embryo organization which is) in

sen ~ following

')

federation of the British West

in~ hoped-for

Indies(~ re

Canada has a particular

in our footsteps in its growth toward

a firmer piitical and economic foundation .
11/'~;JL

We have

l

an interest in this as the evolution within the Jommonweal th
/'.

of another group of territories)
the control of their own affairs.

taking steps
peaceful means7 toward

28
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We have a very direct int erest, too, in
trade with this area.

It is a natural market for some

,A>(1_

of our goods , and of particular importance to the Atlantic
A

Trade has been hampered not by lack of

Provinces.

demand but by exchange difficulties in the whole stirling
area.

With federation, we can look f or improvement

in the econooic position of the group of islands
growth of trade, a mutual

~.k1

and~e
I'

advantag~t~

May I conclude by asking that a trade mission
whose specific aim would be to improve our trade in fish,
~

be organized to go to the West Indies andj\ South America.
I suggest that it might be organized along the lines of
that successful mission headed by the
/)1~-

t

· ~ •.

and Commerce a year or so ago.

Min~ter

of Trade

